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ETHNOBIOTICA
Transitions are never easy. But as I assume the responsibilities of editorship of what

acknowled

Hunn

Ethnobiology
appeal to a wide and growing readership, one I hope will be maintained for years to come.
The journal will continue to be a vehicle that expresses the specific intersections of human
groups and other organisms and groups or suites of organisms. This editorial transition, in

other words, will be marked by an adherence on my part to the original vision of this re-

markably interdisciplinary and fertile field of basic research, ethnobiology. I solicit new
articles that reflect the intersection of people and organisms in the field, as well as the en-
meshing of disciplines concerned with such palpable intersections. I look forward to see-
ing your work in these pages in the near future.
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ETHNOBOTANY AND DOMESTICATION PROCESS OF
LEUCAENA IN MEXICO.

ZARATE
Instituto de Ecologia, Departamento de Ecologia de los Recursos Naturales

Mexico
Morelia, Michoacdn

Mexico

ABSTRACT.- This paper analyzes ethnobotanical information on the tropical tree

legume genus Leucaena Benth. It is part of a taxonomical, archaeobotanical,
ethnohistorical, and genetical study of the domestication process of these plants
in Mexico. In general, uses are food and medicine; the wood is valued as fuel, for

construction and for tool manufacturing. Young leaves, flower buds, immature
legumes and seeds are eaten fresh, both raw and cooked; seeds are either dry-
preserved whole and toasted or ground in a paste that is sun-dried and cooked;
the bark is a vulnerary, the leaves and seeds are antiseptic and parasiticide. Within
distribution ranges of taxa, local ethnic groups recognize and use natural
populations, thus emphasizing the antiquity of this knowledge. Associated with
this, there is variable cultural relevance of the taxa. Most important cultivated
taxa are L. esculenta subsp. esculenta and L. leucocephala subsp. glabrata. The first is

cultivated in central and southern Mexico, its biological area of origin and where
it is extensively gathered, consumed and stored. The second is widespread under
cultivation in warm to temperate zones, and probably originated in coastal
southern Mexico. Some taxa have recently been introduced to management
systems, which enhances variation of traditional management techniques.

Key words: ethnobotany; domestication process; Leucaena; Mexico.

RESUMEN.- Este articulo analiza la information etnobotanica disponible acerca
del genero de arboles tropicales Leucaena (Fabaceae, Mimosaceae), con enfasis en
los taxa cultivados. Es parte de un estudio taxonomico, arqueobotanico,
etnohistorico y genetico del proceso de domestication de estas plantas en Mexico.
Sus usos son como alimento y medicina, la madera sirve como lena, para
construction y para manufacturar utensilios. Las hojas, flores, legumbres y semillas

inmaduras se comen frescas, crudas o cocinadas; las semillas se almacenan
preparadas enteras -consumidas tostadas-, o molidas y secadas al sol -consumida
cocinada-; la corteza es vulneraria; las hojas y semillas son antisepticas y
parasiticidas. Dentro del ambito de distribution de los taxa, las etnias locales

reconocen y utilizan las poblaciones silvestres, indicando la antigiiedad de este

conocimiento. Asociado a esto existe variation en la importancia cultural de los

taxa, siendo los mas importantes en cultivo L. esculenta subsp. esculenta y L.

leucocephala subsp. glabrata. La primera, cultivada en el centro y sur de Mexico, su
area de origen biologico, donde se recolecta extensivamente, se consume y
almacena. La segunda es cultivada en las zonas calidas a templadas del pais,

probablemente originaria de la costa sur de Mexico. Algunos taxa han sido
recientemente incorporados a sistemas tradicionales de manejo, incrementando
la variabilidad de las formas de manejo tradicionales.

Palabras clave: Etnobotanica; proceso de domestication; Leucaena; Mexico.
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RESUME.- Cet article analyse Information ethnobotanique disponible sur le genre

des arbres tropicaux Leucaena (Fabaceae, Mimosaceae), en particulier sur les especes

cultiv£es au Mexique. L'etude fait partie d'une recherche taxonomique,

oitMobotanique, ethnohistorique et genetique, des processus de domestication

de ces plantefl au Mexique. Generelment, elles sont utilisees comme aliments et

remfcdes. Le bois sert a la construction, la fabrication d'outils, et comme
combustible. Les feuilles, fleurs, gousses, graines, sont mangees a l'etat jeune,

cnns ou cuites. Les graines sont stockees, simplement sechees (puis grillees au
- m * m • « t %

OU U1S

graines sont

parasiticides et antiseptiques. Les differences especes etaient connues, nominees,

ethnic

•ep

et L leucot ephala subsp. glabrata. La premiere est cultivee au centre et au sud du

Mexique (sa zone d'origine biologique) elle est recoltee extensivement, preparee

et stock£e. La secondeest cultivee dans les zones chaudes a temperees du Mexique,

probablement originaire de la cote sud. Recentement, quelques especes ont ete

incorporees aux systcmes de culture traditionels, occasionant de nouvelles

conduitesde culture.

Mots clefs: Ethnobotanique, processus de domestication, Leucaena, Mexique.

INTRODUCTION

This paper analyzes the ethnobotanical information available for species of

the genus Leucaena Benth. in Mexico. It is particularly directed to examining local

people's knowledge of these legume trees, including classification, ecology, utili-

zation and management, with emphasis on the cultivated taxa. It is part of a study

«!•
archaeobotany thnohistory

The general aim of these studies

diffus

interrelat

occurringDoi'h'stication- Domestication is a process uttumug ui mi cuiiiuuiuiugicai u;f»-wr.-.

humans and plants interact, with each one of these entities having its particular and

mdependent principles (e.g., culture and economy vs. genetics and ecology). Plants are an

economic incentive needed for human subsistence; however, interaction between people

and plants (and the ecosystem in general) occurs as a socially mediated process, which is

driven by human work, i.e., management. Like all cultural processes, management evolves

through the acquisition, transformation and transmission of information by social groups

as part oftheir economic activities in an ecological context. Management -ofboth vegetation

and each kind of plant- causes changes in both the plant's environment and the genetic

structure ofplant populations (i.e., evolution, which is analogous to ecotypic differentiation).

The historical trends of the cultural aspects of the domestication process may be studied

by comparison of ethnobotanical and historical aspects. This cultural sequence of change
finds expression in genetic processes which become perceivable as taxonomical identity

and morphological, ecological, and genetical variation.
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The cultural emit€ \1« soamem a has htena distim t imterof ci\ titration in u hu h

ho use of natural resovn s i wharact* i/ed b\ the exhaustive um* of btologn al

diversity and h\ a diverse spectrum of management intens»t\. both of the ve t.i

tion and of individual plant s| c aballero 1994, I asas ft al 1^97) I bus a

number of plant (and ammah tava have been utilized in thisanai in conditions

diversified production which range from gathering to full docru stuation

iMerninde/A 1993 incU* Interaction with ei logical and economu conditions

I hi ^ults of thiN long histi>r\ ane a number ot valuahleand now davs imj rtant

crop- mda tradition ot diventfhede* >gical um-oI *oil and vegetation (B\< 199

Mernandez-X 1993). This is the context in which / spp has K«en known
used and man.i^i Within this oonti vt use ot those inw .iv tinxl is noteworthv

beiause tender pods and seeds mav br eaten un* ooked Other legume tiers are

consumed immature todav and maybe •ware more so in the past (Messet 1978,

lelker 1981), but this is not frequent ami trees .lie not cultivated nor e\tensi\el\

gathered The flesh v legumes of mesijuitel/ -4fpis spp.)indm* * i to extract the

sugar the\ i ontain, but seeds only become edibl< alter being toasted and ground
so are seeds o( other legume Invs such as 1 villoma Candida and ( idtum spp

(Parra 1983). I"he sott edible pulp mis) surrounding feeds of ihe genera of le

gume trees (nga and Pith bium are fnequentlv <onsumed, gathered and
ommerciali/ed, and the trees producing them are managed

The appn iable consequences of the Spanish conquest on the ethnohotam i >f

the genus are discussed elsewhere (Zirate 1997, 1998). The importam < given bv

Mesoamerican cultures to Lcucaena was m stl\ ignored b Europeans ,ind thus

by the socio-economicalh dominant class Because of thi traditional use ar\d

management ot most taxa of Leucaem pp. underwent little acculturation, while

partial cultural disjunction is observed in modem ums o >ome taxa (Zirate 1997,

1998).

Taxonomy and ecology 1994K the gen

\limo ae- comprises about 24 tava of tret >s and shrub- -22 in Mexico including

14 species and 1
v subspecies plus a number of little studied Central and South

American taxa- in tw o set turns, Sect. Leucaena, and Sect. Macrophylla Zirate It is

distributed from theJ^ »uthern United Stah-s to Northern ^ uth America (Hugh*

1998b) The taxa grow indifferent tropical environments from arid to humid , f rm-

mg part t a range of vegetation types including mat rales, low deciduous forests,

sub-deciduous humid forests, gallerv forests, mangrove edges sandy shores, and

road-side vegetation Zirate 1994; Hughes 1993, R/edowskv 1978) In humid en*

vironmenfcs Lcucaena taxa belong mostly toaei ndar\ vegetation, theirdominano

increasing ith aridih Most cultivated taxa belong to section Leu na, character-

ized by having small leaflets (Zirate 1994).

A number oi putative interspecific hybrid* have been detected in Lcucaena,

some of which have been formally named Zarate 1994; Hughe 19S \, 1998b;

Hughes and Harris 1994). Some of the suspected hybrids seem to be a part <

biogeographical and genetic process of evolution in the genu* while others \

been related to cultivation and human diffusion (Zarate 1994). Among these

described been

rpholog is the hvbrid between the gu je wjo and the guaje verd*
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Hughes et Harris (1994). This highly sterile tree has been found only where culti-

vation of the parental taxa is sympatric (Hughes and Harris 1994).

Ethnobotany- Most taxa of Leucaena in Mexico are reported as edible by people,

and some are gathered more or less intensely (Zarate 1994) (Appendix 1). The

main cultigens are: the guaje1
rojo or guaje Colorado, "red guaje," L. esculenta (Moc. et

Sesse ex A. DC.) Benth., with two subspecies, L. e. subsp. esculenta and L. e. subsp.

paniculata (Britton et Rose) Zarate (1994); and the guaje verde, "green guaje," or guaje

bianco, "white guaje", L. leucocephala (Lam.) de Wit subsp. glabrata (Rose) Zarate

(1987, 1994).

METHODS

Ethnobotanical information was obtained from diverse sources: literature (eth-

nographical and ethnobotanical), floristic studies, herbarium specimen labels

-mainly from the Herbario Nacional de Mexico (MEXU). Field work provided in-

formation derived from open and structured interviews (Martin 1995), mainly
during rapid surveys beginning in 1979 throughout most of the genus' distribu-

tion, and, in some areas, for longer periods (Papantla, Veracruz, 1988, 1993, 1997;

Central Guerrero, 1979, 1981, 1984; Chapulco, Puebla: 1982-1984; Oaxaca, 1979-

1981). Where possible, ethnographical works were compared with field data.

Common names were recorded from literature, herbarium labels and field work.
Established phonetic equivalencies were used when available. Transcription of

Whenever

knowledge
ponding

mthentic,
of which were deposited in MEXU

with field data, when available. The taxa were identified following Zarate (1994)

piled.

made of the ethnobotanical informati

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ethnographic studies of peoples of Mexico give information about the use of

Jt taxa of Leucaena. The data range from detailed descriptions of uses to the
ihon of the plant's names. Field work confirmed the knowledge and uses of

:ies of the genus by indigenous and mestizo erouos throughout the country

knowledge is seemingly ancient and mos
n (Zarate 1997).

classifi

taxa of Leucaena are found, have local names for them, some in native languages.
ocai people s perception of variation and identification of plants is, in general,

P rase and usually it agrees with taxonomic criteria. The exceptions to this state-

rf™ dUG t0 lack of exPlo™tion, rather than to people's ignorance of
the

Plants (Zarate 1994) (Appendix 1).

F F

etter^^ folk classifications of Leucaena arP thp Nahuatl. Mixtec and
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(M
in these languages are respectively, maxim, nduva, and \ya, which are applied with

the

Within the area of cultivation of the

known

Maya
xaxitn

in Puebla and Veracruz, and guashe in Chiapas, where Leucaena taxa are also
named in non-Nahuatl local native languages. Some designations distinguish lo-

cal native wild taxa from introductions by epithets denoting this. In Chiapas the
native guash de monte, L. collinsii Britton et Rose subsp. collinsii (Zarate 1994), is

distinguished from the guash de Castilla, L. e. esculenta.

Uses and parts used- Use for food is consistent, except in a few cases in which it is

mostly medicinal. In the Yucatan Peninsula the leaves of uaxim (L. I leucocephala)

are fed to chickens as a systemic ectoparasiticide to kill lice, and for other medici-
nal applications (Barrera et ah 1976; Martinez 1979). Also, in the Balsas River Basin
L. e. subsp. matudae Zarate is not used as food but the bark is used as a remedy for

witchcraft and as a vulnerary (Zarate 1994). Flower buds and young leaves of

The
know

from Nahuatl uaxizquitl composed of uaxin, guaje and izquitl, toasted seeds
from

the native area of L. e. esculenta, guajesquite, derived mainly from wild trees, is

prepared and commercialized. In Morelos, mature seeds gathered from wild trees

of L. macrophylla Benth. subsp. macrophylla are likewise consumed (Zarate 1994). In
Baja California Sur, the immature legumes of L. lanceolata S. Watson subso. lanceolata

dry

insects

called bolochocos or polochocos, are eaten raw in combination with other foods, such
as beans (Messer 1978, Vazquez 1986, Casas et al. 1987, Zarate 1994; Casas and
Caballero 1996) (Appendix 1).

Culinary tradition includes several recipes, the most relevant being theguaxmole
-from Nahuatl, uaxmolli, composed of uaxin and tnolli, stew (Simeon 1977)- pre-

meat. Several

with or without

usually with garlic. The tortas de guaje is a
//

immature
with

until

popcorn, and eaten in tacos with chili pepper sauces, or alone adding lemon juice,

ennedv 1992). In

during the season when goats are sacrificed (matanza), guaje rojo seeds are cooked
Colin 1977). In this

Mill

In

m some lm
While this may be valid for most
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permanent supply

Mexico City,

called acaparadores, who buy guajes from local producers. In this and otner wig=

towns and cities guajes are usually offered together with ethnic plant and animal

foodstuffs. Less freauentlv. thpv mav Hp fminH n inner with more common veg-

More

sometimes more important in the diet, supplying protein. Such is the case of the

elaborate products which may be stored (the guajesquite and the "bread" described

below). This alimentary pattern corresponds with a strategy based on main staple

foodstuffs, usually crop species, supplemented with seasonally available foods

that are frequently gathered.

The wood is used as firewood, and that of L. esculenta is used by the Popoloca

in Puebla for house construction (Jacklein 1974). Utensils and tools are also report-

edly made from the wood of L. lanceolata cultivated by the Huaves (Zizumbo and

Colunga 1982). Similar uses and properties of wood of Leucaena spp. are known

from documents of the sixteenth century (Zarate 1997).

Medicinal uses are also common and widespread. In general, leaves and seeds

of these plants are used to fight infections both of the digestive and of the respira-

tory systems. Topical use of the ground bark of all three subspecies of L. esculenta

(Zarate 1994) (sometimes mixed with honey) is recommended for infected wounds

(vulnerary). The seeds of these last named taxa are considered an eupeptic and

aphrodisiac (Diaz 1976, Hernandez 1960). In the original illustration of "Mimosa

esculenta" (slide no. 6331-627, Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation), which

forms part of the Iconografia de la Flora Mexicana compiled by Sesse and Mocirio

(1887, 1893), both the edibility and the aphrodisiac properties of L. esculenta subsp.

esculenta are mentioned. The bark of L. e. matudae is used in magic medicine for

treatment of witchcraft, which is associated with the Nahuatl invocation repeated

in silence by the healer when gathering, preparing, giving the remedy to the pa-

tient, and ending the ritual. Leucaena c. collinsii from Chiapas is reported as

antirheumatic (Diaz 1976) (Appendix 1).

These medicinal uses contrast with reports of toxicity of the leaves, seeds and

pods for cattle, a fact already known by Spanish conquerors (Zarate 1997): When

eaten, it causes hair-loss and, in ruminants, goiter. The responsible of this effect is

the mildly toxic amino acid mimosine, which in ruminants is degraded to the po-

tent goiterogen 3-hydroxy-4-lH pyridone (DHP). Toxic effects in ruminants may

be avoided by inoculating cattle with the bacteria Synergistes jonesii, which is ca-

pable of degrading DHP (Jones and Megarrity 1986). Biological activity of mimosine

in animal cells has been attributed to the decondensation of chromatin and nucle-

olar fibrillar component (Vogt 1991). This highly specific protein synthesis inhibition

may explain the loss of hair and the reported properties against infections and a

broad range of parasites. This fact suggests that Leucaena spp. could have poten-

tial in the treatment of tumors.

Economic importance- Commercialization of products of several species of Leucaena

is common in markets of many parts of Central Mexico. Among these markets are

local weekly and daily marketplaces as well as established markets. In markets,

~..,.i^ u j . n , . . . i t_ ii »~;« cunnlv

upermarkets
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The legumes of the short day plant L. e. esculenta, and those of L. e. paniculate

which mature during the rainy season, are replaced during most part of the year
by L. I. glabrata, which produces legumes all year round, as long as water is pro-

vided. Regionally (State of Mexico), the legumes of L. m. macrophyUa are ottered;

so are the leaves, pod galls (bolochocos) and dry seeds of L. esculenta (guajesquite)

(Guerrero, Morelos and Puebla); the fresh legumes of L. cuspidate Standley are

sold in the weekly market of Ixmiquilpan, Hidalgo, during the production season

(September). Legumes of L. conferti flora Zarate subsp. adenotheloidea Zarate (1994),

both cultivated and gathered wild at Chapulco, Puebla, and nearby locations, are

commercialized in local markets in the area of the Tehuacan Valley. Products in

the market come mainly from cultivated populations, but may also have wild or

somewhat managed provenance. In the first case are all instances of L. /. glabrata,

and most examples of sale of L. esculenta and L. c. adenotheloidea. Wild provenance
is dominant in commercialized products of L. macrophyUa and L cuspidata.

Guajesquite made from L. e. esculenta is mainly from wild trees, although there is

evidence of a possibly long history of management of some apparently wild popu-
lations (Casas and Cabal lero 1996). Legumes of L. c. adenotheloidea in markets come
from both cultivated and wild trees. Most taxa are known to be considered edible

and are gathered from wild or somewhat altered populations (Appendix 1).

Leucaena esculenta- This species is native to the Balsas River Basin at elevations

from 850 to 2200 m above sea level, it is found cultivated in this area and in Cen-
tral Mexico, in Zacatecas, Jalisco, Hidalgo, Puebla, Veracruz, Michoacan, Mexico,

Guerrero, Morelos, Oaxaca and Chiapas (Zarate 1994:132, figure 6). Outside this

area it is occasionally found cultivated. The subspecies esculenta is common in the

northern and western part of the distribution, whereas the subspecies paniculata is

found at higher altitudes in Zacatecas, Puebla, Guerrero, Morelos and Oaxaca. In

Oaxaca, the characteristics distinguishing subspecies esculenta and paniculata -re-

spectively, angled branches and red flowers vs. terete branches and reddish flowers,

among others- are frequently combined in cultivated individual trees. Local wild

populations of L. e. paniculata do not have such mixed characteristics (Zarate 1994).

This may be due to hybridization between both subspecies, aided by the above
mentioned overlap in phenology, as suggested by the polyploidy of these south-

ern populations of the guaje rojo. Archaeobotanical evidence supports that such

hybridization would have derived from the diffusion of L. e. esculenta to areas

with native L. e. paniculata populations (Zarate 1994). Subspecies paniculata is some-
times cultivated, particularly in the margins of the distribution of subspecies

esculenta, at or above 2000 m, in the states of Morelos, Puebla and Oaxaca. Subspe-

cies matudae, is endemic to the Central Balsas Basin area, and has not been seen

cultivated (Zarate 1994).

The guaje rojo is gathered from wild and managed trees for consumption of

the fresh (green) seeds, which are eaten raw or cooked. The reddish legumes -tied

up in bundles- are sold in markets in many parts of Mexico. Subspecies esculenta is

deciduous, flowering while leafless -an adaptation of tropical dry tropical forest

trees. Legumes of most highly prized L. e. subsp. esculenta trees (hueyuaxin) ma-
ture in the spring, while other populations -having lower quality- mature later.

Thus, the legumes of guaje rojo are available from August to March. Subspecies
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paniculata matures during the summer and fall. The Valley Zapotec from Mitla,

Oaxaca, take advantage of both subspecies, recognizing them as lya gusghi (lya,

Valley Zapotec generic name, and gusghi, rainy season; "rainy season guaje") and

lya kures (similarly, "dry season guaje") (Messer 1978; Zarate 1994).

Within the heartland of the guaje rojo, in the Canada Region of Guerrero, the

seeds of subsp. esculenta are extensively gathered from wild and managed popu-

lations to be prepared as guajesquite which may be stored for further use. It is sold

in local markets (e.g., Iguala and Huamuxtitlan, Guerrero and Cuernavaca,

Morelos) by seed merchants. Within this area, another form of storable prepara-

tion is known: the fresh seeds are ground into a bread-like cake and stored wrapped

in plastic after being sun-dried. This preparation is consumed in stew-like dishes,

with or without meat. According to Casas and Caballero (1996), these two prepa-

rations are the only wild food resources stored by the Mixtec people in Guerrero.

This "guaje bread" may be the same as that noticed during the sixteenth century

by Hernandez (1960; Zarate 1997).

Management- These trees (both subspecies) are managed in various agricul-

tural systems, grading in intensity, including in situ selection of L. e. esculenta in

sites under fallow cultivation in dry tropical forests (Casas and Caballero 1996),

home gardens, and in high density pure stands. Frequently, it is planted along

water channels (apantles) and in furrow ridges between milpas (bordos). Vegetative

propagation is not practiced for any species of the genus which are always seed-

propagated, commonly by direct planting, but they can also be transplanted. In

some cases, the presence of a seedbank makes planting unnecessary.

Diffusion- Cultigens of the species seem to have been dispersed from some

parts of the Balsas Basin to all parts of the range of cultivation. Some places of

origin of cultigens known today are the upper valleys of Morelos (Cuernavaca

and surrounding areas), an area in the State of Mexico (Temascaltepec area), and

the Tierra Caliente region of Guerrero and Michoacan (Teloloapan, Guerrero-

Tiquicheo, Michoacan area); these are all regions where Nahuatl is spoken.

Leucaena leucocephala- Subspecies leucocephala is native along the Caribbean Coast

of Mexico, the Antilles, and Florida, while the subspecies glabrata is widespread in

Mexico, but its native area is not completely certain (see below) (Zarate 1987, 1994).

The subspecies glabrata is cultivated and has recently been dispersed as a weed.

While being typical of humid tropical environments, in cultivation it has a broad

ecological range. A cultigen initially identified as subspecies leucocephala (Zarate

1987, 1994) is known cultivated bv the Coast Totonac of Veracruz, and bv the Totonac

from

this

jpulverulenta . In the May
leucocephala is part of home gardens (Barrera 1980; Rico-Gray et al. 1990)

the native L. I

Mana lash

and burn milpas, acahuales (managed secondary vegetation) and in managed pas-

tures (Kelly and Palerm 1952; Medellin 1990); elsewhere, within its distribution

range, it is mainly found in patios, homegardens and in pure stands (Lazos etai

Jalcomul
seem to depend largely on

i ~,^^ *L „,nwn on the
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Jalcomulco River banks, apparently forming spontaneous hybrids with the native

taxon L. diversifolia (Schldl.) Benth. subsp. diversifolia (Zarate 1994).

Diffusion. This species colonized the tropics of the world through European
introduction via the Philippines (Zarate 1987, 1997, 1998). However, the aggres-

sive subspecies leucocephala has become a problem for some countries, leading to

the introduction of the more useful subspecies glabrata (Dijkman 1950, Anony-
mous 1984, Hughes 1993). This trend has reached Mexico, where importation of

germplasm is occurring even today.

Cultigens of subspecies glabrata probably originated along rivers in the Sierra

Madre del Sur or along the southern Pacific Coast of Mexico. From here, it reached

its present area of traditional cultivation along MichoacAn, Guerrero, Morelos,

Puebla and Oaxaca. Archaeological evidence suggests that L. I glabrata was intro-

duced to the Tehuacan Valley during the Classic period (Palo Blanco phase), and
perhaps to the Gulf of Mexico area, and that it was associated with irrigation agri-

culture (Zarate 1998). The cultivation of L. /. glabrata occurs where water is available

and low temperatures do not limit its growth. Conversely, however, cultivation of

L. esculenta does not occur at low elevations and may be damaged by excessive

humidity (Zarate 1994).

Other cultivated taxa- Other taxa are cultivated in lower degree, including some
newly introduced cultigens and others that seem traditional. In the first case, the

guaje zacatzin, L. c. adenotheloidea is a small, multiple-stemmed tree cultivated at

1800-2000 m above sea level in Chapulco, Puebla (Zarate 1984, 1994). The ethno-

botanical evidence indicates that this shrubby tree was initially planted at the

beginning of the present century. It is grown in home gardens with other trees in

borders limiting the corn fields (milpas). Native populations exist in the neighbor-

ing Sierra de Zongolica, where it has traditionally been gathered for consumption,

trade and sale (Zarate 1994). Irrigation seems to be causing the preference of the

guaje zacatzin over the older cultigens of the guaje Colorado (L. e paniculata), because

the latter is damaged by constant moisture while the first responds with luscious

growth and abundant legume production (Zarate 1994).

In the same case is L. cuspidata Stand ley, a small tree from arid vegetation in

San Luis Potosi, Queretaro and Hidalgo (Zarate 1994), of incipient cultivation at

the Mezquital Valley (Hughes 1993). As a tradition, the Otomi people gathered

this shrub's legumes (Zarate 1994) and currently are turning to its cultivation.

Of unknown antiquity in cultivation, L. lanceolata -belonging to Leucaena Sec-

tion Macrophylla Zarate (1994)- is grown in live fences for fodder by the Huaves of

San Mateo del Mar, Oaxaca (Zizumbo and Colunga 1982).

Two other taxa are grown in living fences in Southern Mexico: L. c. collinsii,

and L. shannonii J. D. Smith subsp. shannonii. Both taxa are of Central American

affinity and are Mexican subspecies (Zarate 1994) disjunct from other subspecies

in Central America (Hughes 1993). Precise antiquity of their cultivation is unknown.

Management and agricultural systems- Physical factors such as climate, soil and

vegetation influence the decision about which taxa to cultivate, but the choice is

also influenced by cultural factors. The degree of intention and the effectiveness

of the various managed systems known for Leucaena spp. ranges from individual
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selection of trees in situ (without planting)- L. e. esculenta (Casas and Caballero

1996), and L I leucocephala (Kelly and Palerm 1952; Medellin 1990; Zarate 1994);

the favoring and encouragement of volunteer recruits in culture- L. e. paniculata.

in Chapulco, Puebla (Zarate 1994); to, the planting of seeds either directly to the

fields- L. e. esculenta (Casas and Caballero 1996), L. /. glabrata, and L c. adenotheloidea-

or ex situ to be transplanted- L. c. adenotheloidea (Zarate 1994).

CONCLUSIONS

Relative importance of taxa- From the data presented here, and from the

ethnohistorical analysis (Zarate 1997), it may be concluded that the taxon with

most ethnobotanical relevance in Mexico is L. e. esculenta, followed in order of

importance by L. /. glabrata. The native area of L. e. esculenta has been approxi-

mately outlined, also it has been determined that the highly prized cultigens of

this species (the hueyuaxin) originate in the higher portions along the northern

border of this region.

The eeoeraohic oriein of L. /. vlabrata and of its cultivation is less certain. Most

from the Mexican

mentioned

originate in the Gulf of Mexico

Mexico s Basin area during the

seems

Isthmus

American
management in living fences of native taxa. Mexican subspecies of L. collinsii and

L. shannonii (Zarate 1994) are cultivated in the northern portion of this area ex-

tending into Guatemala (Hughes 1993, 1998b). The tradition associated with this

area seems to be independent from those in the Balsas River Basi

Mexico regions. History of migrations of the Pipil Nicarao (Fowl r 1989) could

have influenced this cultivation tradition, but that is uncertain. While L

did not diffuse beyond Mexico, knowledge of the genus did: the Pipil

from El Salvador records the word waixin, plural, wahwaixin, meaning
(Campbell 1985).

domestication
ifLeucaena.- A model

study forms made

from the same wild and in situ selected popu-

ith thelahons morphologically studied by Casas and Caballero (1996), agrees w
differentiation observed by these authors in those characteristics of the fruit

are selected by people (Zarate 1999). This genetic evidence (Zarate 1999), together

with inferences coming

1997)

esculenta must have proceeded, in part, by a form of m.magerru'nt
observed by Casas and Caballero (1996), acting during prolonged p
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and over selected ecotypes. This form of selection acts upon locally available varia-
tion but is strengthened by diffusion of trees, which have themselves been selected
along a historical process acting extensively upon the species' ecological and geo-
graphic milieus (Zarate 1999).

The ethnobotany of the genus in Mexico uncovers a geographic mosaic of taxa-

cultures composed of wild, native taxa, in areas where local people gather and
know each one as part of their knowledge of the environment. Overlapped with
this pattern, some taxa are mostly found under more intense forms of manage-
ment, and genetic variation present is apparently more or less determined by the
history of such management. These facts may be observed as ethnobotanical mani-
festations: people recognize and appraise the quality of their plants, and of those
from the region and beyond. Accordingly, people make attempts to improve the
quality of their plantings either by introducing genetic material (seeds in this case),

by elimination and favoring of present trees, or by a combination of both. Thus
land race populations in areas where these were introduced are usually accompa-
nied by introduced, higher quality cultigens. The distribution of these prized
cultigens aids in charting their provenance and diffusion patterns.

Culturally, this situation in which a few taxa are widespread and cultivated,

while other are gathered and relevant only at a local scale, is a consequence of the
historical interaction between economic tradition, species distribution, ecological

importance, and relative importance of cultural groups. There is a noticeable cul-

tural identity of the most relevant taxa, their uses and their management by Nahuatl
speakers in Central Mexico. The magic-medicinal use of L. e. matudae mentioned
above is an important geographical and cultural indicator because it matches with
the area of major alimentary relevance of the giiajes, and because it provides cul-

tural identity clues. The context of the use of this magic medicine is similar in

many respects to that described by Aguirre-Beltran (1992) for Olloloqui (Ipomoea

corimbosa). In general, such similarities include invocation, ritual performance,
participants attitudes, patient motivations and effects of treatment.

Other clues come from: sixteen century accounts of its importance for Nahuatl
speakers (Zarate 1987); phytogeography (Zarate 1994); and, previously discussed

archaeological evidence of diffusion of L. e. esculenta to neighboring Mixtec and
Zapotec peoples (Zarate 1999). Also, evidence of diffusion of L. I glabrata to the

Tehuacan Valley, putatively with irrigation, has been associated with Nahuatl or

Mixtec speakers on the basis of ceramic findings (MacNeish et al., 1970).

The cultivation of the guaje verde is, in general, associated with that of L. e.

esculenta in the areas where both exist. However due to ecological conditions, L. /.

glabrata is cultivated in places where the guaje rojo would not grow, areas which
include many ethnic groups besides Nahuatl speakers. The Nahua identity of this

species is weaker than that of L. e. esculenta. It seems to have been of relatively

secondary importance to the sixteenth century Nahuatl speakers (Zarate 1997),

yet its diffusion could have been also associated with these ethnic groups, as sug-

gested by archaeology (Zarate 1998). All this indicates that Nahuatl speakers have
been the main diffusers of the knowledge, use and cultivation of L. e. esculenta and
L. /. glabrata. It remains to be seen whether ancient gatherers of guaje rojo seeds

were actually Nahuatl speakers, since when they did this and whether they learned

this from other people are questions that may only be answered by archaeology.
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domestication processes and production systems are bein

md shrubs of the genus Leucaena in Mexico, apparently ever

promotion Df the "modernized" uses, i.e. those praised by some international

3 are sometimes largely ignorant of traditional uses in Mexico. This

brings about incipient domestication of taxa formerly gathered from the wild. In

this last instance there are at least two taxa, both from dry environments: L. cuspidata

in the Mezquital Valley, and L. c. adenotheloidea near the Tehuacan Valley. In the

former case, innovation is observed as variation in the management techniques

used, a diversification which contrasts with more or less fixed traditional manage-

ment of Dreviouslv established cultieens in the same Dlace.

NOTES

1 The Spanish name guaje is derived from the Nahuatl uaxin, which is the generic name for

Leucaena trees; it is also applied to the legumes and to L. e. esculenta (Simeon 1977; Zarate

1997). Nahuatl derivatives are known, such as uaxin chichiltic "red guaje", calluaxin "house

guaje", etc. Some of these names apply to other genera, such as tepeuaxin (Lysiloma spp.).

Gloss variations are found in sixteen century documents: uaxi, hoaxitt, -huaxin, -oaxin

(Zarate 1997).
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logy and Empire: Environmental History of Settler Societies. Tom Griffil

and Libby Robin. University of Washington Press, Seattle. 1998. Pp. 256. $22

(paper). ISBN 0-295-97667-5.

The field of environmental history, concerned broadly with the complex rela-

tionship between people and nature through time, has emerged since the early

1970s to become a popular arena of scholarship. Although in its early days envi-

ronmental history tended to focus on the political history of the conservation

movement in the United States, it has since become a powerful interdisciplinary

tool used to understand humanity's impact on the earth. The frame of reference in

environmental history has widened to cover diverse topics, from the perceptions

of urban pollution and environmental racism to the demographic and ecological

effects of colonialism. Ecology and Empire is a significant and timely contribution

to the blossoming literature in environmental history. In general, it is about the

between human and natural history

lm

colonized Derioheries. The

societym * r — — j

After a brief introduction by Tom Griffiths, who co-edits this volume with

Invasion

rope and

Ecology

Pyne points out rather convincingly that Europeans saw very little difference be-

tween controlling fires and controlling people. They used fire suppression as a

powerful administrative tool to incorporate lands and people into their domain.

Pyne's contribution is followed by a chapter written by Eric Rolls, who outlines

environmen

The third

and final chapter in Part 1 is by Timothy Flannery, who examines the
British settlements in Australia. He ties their fate directly to the ecology of the

land in which they settle.

Ecology and Empire is called "The Empire of Science
examme the tensions between

ofperiphery (settler societies). Libby Robin discusses ecology not just as a way

philosophy and ideology Ecologicalnatural wunu, dui aiso as a
researcn in Australia, as influenced by the British, became a vehicle
biota economically useful at the expense of understanding indigenous species re

gardless of their economic and ecological value. Thomas Dunlap follows Robin i

piece by outlining the development of ecological concepts in the United State

and Great Britain and their transmission to scientists in Australia and New Zealand

William Beinart then takes the reader to South Africa by chronicling the critique o

transhumant pastoral practices in the Cane bv colonial veterinarians, who
pro

y

attention

r
™». uW steeped in traditional scientific training and those instuieu -»
intimate knowledge of local environments. The last chapter in Part 2 is by PJ
1 owell, who provides a detailed history of water management in Australia,

par
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ticularly Victoria, to reveal how the importance of domestic technology has boon
underestimated in efforts to provide Australians with adequate water supplies.

Part 3, "Nature and Nation/' begins with a chapter by Jane Carruthers, who
takes us back to South Africa. She examines the imperial dynamic behind the cre-

ation of Kruger National Park, Dongola Wildlife Sanctuary, and Pilanesberg

National Park. Carruthers shows quite effectively how protected areas can miti

gate against rather than promote, national unity because thev are saved for people

by protecting them from people. In the following chapter Richard Grove traces

the roots of settler environmentalism in South Africa. Criticism of the environ-

mental impact of British colonialism was primarily a Scottish phenomenon. South
Africa's most vocal critic was the Reverend John Croumbie Brown, a Scotsman
employed by the Cape Colony in the 1860s to advise on the biological aspects of

settlement. The final chapter in Part 3, written by Brigid Hains, is an engaging

account of the life of John Flynn, the Australian missionary who created the Fly-

ing Doctor Service to serve populations in the remote and inhospitable interior.

Hains draws parallels between the life of Flynn and the life of Douglas Mawson,
an icon of resourcefulness in Australia for his successful expeditions to Antarctica

nearly ninety years ago. Flvnn and Mawson subscribed dearly to the values of

progressive conservationism, both in their encounters with ecological frontiers

and in their visions of defining the relationship between settlers and nature.

Part 4 is called "Economy and Ecology" It contains three chapters the first by

Michael Williams. He compares deforestation in Australia with deforestation in the

United States, New Zealand, India, China, and Japan. In all cases, perhaps with the

exception of Japan, deforestation has been the most blatant manifestation of eco-

logical imperialism, a term used by Williams in reference to environmental change

as a result of the penetration and /or conquest of one group by another. In the fol-

lowing chapter Elinor Melville shifts the stage to Latin America, where she assesses

the rise of capitalism and the associated environmental impacts from 1519 to 1810.

Melville argues that the capitalist mode of production cannot be used to explain

environmental change in Latin America until the nineteenth century, prior to which

there was no clear-cut global division of labor. The global system of exchange was

rather characterized by inter-oceanic trade controlled by Europeans and local trade

carried out within and between independent producing regions controlled by in-

digenous traders, Europeans bom in the Americas, and immigrant Spaniards who
married locally. Shaun Milton concludes Part 4 with a chapter about the beef fron-

tier in South Africa's Transvaal. State intervention in traditional pastoral strategies

created a racially demarcated landscape and did little to promote a commercially

viable and environmentally sustainable cattle industry. Milton's chapter, like the

two others in Part 4, illustrates how invading market economies and the assertion of

colonial authority confront and interact with indigenous or settler livelihoods.

The fifth and final part of Ecology and Empire is called "Comparing Settler So-

cieties." It contains two chapters that claim to provide broad historiographical

perspectives of material presented in this book. John MacKenzie discusses four

tendencies of imperial environmental history: 1) an apocalyptic model fueled by

green histories; 2) the neo-Whiggish framework, which is a postmodern antidote

to the apocalyptic model; 3) the longer perspective, which evaluates not only local

resistance to colonial policy but also indigenous submission and collaboration;
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and 4) the fully integrated cultural school, which attempts to place environmental

issues into their full socioeconomic, political, and cultural context. The last chap-

ter of Ecology and Empire is written by David Lowenthal. He unpacks six interrelated

themes in the book bv arming that we need to appreciate: 1) variation when writ-

imperial environmental

dimensions of environmentalism

: about bv settler societies; 5) the e

consequences of indigenous livelihoods; and 6) the unavoidability but frequent

desirability of biological invasions, as both nature and culture can benefit from

intermineline.

Most

Melville, which is clearly wri

models, and adds immense

i
/

our scarce knowledge of environmental history in Latin America. Melville, how-

ever, takes the reader to 1810, when Spanish colonies in the New World began to

gain independence. An interesting extension of her work would involve a

(post)colonial analysis of the livestock industry in the Southern Cone, in which

the British played an extremely influential role. It would have been most welcome

in this book given its focus on British imperialism, which incidentally could have

One exception to a set of otherw
Flannery. He casts his comments

thatand cultural history in terms of environmental determinism, even suggesting tl

"... without a detailed understanding of the environmental determinants of life

remain obscure" (p. 49).

L^myirc i& generally strong in content, it is plagued by org

The structure of the book is not clearly presented in Griffiths

While Ecology

introduction, nor does Lowenthal's last chapter bring about effective closure. Strong

introductory and concluding chapters by the co-editors would provide this \'n -

ume with much needed cohesiveness, as would cross-referencing among
authors. Few passages in the book lead the reader to believe that the contributors

its

another
Ecology and Empire also lacks sufficient tables and illustrations. For example
first table does not appear until Chapter 11 even though many chapters

the

contain

Many
maps

ipa rial

The absence of cohesiveness and largely aspatial P
ersp

?,

re detracts from what would otherwise be an excephona y

ess, despite the shortcomings outlined above, this boo^

for courses dealing with the history of European lmpe^

"^ « U3ciui duumon to tne per
in the burgeoning field of environmental history.

library

David L.
Aagesen

Department of Geography

State University of New**
Oneseo
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TLEIKWAANI, THE "BERRIED" LANDSCAPE: THE
STRUCTURE OFTLINGIT EDIBLE FRUIT RESOURCES AT

GLACIER BAY, ALASKA'

THOMAS F. THORNTON
University of Alaska Southeast
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ASTRACT
d Northwest Coast ethnology: berries. Historically, like salmon sti ims

and other key resource areas among the Tlingit of Southeast Alaska, prime berry

patches were named, owned, managed, and elebrated as places. Certain berries,

including those found in the vicinity oi Glacier Bay National I 'ark, w erem ogni/ed

as being of exceptionally high quality and abundance. ( lacier Ba\ berries were

internationally renowned, widely traded, and comprised an important nutritional

component of the diet and symbolic element in ceremonial feasts. Maintaining

the productix ity of prized berry patches involved a variety of techniques and

strategies to control supply and demand and thus avoid shortages. Despite

Ser\
park—one

relatively free from controversy and competition—that continues to bind modern

Tlingit groups to their ancient homelands.

Key words: Tlingit, berries, traditional knowledge, ethnogeography, subsistence

RESUMEN.-Analizo
noroeste

bayas. Historicamente, igual que los riachuelos de salmon y otras areas de recursos

claves entre los Tlingit del sureste de Alaska, bancales excelentes de bayas se

nombraban, poseian, manejaban, y celebraban como lugares. Ciertas bayas, incluso

esas encontradas alrededor del Parque Nacional de Glacier Bay, se reconocian de

calidad y abundancia excepcional. Las bayas de Glacier Bav eran renombradas

internacionalmente, trocadas por todas partes, y comprendian un importante

componente nutricional del dieta v un elemento simbolico de fiestas ceremomales.

El mantenimiento de la productividad de mancales primeros de bayas exigio una

variedad de tecnicas y estrategias para controlar la oferta y demanda y por eso

evitar insuficiencias. A pesar de restricciones del Servicio del Parques Nacionales

en la caza y pesca en Glacier Bay, la recoleccion de bayas se queda una importante

actividad comunal de subsistencia en el parque-una actividad relahvamente libre

1 1 — I - -_-^ ^^4 & J-^ j^v w^ *^"X m r *^ rill

-que

tierras antiguas

RESUME - Ce papier analyse la structure socio-ecologique dun produit tres

important mais peu connu parmi ethnographes des indiens au nord-ouest

damerique- les baies. Comme des ruisseaux de saumon et d'autres sites de

subsistence chez les Tlingit, les parcelles de baie etaient nommees, culhvees, et

comme
abondants, meme ceux a Glacier Bay. Traditionellement, une d.vers.te des

techniqu
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de baie les plus estimes. D'Autrefois, des baies de Glacier Bay, renommes de tous

pays, servaient d'un moyen d'echange et comprenaient un role tres important

dans'la nourriture quotidienne et dans les fetes ceremoniaux. Aujourd'hui, malgre

la reglementation de la chasse et de la peche a Glacier Bay par le National Park

Service, on y continue a cueillir des baies comme une activite de subsistence tres

importante. Exempt de grand debat politique ou d'interet commercial, la cueillette

de baies continue a Her les Tlingits moderns a leurs pays anciens et traditionels.

Park and Huna Tlingit Territory

n
Gustaws

Dundas

Bay

Park and Preserve Boundary

Tribal Territory Boundary

= 50 Kilometers
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INTRODUCTION

//

ifather on that beach, I see my
because that's where they were in love with. And I cant help but place my lo

there because it providedfor them, like an icebox"- Richard Dalton, Huna flingit

Dundas
(Thornton

The Tlingit of southeastern Alaska use a number of related metaphors to de-
pict the role of Glacier Bay National Park in their economy. The Park comprises a

significant portion of northern Tlingit territory (see Figure 1), while most of th

rest of Tlingit country lies in the Tongass National Forest, the largest temperate
rain forest in the U.S. In English Glacier Bay has been described by lluna Tlingits

(whose present day village, Hoonah, contains many of the descendants of the origi-

nhabitants of the bay) as their "storehouse," their "icebox," their "refrigerator/'

even their "breadbasket
n

54,131). These
ingly anachronistic container metaphors are consciously employed by these

traditional hunter-gatherers to convey to modern Euro-American audiences the

importance of Glacier Bay as a vital source of food. In this sense, they stand in

stark contrast to the dominant Euro-American metaphor of Glacier Bay as a wil-

derness landscape, a pristine park that is uninhabited and unspoiled by human
intrusions.

Are there analogs to these container metaphors in Tlingit language and cul-

ture? Our ongoing research on indigenous place names in Glacier Bay (Thornton

1995) suggests that there is at least one correlative image: Glacier Bay as the "Big

Dish." This metaphor derives from a subregional place name, S'ix' Tlein2 ("Big

Dish"), which refers to the lower reaches of Glacier Bay and to Icy Strait, the wa-
terway which feeds the bay and which Huna Tlingits have traversed for centuries

to reach their "icebox." According to Tlingit etymologists the moniker springs from

the fact that this region is so rich and bountiful in resources that it "supplies all of

our food." For some interpreters, there is also the sense that it is a shared dish, like

the traditional feast dishes of yore, which could approach the size of a small dug-

out canoe, and were filled with more than enough food to supply all of the guests

at a large memorial feast, or potlatch.3 In modern Tlingit, these dishes are referred

to as Gidjidwan s'ix', or King George dishes, an obvious post-contact term.

But, unlike refrigerators and iceboxes, feast dishes are deeply rooted in Tlingit

culture. In addition to serving as repositories for great gifts of food proffered by

host clans to their guests at ceremonies, their contents also communicated impor-

tant cultural values, such as wealth and generosity (cf. Kan 1983, 1989:209).

Among the most important foods to be served at any winter ceremonial were

berries. There is a point in every memorial potlatch, the central ritual of the Tlingit

which completes the cycle of mourning for the deceased, where gifts are distrib-

uted to guests as thanks for their attendance and participation in the healing and

bolstering of the host clan. Traditionally among the most celebrated of gifts were

heaping quantities of berries, especially bearberries, blueberries, huckleberries,

nagoonberries,4 salmonberries, soapberries, and strawberries (see Table 1) that

had been preserved (typically through drying) and were served with fish oil or
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seal grease in huge feast dishes. Always the last to be served and the most es-

teemed "Indian ice-cream

Emmons 1991:309; Jacobs and Jacobs 1982; cf. Kuhnlein and Turner

;an 1980), the spectacular multiplying effects of which were a climax

ony. Ritual protocol calls for the hosts to honor prominent guests by

providin

inviting 1

/•with pals and buddies"). In

this way the honoree and his family and friends are "recognized" and compen-

sated for their role in the ritual cycle. The guests, in turn, respond by acknowledging

the gift with rousing thanks and then immediately emptying the dish of its con-

tents.
5

Some Northwest Coast ethnographers (e.g., Codere 1950 on the Kwakiutl;

Olson 1967 on the Tlingit) emphasize the competitive and rivalrous flavor of this

potlatch feasting and its relationship to the hierarchical sociopolitical structure of

Native Northwest Coast societies. But others have demonstrated that the emo-

tional, communal, and healing dimensions of the ritual consumption are just as

important (cf. de Laguna 1972; Kan 1989). Certainly both elements are present.

Traditionally, according to Emmons (1991:309), those that "ate the most, however

sick it might make [them], honored the host the most." At the same time, the feast-

r fails to bring levity and good feelings to an occasion that t

solemn and formal. We eet a sense of this from Albin Johnso
twen-

ntury potlatch in

National Park.

from
em

mentioned cakes [dried soapberries]. Two young men work the mush till

the foam flow*; ovpt tho dH^c k^,,*^,ik, ~^,, ^a **a fh^n the trav is

around

is

of

the tray in order to grab a handful of the 'ice cream.' In this way each one is

given a chance to taste the dish as long as it lasts, which is not very long.

These

custom

Thus
fruit are linked symbolically not only to the negotiation of status between hoso

and guests, but to the raising of peoples' emotions and communal spirits after

wintry period of death.* So important are the symbolic values of berries in tne

alimentary communion-at least in the case of soapberries-that they transcen

matters of taste.7

Berries also were said to "hold" or represent the landscape from whence*^

., .

------
7 ".-^,.z.c:u iiiiigus material, social, ana spincudi u^»- • ,j

that nurtured them. Thus, the spirit of a deceased descendant ofGlacier Bay
wo^

be especially honored if berries from his homeland were served at Ins memory
this organic connection between the deceased and the fruits (or other foods)

potlatch might even be woven into the ritual oratory that graced the pr**

«• These links endure today in potlatches, and though non-local fruits,
sucn

the
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apples and bananas, are sometimes substituted, Native berries are still preferred

for their taste and symbolic values.

As with other key Tlingit resources, such as salmon, halibut, herring, deer,

shellfish, and seals, there is a great deal of traditional ecological knowledge sur-

rounding berries. Acquiring large quantities of berries for sustenance and ceremoiu

demanded an intimate knowledge of local habitats, effective organization of labor

for harvesting and processing the fruits, as well as some practical measures tor

controlling the supply and demand of berries. Berries, alter all, are the quintessen-

tial "patchy" resource (cf. Winterhalder and Smith 19s 1), and landscapes that

possessed abundant and predictable quantities of berries were treated as heredi-

tary property by matrilineal clans and their sub groups (houses), the central units

of Tlingit social structure (Emmons 1991:151). Indeed, the matrilineal clan-based

social organization provided the basis for acquiring and maintaining berry patches,

transmitting traditional knowledge about berrying, organizing labor for harvest-

ing and processing, and, finally, for distributing the resources through sharing,

trade, and ceremonial networks. A few special places, like Duitdas and Glacier

bays within Glacier Bay National Park, were productive enough to earn the nick-

name Tleikw Aani, "Berry Land," and were known throughout Tlingit country

and beyond. These berry patches were not only owned and defended but celebrated

and even cultivated by means of heixwa, or "magic," and other techniques be-

lieved to enhance productivity.

Although Glacier Bay berries are exceptional by Tlingit measures, it is clear

that other edible berries and productive berry patches were similarly esteemed

and exploited by other Native peoples throughout western North America. In this

sense, "the berried landscapes" of Glacier Bay offer an excellent case study for

examining the structure of a relatively neglected but key dietary, economic, and

symbolic resource among Northwest Coast Natives. After describing the histori-

cal development and conceptualization of Glacier Bay berry patches as landscapes

among the Tlingit, this article analyzes the structure of berries as non-human per-

sons and "renewable" resources among the Tlingit and other indigenous peoples

of the Pacific Northwest. The article concludes that selected berries in Glacier Bay

were cultivated and managed and that these resources continue to be an impor-

tant cultural tie to the area today for local Tlingits.

THE "BERRIED" LANDSCAPE

//

placefor berries."- Richard Sheakley, late leader of the

claims

(Thornton

Tlingits harvested wild fruit from a wide range of plants, many of which thrive

in Glacier Bay. These fruits are popularly known as berries. In addition to being a

major source of sugar and carbohydrates for the pre-contact indigenous peoples,

berries contained other important vitamins and minerals, including vitamins A

and C, calcium, iron, niacine, riboflavin, and thiamine, many of which were lack-

ing in other foods (see Norton 1981; Newton and Moss 1984:23, 41; Kuhnlein and

Turner 1991). Like other prestigious Native foods, Tlingit report "craving" these
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summer.
a bland, bitter, or sour taste were coveted and often were rendered palatable by
combining them with other foods (see Thornton 1998).

Aside from the edible fruit, Tlingits valued other parts of the plants. The leaves

and a potent

consumed
//

time, bearberry
tobacco, and other berry leaves were used to make teas. The roots and stems of

berry plants generally were not used, although the shoots of young salmonberries
(and, less commonly, thimbleberries) were an esteemed early spring supplement
to the diet (Emmons 1991:151). The term kauaani is a svnnnvm for marine in

particular,

healing
other ends, including changes in weather. It could be dangerous for one without
knowled

knowledge
elders, especially elderly women, are still familiar with the medicinal qualities of

(Thornton

TABLE 1 .- ]

Seasonality
Commonly Harvested

Common Name Tlingit Name Scientific Name Spring Sum- Fall

mer

BERRIES
Bearberry

tleikw

tinx

nnikinnick)

kanat'aBlueberry,

(generic and oval-leaved)

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi

Vaccinium ovalifolium

x X

X

X

Blueberry, Alaskan
(ripens later)

Blueberry, bog
Blueberry, dwarf
Cloudberry, yellow
Cranberry, bog

naanyaa kanat'aayi Vaccinium alaskaense x

ts'eekaxk'w

kakatlaax

nex'w

eishkahaag
Cranberry, highbush kaxweix
Cranberry, lowbush daxw

(ligonberry)

Current, gray

Vaccinium uliginosum

Vaccinium caespitosum
Rubus chamaemorus
Oxycoccus microcarpus
Viburnum edule

Vaccinium vitis-idaea

x

X

X

X

X

X

shaax
Current, swamp kaneilts'akw
Elderberry, red

Huckleberry, red

Nagoonberry

Raspberry

Salmonberry

Soapberry

Strawberry, seaside shakw

yeil'

Tleikatank

neigoon

tlekwyadi

wasVaan tleigu

xakwl'j

x

X

Ribes bracteosum
Ribes lacustre

Sambucus racemosa
Vaccinium parvifolium

Rubus Arcticus

Rubus idaeus (R. ped.it us) x

Rubus spectabilis

Sheperdia canadensis

Fragaria chiloensis

Rubus parviflorus

x

X

X

shoots x

X

X

shoots x
Thimbleberry chw rragana chiloensis

y cnei* Rubus parviflorus shoots x

Park

T

Sii°
WS^T™ that are found h« abundance in Glacier Bay National

i drx and l reserve and fhf. CQ^e rr . . - i Anexoh-Preserve and the seasons of harvest
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boring communities. In most areas of Southeast Alaska, salmonberries were the

most abundant species and the first to be harvested, usually in Julv. Not surpris-

ingly, the general term for berry is associated with this fruit. Blueberries, cranberries,

gray currents, huckleberries, and thimbleberries were also common and could be

found on both the islands and the mainland. In contrast, other fruits, including

bearberries, nagoonberries, soapberries, and strawberries were largely confined

to the mainland (with a few well-known exceptions), making them a desirable

commodity for trade to the islands. Glacier Bay was known to be the best source

of these mainland berries in Northern Southeast Alaska, and some species, such

as soapberries and nagoonberries, were traded internationally as far south as Haida

country (cf. Norton 1981).

Historical Ecology- While Alaska as a whole is renowned as a land of berries, Gla-

cier Bay is a uniquely productive environment for these plants. Both natural and

human circumstances have contributed to Glacier Bay's emergence as a co\ eted

berry picking site.

Because of its unique geologic history, Glacier Bay has emerged as particu-

larly productive habitat for berries. Like the bay itself, the plant life in Glacier Bay

has been shaped largely by the forces of glacial advance and recession. Just two

pionee

and

mouth of Glacier Bav. Yet within the two

stant, this bight has grown to be one of the largest, richest and most dynamic

within

By the time John Muir arrived in 1879, seeking to understand the dynamics of

glaciation, the ice had retreated nearly 50 miles and plants and other species had

begun to re-inhabit the land. As he made his way up the bay, Muir (1895) observed

the succession of plants in reverse, beginning with the maturing forests of alder

and spruce at the mouth and regressing back to the newly uncovered rock and

rubble at the foot of the retreating glacier. In between was a rich array of edible

riety of berries. While

berry

and

recent scientific studies of the interstadial forests in the upper reaches of Glacier

sev

in Glacier Bav. Each time

cial advance, only to be exposed again in the subsequent retreat as flattened

forelands primed for succession. Two major warming periods-one between 10,000

and 4,500 years ago and the other from 1750 to the present-have each produced

habitat conditions stable enough for berry lands, forests, animals, fish, and, there-

to na^i < <*t ArWm^n 1Q6R- Powell 1995. Thornton 1995).

landscape

com
Bay an ideal habitat for bearberries, gray currants, nagoonberries, soapberries,

and strawberries. With few exceptions, these resources are not found in compa-

rable abundance elsewhere in Tlingit territory, and in some cases were rare. In

contrast, the major varieties of blueberries and salmonberries, otherwise the most
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common and evenly-distributed of the Tlingit fruits

amp

clearings. These habitat distinctions are reflected in the Tlingit ethnogeography of

the Glacier Bay region, and the relative patchiness of key berry resources had im-

portant implications for the structure of the foods in the Tlingit economy.

Ethnohistory and Ethnogeography- Precisely when the human inhabitants of Gla-

cier Bay began to harvest berries is a matter of some speculation. Archeological

and ethnohistorical records suggests at least a punctuated human presence in the

Glacier Bay area dating back nearly 10,000 years (Ackerman 1968). It is likely that

the earliest inhabitants utilized available patches of berries during their initial oc-

cupation of the area and took advantage of new concentrations of berries that

emerged as the result of succession following glacial retreats. Significantly, ele-

ments of the archeological and geomorphological records correspond with Tlingit

oral history (cf. Powell 1995; Thornton 1995;).

Tlingit history relates that Glacier Bay was settled originally by what are to-

day four distinct matrilineal clans of two reciprocating moieties: the Chookaneidi

("People of Chookanheeni" or "Beach Grass Creek," a reference to Berg River /

Bay), the Kaagwaantaan ("People of the Burned House"), and the Wooshkeetaan

("People with Houses on Top of One Another") of the Eagle/Wolf moiety; and the

T'akdeintaan ("People of the House Toward the Side" [of a particular island on

the Outer Coast of Glacier Bay National Park]) of the Raven moiety. A fifth group,

the Kuyeikeidi ("People of Kuyeik'" [Excursion Inlet]), also of the Raven moiety

but now extinct (or perhaps transformed into the Lukaax.adi of Haines as sug-

gested by Emmons [n.d.]), reportedly dwelled at Excursion Inlet.
9 All of these

groups take their names from landmarks or settlements in the vicinity of Glacier

Bay. The Eagle groups were said to have migrated to Glacier Bay from the Inte-

rior—via the mainland rivers, braving treacherous ice dams on their descent—while

the Raven groups trace their origins to the coast (cf. Swanton 1908; de Laguna

1972). Oral histories from these clans suggest that there has been at least one major

advance and retreat of the ice during their occupation of Glacier Bay, perhaps

corresponding to the so-called "Little Ice Age" which began some 900 years ago

and ended around 1750.

These clan histories and stories reflect the deep ties and organic relationships

between these Tlingit clans and their homeland. They recall how events happened

in the lives of the groups' ancestors, how they came into being and how they

evolved at certain places. The narratives themselves are sacred property, or at.oow

(literally, "owned things") and typically reference other sacred property of the

clan, such as crests, spirits, songs, names, and various elements of the geography

which are also considered at.oow (cf. Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1987:14-1'/-

The most vivid account of dramatic glacial shifting in Glacier Bay is contained
in

the Chookaneidi story of Kaasteen, several versions of which have been pubhshe

(Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1987:245ff; Culp, et al 1995). In this story the young

Chookanshaa (Chookaneidi girl), Kaasteen, violates her prescribed seclusion

menarche by communicating to a glacier, which responds by advancing rapid y,

thus destroying the settlement in the bay claiming the life of a Chookaneidi
woma

who remains behind, and forcing the exodus of the Tlingit from Glacier Bay.
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Place names provide another important index oi the natural and cultural his-

tory of Glacier Bay (Thornton 1995, 1997a, 1997b). Both the Tlingit and English

toponymies shed light on Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve as berry habi-

tat. While most berrying locales are not identified as such by their names, semantic

references to berries do occur in both sets of place names. In all cases these refer-

ences are based on metonymic associations, wherein a part oi the environment-the

berry—comes to stand for the place as a whole. Thus, in English we have Straw-

berry Island and Strawberry Point (a.k.a. Point Gustavus), examples of metonymy
based on the salient prevalence of this resource at the site. Similarly the I'lingit

also reference Point Gustavus as "Strawberry Point" (Shaaktv X'aayi), though the

feature is more commonly known as S'e X'aayi Lutti ("Clay Point"). Interestingly,

while it is sometimes referred to as Shaakw X'aat'i ("Strawberry Island), the origi-

nal Tlingit name for Strawberry Island is L'eiw X'dat'i or "Glacial Sand Island,"

indicative of the island's habitat at an earlier stage of succession, prior bo prolif-

eration of strawberries. 10 Another example from the Tlingit is Tinx Kayaani, literally

"Bearberry Leaves" from the bearberries that dominate this Alsek River landscape,

which were used in traditional Tlingit tobacco and medicine and gathered in con-

junction with the berries themselves. In addition to these well-known place name**

there are also regional nicknames, such as the aforementioned Tlcikw Aatii ("Berrv

Land"), applied to Dundas Bay and sometimes to the lower portions of Glacier

Bay, or ShdkwAani("Strawberry Land"), given to the area between Gustavus and

Point Gustavus. 11

All of this suggests that, from a Tlingit perspective, the shores of Glacier Bay

National Park were "berried" landscapes. The ethnogeography and ethnohistory

of the region emphasize the significance of berries as a salient presence on the

land and corroborate the ethnographic reports detailing Tlingits' strong cultural

interest in these plants. Now we turn to a closer examination of the structure of

the resource in the traditional social economy from an ethno-ecological and uni-

versalist perpective.

THE STRUCTURE OF A "RENEWABLE" PLANT RESOURCE

Despite being recognized as "the most important plant food" (de Laguna

1972:407) and, with salmon, "the staff of life" (Niblack 1890:276) among Natives of

the region, berries, like other "gathered" resources (see Moss

ry

economic resource, berries have much in common with other patchy resources

that were hunted and fished. Like the well-studied salmon (ct Schalk 1977), for

onh "arrival,"

like the "return" of the salmon, is subject to a great deal of variation, depending

We
salmon, occur at different frequencies throughout

>cies is valued according to culturally defined enter

aesthetics, and preservation qualities,

t from throughout the Northwest Coast show that pal

t only named and owned but burned, replanted, and

lal conservation and resource management (see Nor
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1991; Johnson Gottesfeld 1994). If we define conservation and management as ef-

fective practices by humans to ensure a sustainable supply of a resource, then Tlingits

can be said have conserved and managed berries.

However, it can be misleading to think of Tlingit conservation solely in terms of

Western ideologies of resource conservation, because, as we will see, Tlingit ideas

about the nature of plants stem from a differentenvironmental ideology and worldview.

The Ethno-Metaphysics of Berries- To assess the value of any food or other re-

source within the economy of a people, we must evaluate not only its material

contribution to the economy but also the metaphysical nature of the resource from

an indigenous perspective. For as Hallowell (1955) suggests, cultural beliefs about

the nature of any element of the cosmos ultimately help to shape the "behavioral

environment" in which individuals act. As a consequence, the ethnographer can-

not assume, ethnocentrically, that berries are inherently less animated or potent

than creatures that run or swim or have teeth, for an investigation into the efhno-

metaphysics (Hallowell 1976 [1960]:358) of the resources may reveal that they are

not lesser in these respects and that they require comparable levels of knowledge

and technique for successful harvest. 13 This is the case among the Tlingit, and in

this sense berries may be said to constitute a "salient presence" on the landscape

beyond passive foodstuffs—as members of a non-human community of beings.

Hence we find that berries are personified in narratives and other cultural forms.

A key aspect of Tlingit metaphysics is that the universe itself is a community of

living beings which have inner forms (spirits or yeik) as well as outer forms, all of

which (including plants) had to be treated with respect. If plants and animals were

not shown proper respect, they would cease to make themselves available to, or in

some cases even harm, humans. To violate prescriptions for interacting with van-

ous elements of the cosmos was considered tligaas or taboo—literally "against

nature" (cf. Swanton 1908; de Laguna 1972). Combined with other practices of con-

trolling supply and demand of berries, these beliefs and customs can be said to

constitute a framework for the conservation and management of resources.

Traditional knowledge concerning the nature of berries is embedded in Tlingit

oral history and environmental knowledge that has been passed down from gen-

eration to generation. The cultural value of berries is reflected, for example, in the

famous Raven cycle of stories, perhaps the oldest and most widespread corpus ol

narratives, wherein the Trickster bird throws lavish parties featuring fresh berries

saturated in seal and fish oils. In one story, the ever-resourceful Raven, finding nis

seal oil supply depleted, discovers a new delicacy to serve his guests: a combina-

tion of salmonberries and shatu taayi, the fat from the eyeballs of sockeye
salmon.

According to the narrator, "The entertainment was a success and the recipe tne

raven drew up was used for many years until sugar was introduced; no oil
1°

J

sugar was required when shuntu tyi [shantu taayi] was used." (in Newton ana

Moss 1984:23-24).

Other stories stress the role of berries in survival and renewal. In "The Boy

who Shot the Star," for example, the protagonist shoots arrows at a star next tc
>

tt*

moon, darkening it. Eventually the arrows form a kind of chain ladder extending

down to earth from the above-world, which the boy decides to ascend.
Betor

doing so, however,
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[the boy] took various kinds of bushes and stuck them into the knot of hair

he wore on his head. He climbed up his ladder all day and camped at night-

fall upon it, resuming his worlds above the earth. When he awoke earl\ on

the second morning his head felt very heavy. Then he seized the salmon

berry bush that was in his hair, pulled it out, and found it was loaded with

berries. After he had eaten the berries off, he stuck the branch back into his

hair very much strengthened. About noon of the same day he again felt

very hungry, and again his head was heavy, so he pulled out a bush from

the other side of his head and it was loaded with blue huckleberries [blue-

berries]. It was already summer there in the sky That was why he was getting

berries. When he resumed his journey next morning his head did not feel

heavy until noon. At that time he pulled out the bush at the back of his

head and found it loaded with red huckleberries. (Swanton 1909:210)

umans

fashioned from berry leaves (and for this reason die quickly; see Boas 1 ^ 1 6:663

Tsimshian example)

connections between
humans

maintenance and
this ecology is that berries are 'there

to be picked," and if they are not harvested, they may "die off" or fail to bear fruit
. — .«««. *.ii a 11 if

Thus
an

principle that is found among all Alaska Native groups, namely that berries, like

all plants and animals and other elements of the cosmos, possess an agenric spirit

or inner form, which must be treated with respect. If treated properly, the plant

will be renewed, but if its spirit is ignored or offended, it may withdraw its sup-

port of life-sustaining resources. Among the Yup'ik Eskimos (Yupiit), these inner

forms of nature's entities are conceptualized as "their persons" (y

observed //

Riordan

food

ample fish, in the tundra. It is for the little men [yuit "their persons," plural

possessed of yua] who live in the berries so that they will provide a rich harvest."

In Tlingit these agentic inner forms or spirits are termed yeik or yakwaheiyagu,

and traditional berrying practices included a similar practice of "feeding" salmon

eggs to nagoonberry and strawberry patches to nourish the plants and their

Riordan (1994) suggests for Yupiit that such acts of "feeding
_ i //

This connection

where the spirits of deceased ancestors are believed to continue to dwell on their

and nourished with offerings. Moreov

reinforced

of their lands in the so-called "fire
// and

life

Management of Berry Patches- As noted above, berry patches
*~ m -a i . // 1 II --— -.-._ ^.,^L» *-» *- ^ <-* II -r-v-i r-x t-\ C* +-»V* -* T\

like other dense and predictable but "patchy such
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//

halibut banks, and clam beds—were celebrated, owned, and defended as material

property by matrilineal clans and house groups. Even when patches were not situ-

ated near an established village, the possessing clans or sibs that held title to these

areas exercised their regulatory powers over them (contra Oberg 1973:40; com-

pare Garfield n.d.). These regulatory powers were aimed at controlling both the

supply and demand of resources.

Perhaps the most effective way to control demand on patchy resources like ber-

ries was through the development of the territorial system itself. The economic

defendability hypothesis, as put forth by Dyson-Hudson and Smith (1978:23; see

also Richardson 1982), predicts that territorial systems will develop, "when the costs

of exclusive use and defense of an area are outweighed by the benefits gained from

this pattern of resource utilization." Such a situation generally develops "under con-

ditions of high density and predictability of critical resources" without a

superabundance" (meaning more than enough resources for all users, thus render-

ing territorial behavior unnecessary). Many berry patches in Glacier Bay and

elsewhere met these conditions and thus were claimed as property. Such patches

were defended only in the harvest period, during which slaves or other sentinels

might be stationed to guard against intruders or early birds. Shotridge (1984: 172)

records that in Klukwan, "if any violator was caught picking.. .before the day set for

all, he never escaped his punishment at the hands of the authorized guards, which

was, sometimes, besides losing all that he had picked, to have his canoe destroyed."

While exclusive ownership ostensibly carried with it the power to regulate

access, in practice outsiders rarely were forbidden from gathering. In fact almost

anyone could harvest berries in owned areas, provided that he or she "paid trib-

ute" by asking permission and, if possible, citing a kinship link to the owners. As

de Laguna notes (1960:70), "The last was usually easy to do." Among older Tlingits

harvesting berries in Glacier Bay, this protocol is still practiced, as evidenced on a

recent gathering trip to Glacier Bay where elders made long speeches relating them-

selves to the bay's T'akdeintaan owners before commencing to pick nagoonberries

(see Thornton 1997a, 1998).

Yet, while "paying tribute" often involved nothing more than asking permis-

citing one's genealogical relationship to the possessing sib, there were stem

consequences for failing to do so. De Laguna (1972:407-08), for example, cites a case

in Yakutat where the owners caught a trespasser in their Knight Island strawberry

patch and cut the berry basket from the offender's neck. But the norm was for the

outsider to seek permission and for the owners to grant it. During her fieldwork in

the 1950s, de Laguna (1972:407) also reports having heard accusations that some

women in Yakutat "were still attempting to exercise exclusive control over straw-

berry patches on sib lands, although this may have been only unfriendly gossip-
£cases where a superabundance existed, or patches were too remote to physicauy

defend, territoriality might still be expressed though legal means or through com

mumcative structures such as visual art, narratives, or even gossip.
But communicative structures were used for inclusion as well as exclusion-

For example, in 1946 a Chilkat Tlingit elder told land claims investigators
that

chief who owned a berrying area would send a man up to decide when the peop'

should go after berries, and they would set a date to go up there, and he wouW
send an mvitation to the people to come up" (Suzie Nasook in Goldschmidt

ana

sion or
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Haas 1998:102). From this testimony, it appears that clan leaders al-o used tin-

knowledge and authority over local patches to facilitate others coming to gath<

when the berry picking conditions were peak and the supply abundant. Bv hi;

extending the invitation, it could be argued that the leader was enhancing his

prestige and "credit" in exchange for surplus berries, and by responding to the

inv

tives over the territory.

In the contemporary period

civen wav to individual or con
means. One

means
tracts of land and to support their claims

occupancy and use. Allotment petitions in Glacier Bay clearly show that certain

lands were selected on the basis of traditional rights to important patches of ber-

ries, especially highbush cranberries, gray currants, nagoonberries, salmonberries,

soapberries, and strawberries. In 1920, for example, a 1 luna man filed tor a trai t of

River. In

recommend

tion, the supervising agent (GBNPAF) noted that he "was informed by the

applicant's nephew that the applicant wants this allotment only so that he can

have the exclusive right to pick the wild berries which grow on the land." In the

agent's mind, such gathering did not constitute sufficient occupancy or improve-

ment of the lands for the applicant to qualify for title. A similar rejection was

recommended for another Tlingit man's allotment application to a tract further

River.

strawberry patches:

The entire tract is covered with wild strawberry plants and during the sum-

mer seasons the berries grow abundantly°Several natives employed at the

Dundas Bay Cannery stated that the applicant-fname omitted], had made a

practice of keeping other people off the strawberry patch during the sum-

mer and had charged them $5.00 for picking berries there. It is believed that

the applicant's sole purpose in obtaining the land is for revenue from the

strawberries which grow there. It was also ascertained that the applicant

earns his living by working at the various canneries during the fishing sea-

son and by trapping during the winter, and that he only lived on the land

applied for during the strawberry season.

Although the agent emphasizes the applicant's intent to capitalize on the straw-

berry patches by imposing a rent on alien users, territorial systems traditionally

also served to limit access-and thus demand-on limited resources. Consequently,

the phenomenon known as the "tragedy of the commons," wherein self-interested

common

decimating

But is there any evidence that local supplies of berries were ever stressed by

Native demand? Localized shortages and seasonal variation of food resources along

the Northwest Coast has been well-documented and could be especially dramatic

in the northernmost areas, including Tlingit country (cf
.
Suttles 1968, 1974; Richardson
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In the

exam

Preparations for a potlatch were often such a drain on the resources of a

group that they asked and received, the privilege of picking berries, fish-

ing

compensated in goods, usually during

...describing preparations for a particular potlatch of the Queen Charlotte

Haida, says that the members of the house group giving the potlatch went

to Telel and Rose Spit to gather berries, paying the owners of the ground

five blankets for permission to gather them. Oberg ...states. " In more re-

cent times the Taku [Tlingit] clans are said to have rented their fishing rights

to other clans but this is undoubtedly due to white influence."°The Tsimshian

rules

them

them

The Huna man's scheme to charge $5.00 to outsiders desiring to pick be

in his patch was thus not unprecedented in Northwest Coast resource tenure, al-

« t 1-1 1 • • 1 1 . * J* * * . S i 1 1 • —. _YT «-% -Y\t\

his scheme and

norm
While in both of the above allotment cases applicants failed to meet the West-

em (continuous) occupancy and improvement (building) standards, such standards

were unrealistic for a hunting and gathering society like the Tlingit. As Goldschmidt

and Haas (1998:17) point out:

The Native economy of the Tlingit and Haida peoples was geared to this sea-

sonality in a manner no different from

certain
ces^ ^^^ xo uk «±i«xL/gy, uwi ceiuun groups repori iiunimg cuiu ua^u^ r

—

which might best be succinctly described by the agricultural analogy "leaving the

tllintinfT jmi /m f/,f/m„ i«. » „ __i rr-KT -.1 ». r . • ML - mAflorn JTieariS
liefallow for a season or two

i possible to the Natives if

utilize the year round. The

modern

mited

complement

means
discussion of "continuous" use must recognize the necessary intermittence made

In

limitations

bined with

Tlingit property law, then, such seasonal occupancy and use patterns

/vith inherited rights, clearly did constitute a sufficient proof for title. Ir-x.^v* ,r iUlUuiciiLcungms,Lieanyaiaconstiniteasumcientprooii«ji ...»-—

62 years after these decisions, on our 1996 field trip to Glacier Bay, Huna elder^

^' '
" "

' and one pointed out the areas claimed by one o

Gained the stewardship practices he employed

ensure an adequate supply of berries.

were still aware of these claims
the allotment

Just as important as endeavors to control demand on key berry patches throug

maximize the supply-

ntai

territoriality

Supply side efforts can be divided into three broad categories: i
nvironmen

manipulation rprHctrihiit;^** ~~a i. i i s„i r- i--..:....~^r»nfp»l manipuJci

Americans, such techniques include manip
berry productivity
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(e.g., the use of fire to control forest succession), reducing competition (e.g., weed-
ing), adding inputs (e.g., irrigation or fertilizer), and selection (e.g., domestication).

Although there are no documented examples of fire use at Glacier Bay, it was
practiced by Natives in the Pacific Northwest to enhance the habitat for favored
plants (cf. Norton 1981; Hunn 1990; Turner 1991, Johnson Gottesfeld 1994). How-
ever, it seems that Tlingits on occasion did attempt to reduce competition through
"weeding" of unwanted plants and brush. One middle-aged Huna man remem-
bered being instructed by his elders to clear alder and other brush from favored

strawberry patches so as to prevent the fruits from being choked off by the com-
petitors, and observed others engaging in similar practices at c .lacier Bay and Point

Adolphus. Yet these practices apparently were not widespread and may have only
been adopted along with the advent of gardening in the post-contact era.

Undoubtedly the most important traditional technique employed by the Gla-

cier Bay Tlingit was the addition of inputs to enhance berry production. The most

important additive was the egg of the dog salmon (Oncorhynchus kela), a resource

which to my knowledge has not been previously documented in this context Es-

pecially in Dundas Bay there was a tradition of ensuring the abundant regeneration

of nagoonberries and strawberries by "feeding" these plants dog salmon eggs.

The eggs, typically obtained from Dundas River, were conceived as an offering to

the spirits of the berries, or tleikzv yakwaheiyagu. The belief was that these nour-

ishing gifts would enhance the productivity of the berries in succeeding years, for

although the plant's outer form may wither and die, its inner spirit endures and

gives life to new plant the following year. In western agricultural terms, the eggs

could be said to constitute a kind of "fertilizer;" but Tlingits were not satisfied

with this analogy, as it does not do justice to the spiritual mechanics of the act. In

Tlingit, the term used to describe such acts is heixwa, which is loosely translated

as "magic" and broadly refers to any instrumental techniques used by individuals

to influence nature for human ends. Thus, although berries were not domesti-

cated, the landscapes they inhabited were, and the fruits themselves were cultivated

by means of environmental manipulation.

Other efforts at controlling berry supply, such as transplantation, suggest that

Tlingits have tinkered more directly with domestication as a cultivation technique,

though perhaps only since the nineteenth century. Enterprising island Tlingit have

been trying to transplant the coveted soapberry to their shores for years, appar-

ently with little success. But transplants up and down the mainland were more

successful. As de Laguna (1972:409) observed, "Soapberries°can now be found in

Nunatak Fjord but are apparently a recent intrusion. In the last century they were

imported from southeastern Alaska, probably derived from the interior via the

Chilkat." More recently, when an island Tlingit elder prepared cuttings of Chilkat

soapberries to take back to his home in Sitka, a local relative jokingly reminded

him of property rights: "You'd better watch out," he said, "or they're [Chilkat

people are] going to carve you on a pole" (i.e., a totem pole intended to ridicule a

violator of Tlingit law).

Finally, redistribution of berries in space, through trade (as opposed to trans-

plantation), and in time, through storage, also helped to mitigate issues of supply.

Storage and preservation techniques allowed the Tlingit to capitalize on an other-

wise fleeting resource and convert it into a year-round resource and trade
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commodity. This, in turn

throueh the effective organization of labor. Contrary to the common

women
women typically handled processing duties, men

Thornton

1998). As noted above, Tlingit labor was organized along lineage lines, but pro-

ductivity was enhanced by the matrilineage's possession of non-kin slaves, who

assisted with harvesting and processing. This labor allowed surplus supplies of

nial exchange, and trade.
16

purposes beyond consumpt

CONCLUSION

Glacier Bay National Park is a special place for berries, and the berries of Gla-

cier Bay are special to the Tlingit descendants of Glacier Bay. Berries not only formed

a significant portion of the overall diet, they were a key source of nutrition, medi-

cine, symbolic capital, and trade goods. Glacier Bay berries were considered of

ality lebrated feature of

the Tlingit landscape, cultivated to a higher degree than any other plant. A fine

analysis of both the ethno
why these potent but patchy resources were so valued and carefully managed.

Huna Tlingits employed a variety of resource management strategies to maintain

or enhance supplies and to control demand in ways that ensured the survival of

the resource and, whenever possible, boosted the prestige of owners. Especially

important were those berries that could be found in
Hoonah These
came

ther ceremonial gatherings,

lisplacement from Glacier Bay, first by an advanci
advancing federal government and National Park svstem

ond Ice Age,
//

oy noonan llingit; see HIA 1994), Tlingit ties to Glacier Day ic««-

strong. And while hunting and many kinds of fishing are outlawed today within

park boundaries, berry picking is still legal, and thus represents among the most

vital Tlmgit subsistence links to their traditional homeland. Indeed, a recent sur-

vey by the Alaska Department of Fish & Game among Huna Tlingit seal hunters

round that 81 percent those sampled used berries from Glacier Bay a figure ex-

ceeded only by use of king (chinook) salmon and halibut among the dozens or

foods harvested for subsistence (Schroeder 1995:287). Economic models alone can-

not explain this perseverance, as expenses to obtain them are high and substitute

fruits are readily available. Social and ideological factors must be factored into the

TX ^Tc* Bay fmits are *m considered special gifts from the homeland,

1 £»S
§ ^ {A

l- Tl£in)
' the " Iceb»*" <™ Hoonah Tl i ngit. A s elder Frank

Wh*
(1998) put it. "Cbripr R^„ , • , ..„ .. .

&
,., ., Ti;„<riieuests]

We've been there for centuries. It was our homo

When,
more to them-more to us than any
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NOTES

1998

Association Meeting in Philadelphia as part of an invited session titled, "Ethnoecology

and Kinds of Place—An Examination of Understanding of Landscape." I am grateful to

participants of that panel for their constructive comments on the paper, especially Eugene
Hunn, Leslie Main Johnson and Eugene Anderson. Madonna Moss and another, anony-

mous reviewer also provided very constructive suggestions. The initial field n^earch for

this study was supported by Glacier Bay National Park through a Cooperative Agreement

Southeast

Wayne Howell and Mary Beth Moss of Glacier Bay for their assistance. Finally, I want to

express my sincere appreciation to the Huna Tlingit Tribe and the many knowledgeable

elders who helped me develop a Tlingit perspective on the fruits of Glacier Bay, particu-

larly Ken Austin, Richard Dalton, Ken Grant, Herman and Martha Kitka, Andrew and

Alice Johnny, John Marks, Amy Marvin, George Obert, Frank See, Winnie Smith, and Frank

White, but also others too numerous to mention. Guttalcheesh!

2 The spelling of Tlingit words follows the popular orthography developed by Naish and

Story and later refined (see Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer 1987:38-47). Tlingit possesses

both velar and uvular consonants. Velar consonants are represented in English by the let-

ters g, k, and x, though the latter is pronounced more like the German "ch." The uvular

consonants are represented by g, k, and x. Tlingit also features a set of globalized conso-

nants which are "pinched" between the vocal cords and the mouth. The pinch is symbol-

ized by an apostrophe (e.g., t'a, king salmon), whereas a complete glottal stop is repre-

sented within a word by a period (e.g., Ta.aan, Sleep Town, a place name).

Coastal Tlingit has four long vowels and four short vowels, represented and pronounced

as follows:

Tlingit Vowel As in the English

aa

e

ei

i

u

oo

was
Saab (a Swedish car)

ten

vein

hit

seek

push

moon

Vowels may be pronounced with either a high (a) or low (a) tone. In northern Tlingit the

unmarked

3 The term "potlatch," apparently derived from the Nuu-Chah-Nulth word pach'itl ("to

give") and popularized through Chinook jargon, is not a term most Tlingit favor. Thngits

generally use the English word "party" rather than potlatch, or they employ the Tlingit

term ku.eex' ("to invite").

Mackinnon
aThe

This
name 'nagoonberry' remains a mystery." For Tlingits it is no mystery, however, because

nagoonberries take their name from the Tlingit term for the species, neigoon T - -— «

the few instances where an English noun is borrowed from Tlingit.
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5 Today the fruits are typically distributed in smaller, commercially made bowls, such as

the large stainless steel mixing-type bowls, and while the guests are still required to empty

the bowl immediately, the contents are typically packed and taken home for later con-

sumption.

6 In addition to the memorial potlatch, the ethnographic literature includes references to

special "berry feasts" that were held in August in some Tlingit communities (see Emmons

1991:323). And aside from their prominence in ceremonials, berries played an important

role as everyday gifts. Carrie Willard (1995), who with her husband, Eugene, served as a

missionary in Chilkat territory and resided at Portage Bay near Haines in the early 1880s,

was regularly regaled with gifts of berries by local Tlingits. She narrates one visit to an

"old chief's" house where her party was graciously received and given "the honorable end

of the room," whereupon the chief said:

He wished that the white man liked the Indian's food; then he show us how they

loved us. He had salmonberries: would we eat some? We consented, and a ser-

vant brought the wash bowls before the chief's wife, who with her hands filled

We
began to eat with our fingers (1995:24).

This

ceremonial gatherings and the gifting of berries in particular.

7 This is not to say that all Tlingits do not prefer soapberries for their flavor. Some do.

However, many suggest that they are an acquired taste, especially when not properly sweet-

ened with sugar or other berries. Moreover, it seems clear that their value stems more from

other qualities, such as their scarcity, performative preparation, aesthetic multiplying ef-

communal
thetic elements of soapberry processing, particularly the whipping motion, were incorpo

rated into Tlingit ceremonial dances.

Huna
brought hand-picked wildflowers onto the fishing boat, for he feared they would "jinx

his fishing luck.

9 In addition, according to Emmons (n.d.) and others, a group called T'ikanaa, or "People

of the Pacific side" at one time may have occupied Taylor Bay (T'ixaa) and parts of the

outer coast.

10
1 have noted elsewhere (Thornton 1995) that "The relative dearth of plant names in both

toponymies may be a reflection of glacial scouring and the lack of culturally significant

plants in Glacier Bay as compared to other habitats."

11 An interesting footnote on the whole question of naming is the 1940 attempt by the

Washington office of the National P^i, Co~,^ ^ -„„-.„„ m„h,^ idanH in Bere Bay asWashington office of the National Park Service^ ^ „ 1V. uouunm i mi*, service to rename i\enanu i>wmu <• ~—o -
,

Berry Island." The rationale was that, "Between Pt. Carolus and Berg Bay the natives pi

oap berries and strawberries. While it is not known if these berries are especially atwn

lant on the island in Question ii ;c foH *u-» *u„ „ ^„a ^ :« .«^r,>nriate because

refers to one of the activities of the local natives" (Demaray 1 940)

ropriate because it
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12 There is no comprehensive ethnobotany on the Tlingit, for example, although there are
ethnographic sources that speak to various ethnobotanical topics (e.g., de Laguna 1972;

Emmons 1991; Newton and Moss 1984; Turner 1995). As one would expect, when we nar-

row the focus to berry plants, the paucity of information is even more striking. Moss
(1993:631-2), attempting to correct a similar disregard for shellfish, suggests that they have
been underplayed in the ethnographic literature due to (ethno- and anthrocentrk biases

toward more "the dramatic, technologically complex, and male-dominated activities of

fishing and sea mammal hunting." This may be true for berries as well. However, her

conclusion that shellfish were also ignored because of their low -status as "beach" food

certainly does not hold for berries, which, as we have already seen, were highly esteemed.

13 For example, Richard Nelson (1983: 54) reports the belief among the Koyukon Athabaskans

of interior Alaska that, because they grow low to the ground and are nurtured by the soil,

berries are pregnant with potent "spiritual powers (sitth taalay that emanate from the

earth,
41

This is especially true in the evening

night, so people must not gather berries (nor should they pick flowers or harvest any kind

of plant) in dusk or darkness."

14 For example, it is said that berries may hide themselves from disrespectful harvesters.

This belief is also documented in traditional stories elsewhere on the Northwest Coast,

including the Nuxalt (Bella Coola) story of "The Woman Who Befriended a Wolf" (see

Mcllwraith's 1948, 1:691; Turner 1997:291-92). In this story berries, which are personified as

"a host of goggle-eyed little boys sitting on the berry shoots," attempt to hide from a w < ^m^n

who violates a prohibition against munching on berries while picking. "Thanks to her

sight of the berries in human form, she was thenceforth able to see them in their hiding

places and was accordingly always fortunate. She respected the wishes of the fruit, never

eating as she picked, but chewing dried salmon instead." Leslie Main Johnson of the Uni-

versity of Alberta (personal communication 1999) reports similar stories among the

Witsuwit'en Athabaskans of northern British Columbia, where cranberries are said to be

capable of "hiding themselves in the moss" and "covering themselves with moss at dark to

go to sleep."

See

16 In some cases, material technologies, such as wide-mouthed baskets (taal from the verb

"to flatten"), and innovative harvest techniques, such as shaking or striking of soapberrx

and huckleberry bushes to release the fruits into these baskets (or in some cases onto mat

or sheets) rather than picking individual berries, also facilitated production (cf. Shotndge

1984). Johnson (personal communication 1999) notes similar efforts to mobilize and orga-

reconnaissance»n^t kdUiJL dlllUIlg tilt! VjUK^CUI VI Ullliail v^iumwv*, »»»

determine the most productive berry patches in which to concentrate picking effort, a strat-

egy also employed by the Tlingit. It should also be noted that the laborious aspects of

picking were mitigated to some extent by the festive nature of the harvest itself. Shotndge

(1984:173), a Chilkat Tlingit, described the
occasion

inspiring widespread participation "somewhat as the white man s patriotic ceieorauur.

does him," an analogy that also was drawn by my Hoonah consultants. But production of

large quantities of surplus berries for ceremonial gifts and trade required additional means
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ABSTRACT.- We report a striking similarity in the selection of medicinal plants

by widely separated non-western peoples. People across the northern hemisphere

(in Chiapas, North America, Korea and Kashmir) have selected similar plant

species families— for medicinal use; the sunflower

family (Asteraceae), for example, ranks first in 3 of 4 regions and second in the

ant families are needed to delineate the 5 most important med

families

neglected for use as medicine: the grass family (Poaceae) ranks last in 3 of 4

regions and second in the fourth. These patterns may be due to the relatedness of

the northern floras and to the cultural transmission of knowledge through time

and space; they may demonstrate the existence of a global pattern of human

knowledge.

Key words: plant selection, medicinal floras, regression analysis

RESUMEN.- En este trabajo se reporta que en poblaciones no occidentales

claramente separadas unas de otras, existe una similitud asombrosa en cuanto a

la seleccioon de plantas medicinales. En Chiapas, America del Norte, Corea y

Kashimir

•epresentantes de las mismas familias de plant
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medicinales. Por ejemplo, la familia de los girasoles (Asteraceae) ocupa el primer

lugar en tres de estas cuatro regiones y el segundo en la otra. Por otro lado, se

necesitan soolo nueve familias para clasificar a las cinco familias maas importantes

en estos lugares. Ademaas, tambieen existe similitud entre las plantas desechadas

para este mismo uso, la familia de los pastos (Poaceae) ocupa el uultimo lugar en

tres de las regiones y el segundo en la cuarta. Esto puede deberse tanto al tipo de

flora existente en el hemisferio norte como a la transmisioon cultural de

un

patroon global de conocimiento humano.

une

plantes medicinales par des peuples non-occidentaux largement disperses. Les

populations de quatre regions de l'hemisphere Nord (Chiapas, Amerique du Nord,

selectionne c'est-a-dire

appartenant aux meme families botaniques—pour leur emploi medicinal. Par

exemple, parmi toutes families selectionnees, la famille des tournesols (Asteraceae)

s'emploie le plus frequemment dans 3 des 4 regions, et est en deuxieme place

dans la 4e region. En fait il ne faut que 9 families botanique pour definir les 5

plantes medicinales les plus importantes dans ces 4 regions. De meme il y a une

ressemblance frappante entre les plantes qui n'ont pas ete choisies pour leur vertu

pour l'emploi medicinale. La families des herbes (Poaceae) est classee la derniere

dans 3 des 4 regions, et avant derniere dans la 4e region. Ces motifs pourraient

s'expliquer par la parente entre les flores nordiques et par la transmission culturelle

j- - — j-
1

d'un motif global des savoirs humains.

peut

INTRODUCTION

individual cul-
medicine by many maiviut

FWlin and Berlin 1996; John

important (Moerman 1991; Moerman 1996; 1
niw

almost nothine is known about possible patterns

selection by human being
x*. une ^apci, we report researcn snowing significant similarities. v«11" -

. , 5

ences) in patterns of selection and avoidance of plants for medicine

well-separated peoples and floras.
. . ,

flora
In 1992, Moerman, in collaboration with others, compared the medic*n

?. e
.

of the Majouri-Kirchi forests of Jammu and Kashmir State, in India, with tn

dicinal flora of the native peoples of North America (Kapur et al. 1992). Uti

data from that paper and new data from 1 athor virions— from Korea, the en y

Mexico r— we ex tend that comparison.
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METHODOLOGY

The comparison utilizes the regression and residual analysis developed b\

Moerman (Moerman 1991) wherein one carries out a regression analysis of the

number of medicinal species per family on the total number of BDedes in each

the

explained in Figure 1. ty
families

some
used much more often than simple chance would allow, and other

often (Moerman 1991; Moerman 1996). In particular, in such an ai

can be ranked by the size of their "residuals/' The residual is th

tween

ethnographically determined Large, posi-

tive residuals indicate families favored for use as medicines while large, negatix e

residuals indicate families generally ignored. Ranking families by re*

us to compare the medicinal floras of peoples separated in space am

£
03

li-

eu
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o
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FIGURE L- Regression plot for North America

plant

species in North America (north of the Rio Grande) along the horizontal axis (TSp), and

the number of species in each angiosperm family used medicinally by native American

peoples along the vertical axis (MSp). The graph line from lower left to upper right is

the line represented by the regression equation, calculated from a standard least-squares

regression (Runyon and Haber 1984).
2
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Another way to determine the relationships between these different medici-

nal floras is to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients (Runyon and Haber

from the five regions, taking two

time as shown in

The Regression Analysis- Appendix 1 gives all the numerical data considered in

this paper. Table 1 summarizes the results of the 5 least-squares regression analy-

ses (Runyon and Haber 1984:164-183). In each case in the table, the predicted

value (Pv) for the number of medicinal species in a particular family which has N

species is determined by the equation:

Pv = Constant + (N * Coefficient)

The residual (R) is the actual number of medicinal species in that family (Av)

less the predicted value (Pv):

R = Av - Pv

family for

rank the families in terms of decreasing Families

residuals

predict

medicinally tha

t, while families

i medicinally than the size of the family

list. We number the families in each are*

families in the region — from top to bot

bottom to top. The top 5 families and the bottom 5 families

indicated in tables 2 and 3.

TABLE 1. parameters
number of species per family
described in the text, and in t

Coeffi

North America

Korea

Kashmir

Ecuador

Chiapas Highlands

Families

(angiosperms)

225

136

100

118

144

Species

20,669

2,506

739

1,729

6,606

2,428

591

466

133

1,639

.114

.155

.541

.054

.230

Medicinal Coefficient Constant

Species
384

1.49

.662

.342

.829

DATA

listing

The analysis presented here rests on 5 d
ng of all the families of angiosperms found

a

partic

family, and the number
medicines by native peoples in the regions. While

ymnosperms not available for

-6^i l=>, =>u mis analysis is only of angiosperms.
As taxonomists do not necessarily agree on the family-level classifications

the world's plants, we have had to adopt some simplifying conventions in o*
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FIGURE 2.- Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients for residuals by family.

These graphs represent the correlations between residuals by family for all pairs of the

five regions. A Pearson correlation coefficient demonstrates the degree of relationship

between two variables (Runyon and Haber 1984). If the two variables are identical, the

correlation is 1. If there is no relationship at all, the correlation is zero. Generally, as the

correlations are nearer to one, it means that the residual on regression for a particular

family in each of two places was alike. In cases where a family exists in one location but

not in the other, it is not considered in making the calculation.

TABLE 2.- Ranking bv residual for the most selected families in 5 regions. The

most

. . v __ae in Chiapas, for example) indicates that the family doesn t

exist there. There is a substantial overlap of families in 4 regions. Asteraceae ranks

first on the list of families in North America, Kashmir, and Chiapas; it ranks sec-

ond in Korea. The top 5 families in Ecuador are very different from the other 4

regions; none of the top 5 in Ecuador appear on the list of the top 5 in 4 other

regions. The families are listed in the order of the sum of the rankings for the tour

similar regions (Asteraceae = 5, Lamiaceae = 17, etc.), and by their order in Ecua-

dor.

FAMILY North America Korea Kashmir

Asteraceae

Lamiaceae

Apiaceae

Ranunculaceae

Liliaceae

Solanaceae

Rosaceae

Ericaceae

Euphorbiaceae

Araceae

Fabaceae

Bignoniaceae

Loganiaceae

Malv

1

8

2

5

20

14

4

3

234

39

253

223

211

238

2

3

5

4

1

24

13

17

12

8

7

110

118

1

4

11

3

5

6

37

60

2

90

85

56

35

13

Chiapas

Highlands

I

2

5

17

12

3

4

13

21

Ecuador

47

95

71

16

131

128

52

19

79

85

1

2

3

4

5
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America (Mabberley

z' terminology

Mabberley for

North America- The
techniques (Moerman 1996). These d

;ome 291 different native American

(Moerman in

Oosperms from 255 families of which

medic
some 216 native American groups. The 5 most utilized angiosperm families in a
residual analysis are Asteraceae, Apiaceae, Ericaceae, Rosaceae and Ranunculaceae.

! I ,

utillzed families are Poaceae, Cyperaceae, Fabaceae, Scrophulariaceae
and Rubiaceae.

Kashmir- The Indian data rpnwconto^ v,™.^u„„„i j •*. . j %. _*___ /T^ A

India , has a "hilly topography ranging from

7" mc
.

ieis " z'/ou meters ab°ve sea level. The region consists of limestone, quartz-
ites, grit and earthy clay," (Kapur et al. 1992: 87) and contains dense forests in an
extremely hilly, arduous and rugged terrain.

Collected in a much smaller region than the North American data, there arew angiosperm species from 100 families of which 466 species (from 1 00 families)

TJl
m
t
dlcl

u
na%- ^ 5 most utilized medicinal families in Kashmir are

uHli^nT
E"Phorbiaceae ' ^nunculaceae, Lamiaceae and Liliaceae. The 5 least

CucXace^e ** ?°aCeae
'
Urtkaceae

' Anacardiaceae, Brassicaceae and

datT^Jp
h
i
K
t

°r
?? J"?

WGre C°lleCted and edited by Robert Pemberton. Those

591 sniripTtf
a

Q
3
r°
¥°6 Species of angiosperms from 136 families of which

the da a a P oT T §) ""*^ me™y * Korea. The sources for

other a flo ! o7n?Tu
RgfgG fl°raS

'
°ne a medidnal flo™ (Lee 1971) and the

Korean Penint 1 J5 f P^ °f K°rea (Lee 1979
>" Both floras cover the wh°le

PeninsuLTs m,
encompasses both South and North Korea. The Korean

7 7nn 1.L'f 6 mounta™us and varies in altitude from sea level to more than

China

between 33°° and 37°° N latitude. It has a

The monsoonal summers

demiflnm
"^ lu>' warm temperate, deciduous fore:

TtaSieh - et Zucc
> in ^e lowlands and middletemperate deHH,,™ •* ,
' tfle lowIands and middle elevations; and cool

grow in namral forr/
C°n er f°reStS in the "mountains. Plants used as medicine

t^T mral forests
- occur as "weeds" in a«^,i*...»i c^^ —j „„ ^w dis-turbed sites and c Weeds in agricultural fields and on other dis-

medicinal pum™^™
ar* cultivatedl The 5 most heavily utilized families for

a^_ Purposes according to hV n.^!™ —i..-.-. Z tx t :u„m p.

Cyperaceae The

Chiapas Highlands.- The material from
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arranged by Brent Berlin. Chiapas is a botanically complex mountainous region

with elevations ranging from sea level to 4000 meters in the Sierra Mad re moun-
tains near the Guatemala border. In the central plateau region where the

ethnobotanical data were obtained, summits range from 2100 meters to 2900 meters.

The area is generally comprised of tropical deciduous forest and pine-oak forest

with moister rain forest cover on the eastern escarpment. The summits and east-

ern slopes have diverse evergreen cloud forests with many endemic species. The

botany and ethnobotany of Chiapas is described by Berlin, Breedlove and Raven

(Berlin et al. 1974). The data considered here include 144 angiosperm families 1

with a total of 6617 species of which 1645 species (from 138 families) are used

medicinally. The 5 families most heavily utilized for medicines by the regression

analysis in Chiapas are Asteraceae, Lamiaceae, Solanaceae, Rosaceae and Apiaceae.

The 5 least utilized are Poaceae, Orchidaceae, Cyperaceae, Bromeliaceae and

Arecaceae.

Ecuador- The material from Ecuador was collected and arranged by David Kiefer.

The material represents the botany and ethnobotany of the Upper Napo River

valley of the eastern tropical lowlands of Ecuador, and includes Napo river and

the 2 rivers - Rio Anzu and Rio Jatun Yacu - which unite to form it, as well as

several tributaries downstream. The terrain is an ecological transition zone be-

TABLE 3.- Rankings of the families least utilized for medicines in 5 regions.

Poaceae is least used in 3 regions, and second least in one. A dash (Salicaceae in

bottom
examole) indicates that the family does not occur there. One

remainine 4 do not. The
sum 5, Cyperaceae = 12,

etc.), and by their order in Ecuador.

FAMILY North America Korea Kashmir Chiapas Ecuador

Highlands

Polceii 1 2
~~

1

r
~~^

67

Cyperaceae 2 1 6 3

Q
Bromeliaceae 23 -

' *

Arecaceae 37 52 5

Orchidaceae 10 3 85 2 1

Fabaceae 3 130 16 6 "'

Urticaceae 41 16 2 122 101

Brassicaceae 9 83 4 126 -

Scrophulariaceae 4 14 86 IX

Rubiaceae 5 71 91 62 9

Saxifragaceae 238 4 82 41

5 102 66
Cucurbitaceae 228 56

Salicaceae 250 5 25 \\*-

Anacardiaceae 237 115

Moraceae 222 1 1

6

Lauraceae 192 105

3 116 33

92 30 2

34 7 3

Clusiaceae 231 72 84 22 4

Annonaceae 44
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tween the Andes Mountains and the Amazon Basin lying about 400 to 500 meters

above sea level. This area has only recently been surveyed by botanists, and some

portion of the flora remains to be identified. A flora for the region has recently

been prepared for the Jatun Sacha Biological Station, a private reserve and re-

search facility located on the south bank of the Upper Napo River, 8 km east of

Misahualli and 25 km east of the base of the Andes. 1 Approximately 1900 vascular

plant species have been identified in the region (Neill 1995).

The Upper Napo River valley is inhabited by a Quichua-speaking indigenous

group numbering about 25,000 (Maries et al. 1988), along with colonists from else-

where in the country. Their medicinal plant use has been described by several

investigators (Iglesias 1985; Kohn 1992; Maries et al. 1988). The data considered

here include 118 angiosperm families with a total of 1729 species of which 133

species (from 62 families) are used medicinally. 1 The 5 most utilized families for

medicines in this region of Ecuador are Araceae, Fabaceae, Bignoniaceae,

Loganiaceae and Malvaceae. The 5 least utilized are Orchidaceae, Moraceae,

Lauraceae, Clusiaceae and Cecropiaceae.

DISCUSSION

only 9 families to list the top 5 in—^^ - „m.WWvv uu** it Atomics uiuy y ldllUllCb IU 1151 Uie lUp ^ 111 ** ui uiv. ^

regions (all but Ecuador). If there were no overlap at all, and the botanical selec-

and 2nd

in the 5 regions, it would take 20 families to make
in

most important medicinal plant

family by this analysis. In those 4 areas, the one obvious anomaiy is uie aFj«»*w»
neglect in North America of the Euphorbiaceae (where it is ranked 234); that fam-
llv rani's COrnnrl in Tf~*siU-~,:~ -loth.'—Ty^ ir.ict. ^-,, . ^.., •__ Ll.~~.~ic

in Chiapas. Otherwise

important families. With™_ .„_ wvv.w«F yji uicsc important ramines. witn only 5 exceptions, w"«
lies in the top 5 of any of the 4 regions rank in the top quarter of the lists of the

other 3 ; most rank within the top tenth of the other 3. The exceptions are the

Euphorbiaceae, as already mentioned, and the Rosaceae and Ericaceae, which are

both in tha miAA]^ «.U: l *£ m."l. __ i« . . -wr . . — . . / .» L_~ C
Kashmir—-—.™v.lt ViU1(a w uie list in Kasnmir. bcuador, where none or tne ^y "

appears in the top 5 of any other region, is obviously very different: a substantially

number of medicinal

agreement about which families are ignored

is at the-""""' »»«> ^re utilized. Again, setting Ecuador aside, Poaceae is at u«=

bottom of 3 lists and 2nd from the bottom in a fourth. Cyperaceae is also ignored
for medicinal use in the 4 regions (and is low even in Ecuador).

the world
This is perhaps the largest family

i qqoT
"~ °ne estimate suggests there are 17,500 species worldwide (M

lyyj) — yet it eenerallv h*c (^, a___ .i
r

.., „,. *»-

vanilla and salep, and occasionally as a medicine. The

ornamental

iiv !„ u t Vy '
lu occasionally as a medicine. The distribution or me i<u»

Am!
°bvi0l

i

sly skewed to the tropics; only 322 of those species occur in North
America and only 26 of these are used medicinally. Only 2 of the 132 species in

n^r fh°

r

^l medicina% where it is listed last on the regression; it is listed
near the bottom r*f hU^ u~* • n -i . - y. - . ~+ * .z*

in
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Another anomalous family is Fabaceae which is very low in 3 samples (North

America, 3rd from the bottom; Chiapas, 6th from the bottom; and Kashmir, 16th

from the bottom) but quite high on 2 others (Ecuador, 2nd from the top; Korea; 7th

from the top). Both Orchidaceae and Fabaceae might repay close comparative

analysis in these different ethnographic and biogeographic contexts.

An alternate statistical test confirms this visual interpretation of regression

residuals. Figure 2 shows a series of correlations, and correlation plots, between

residuals on the regressions described earlier. In the 4 similar floras, the correla-

tion coefficients range from 0.607 (Chiapas/Korea) to 0.743 (Chiapas/ Kashmir).

The

much lower and vary from -0.043 (Ecuador/Kashm

dor/Chiapa

medicinal

Kashmir and

North

are remarkably nmi-

families

in the families particularly ignored. The situation in Ecuador is, however, dis-

tinctly different than in the other 4 areas.

CONCLUSIONS

How might one account for this extraordinary overlap of plant use in such

widely divergent parts of the world? Two factors may be at play, one botanica

and the other ethnological. The 4 more similar regions are all part of what Good (

1974) called the "Boreal Kingdom," and what Takhtajan ( 1986) calls the Holarc-

ador is part of what both call the "Neotropical Kingdom

:hat although Chiapas seems to be far enough south that it

lora, it does not. Good, for example, quite explicitly in-

^v™ onA «f thP "Pacific North America" flonshc region

om"
noting

Chiapas
of the Boreal Kingdom.

Insofar as the 4 northern floras are related at the family and

there will likely be a common chemistry that would encoura*

related species in different floras for medicine. This factor wou

taking a long view on the relatedness of peoples and knowledge

knowledg*

transmitted via mi
3^2:=-***~-s-^as:Kashmir. Northern

North America and then southward. It seems likely

similar

in far northern areas of Asia and

very similar in the far north), andr in tne rar nuiui/, c">" ~»
( xwih America

, moved south to Korea or to more southern™*«g££^
and to Chiapas. By the time people reached the tropical^^**££d
the florisnes were dramatically different than they were further north, people

to develop a new range of ethnobotanical^owl
™fe {e (Figure 3) . Achillea

The eenus Achillea f'varrow") serves as a good example ^rig
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by permission.

nillefohum, L., Asteraceae, yarrow. By Marie Cole. From Daniel E.

for the Iroquois. (Reference Publications. Aleonac MI. 1982). Used

+£5Z^ mei
?
ber °f the Aste^eae family, has more medicinal

~'5*t species
rea and Chiapas.
common of the poll

American plant use (Moerman 1998) than

medicinally, in Kashmir,

known in ancient times
famous 60,000 year old NIV in „~ i.u t
""^wo uu,uLfu year oia i\eanat

Tu"TFthem Ira5 (Leroi-Gourhan 1975). It was named

wx i.cciimg wounc
Amazonian Ecuador (Renner

(Apollodorus, Homer,
(Graves 1960:285). The

compounds (Buckingham

leukemia (Tozyo et al 19947T , ,^^ been shown tC

deep, as it is for oth J " ^owledge of the utility of this
,

and North Arne^c La P Klated members of «« AsteraceJ

L
The sunii^T^LT^ °*^^^ AHem™> <

pledge is deeply moted ltT\ ** W<? haVe f°Und SUg
skein of knowledgeS l^ * Seems Unlikely that the
d«* suggest that non-WeStm " V***^ t0 the Middle
how generated similarlv uZ P

,

T

P sPeakin8 unrelated lang^^^"^I^?^^^ over broad geogr
8 ot drug plants with them throughout As

of chemicals which

(Miller 1916); a re-

):377-79) including

i ha artive aeainst

Asia

human

or
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in their migrations since the Upper Paleolithic, or both. Recognizing such pat-

terns could increase the efficiency of contemporary prospecting for useful

phytochemicals at the same time as they demonstrate the existence of a global

pattern of human knowledge.

NOTES

2. The equation for the line is a constant (.284) plus a coefficient (.114) multiplied times the

The
vertical axis, and the coefficient represents the slope of the graph line:

MSp = .284 + (.114*TSp)

This equation represents what the distribution of points would be if everything \ve» dis-

tributed randomly and gives us what is called the "predicted values" of the analysis 1 or

example, there are 2,688 species of Asteraceae in North America. If plant selection wore

random, one would predict that the number of species of Asteraceae used medicinally

would be .284 + (.114 * 2688) = 306.7. However, native American peoples used 397spivie§

of Asteraceae medicinally, many more than the regression analysis predicts. The "residual"

is the actual value minus the predicted value, 397 - 306.7 = 90.3. On the graph, the residual

is represented by the vertical distance from the regression line to the data point, shown bv

the upward pointing arrow. The regression analysis predicts that native Americans would

use 171.8 species of Poaceae medicinally; however, they used only 62. The residual -109.8,

is represented on the graph by the downward pointing arrow.

Why mili

families

be Asteraceae, Fabaceae and Rosaceae. But these are all large families which we might

That suggests that we might want to rank

familie"*w * **-* * «-'
J UlL llU.llLL/t.1 \_/l 11 LV-V-ll\~ll IC4X Jl/CViVkJ/ *-" w* w m^ j j~ ^ m —

them. However, there are a number of very small families of plants in north America in

which all of their species (e.g., 100% of them) are used medicinally. Among these are

Butomaceae (1 of 1), Datiscaceae (1 of 1) and Saururaceae (2 of 2). Ranked this way, the

F*~.:l: i • , .... , ,. . , • i -«^« aro lncf in thf middle Otfamil

the list: Asteraceae is in 81 st place, Fabaceae is in III th
, and Rosaceae is 73rd

.
The regres-

sion-residual system has the advantage of not overemphasizing small families, and most

valuable, it differentiates among large families which produce relatively larger and rela-

tively smaller numbers of medicinal species (like Asteraceae and Poaceae).

Note that this method is not meant to suggest that a particular medicinal species, or family,

dike Datis£a_glomerata (K. Presl) Baill. Durango-Root, Datiscaceae) is not important

But it is meant to allow analysis of the uses of large numbers of plants using some tecn-

nique other than simply considering them one at a time.
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APPENDIX 1- Number of medicinal species per family, and total species per

family, for angiosperms in 5 regions.

North America Korea Chiapas Kashmir Ecuador

Highlands

FAMILY Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total

Acanthaceae 2 111 1 3 21 93 11 17 2 5l

Aceraceae 10 19 4 12 1 1 2 2

Achatocarpaceae 1 0000000
Acoraceae 1 2 0000000
Actinidiaceae 4 44 15 0012
Adoxaceae 1 1000000
Agavaceae 1194 0000000
Aizoaceae 22 3 00001
Alangiaceae 00 1000000
Alismataceae 5 37 2 5000001
Aloaceae 2 0000000
Amaranthaceae 4 112 3 9 12 38 11 13 4

Anacardiaceae 11 35 5 6 717 2 9 04
Annonaceae 1 22 5 24 22

Apiaceae 85 397 23 59 25 48 12 18 1

Apocynaceae 7 62 2 5 11 45 4 7 2 16

I

Aponogetonaceae 1
<J

Aquifoliaceae 6 29 1 5 2 12 2 2 11
Araceae 8 46 12 14 2 5 11 77

Araliaceae 9 36 14 15 15 18 1 1 ° 6

Arecaceae 3 45 1 47 1 1 3 21

Aristolochiaceae 7 38 3 4 015 00^
Asclepiadaceae 26 149 8 13 18 78 5 7

U
«*

Asteraceae 397 2688 55 226 264 602 54 64 l

Balanophoraceae
1000000U^

Balsaminaceae 2 11 1 2 1 4 2 2

Basellaceae 5
u

Bataceae 1 110 3
Begoniaceae 10 739j*

fl

Berberidaceae 17 33 6 7152-*
Berulaceae i9 31 5 22 4 4 £
Bignoniaceae 132 07 56 1* iO
Bixaceae n 5 2 4

l 2

Bombacaceae 5 1 9 =17 2 13
Boraginaceae 30 392 2 21 21 51 5

q q
Brassicaceae 67 685 9 51 11 28 b

Bromeliaceae 1 43 3 115 u
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Costaceae

Crassulaceae

North America Korea Chiapas Kashmir Ecuador

Highlands

FAMILY Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total

Brunelliaceae 0100090000
Burmanniaceae 0800000002
Burseraceae 160021400016
Butomaceae 1100000001
Buxaceae 0611001100
Cabombaceae 0300000000
Cactaceae 20 199 1 40 1 1 14
Callitrichaceae 12020 000
Calycanthaceae 2301000000
Calyceraceae 0100000000
Campanulaceae 12 228 10 26 8 26 1 1 5

Canellaceae 02000 00000
Cannabaceae 232200 1100
Cannaceae 08001 50000
Capparaceae 2 45 002 28 0015
Caprifoliaceae 30 80 4 41 9 14 4 8
Caricaceae 1 1 1 5 1

Caryocaraceae 0000000003
Caryophyllaceae 23 336 8 56 11 29 5 7 1

Casuarinaceae 0400000000
Cecropiaceae 020 00 00 22
Celastraceae 7 40 3 16 7 47 1 2 1 13

Ceratophyllaceae 0301000000
Cercidiphyllaceae 0100000000
Chenopodiaceae 23 188 2 16 5 5 2 3
Chloranthaceae

1 3 1 1
Chrysobalanaceae 2 4 12

^
S
f
Ceae 3 37 1 2

Cethraceae
1 2 1 5 10

C™uT 13 70 2 8 5 29 3 3 25
Combretaceae 8 2 14 1 3 6
Commelinaceae 6 56 1 5 15 47 1 1 2 9

c™r 0100000000
Convo vulaceae 12 141 5 13 23 97 6 12 5
Conanaceae

1 1Cornaceae U 20 2 9 3 3 1 1
Corynoca.rpaceae 1 J°300000000

10 113 5 25 4 25 2 2 1
!

Crossosomataceae ftAn n
~~~~

n n
Cucurbitaceae ia J ?

° ° ° ° °
? l8r,m«™Jr 13 73 1 6 14 53 2 8 1

18
Cunoniaceae

Cuscutaceae

Cyatheaceae

Cycadaceae n -

Cyclanthaceae "2000700
1 1 2

4 52 1 1 °
°
niisoooooooo

Cymodoceaceae n S ° ° ° ° ° °
n

Cyperaceae
° *

2
° ° ° ° °

? 225 918 5 210 13 184 4 11 1 2/
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North America Korea Chiapas Kashmir Ecuador

Highlands

FAMILY

Cyrill

Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total

aceae

Datiscaceae

Davalliaceae

Diapensiaceae

Dichapetalaceae

Dilleniaceae

Dioscoreaceae

Dipsacaceae

Droseraceae

Ebenaceae

Elaeagnaceae

Elaeocarpaceae

Elatinaceae

Eleocarpaceae

Empetraceae

Epacridaceae

Eremolepidaceae

Ericaceae

Eriocaulaceae

Erythroxylaceae

Euphorbiaceae

Fabaceae

Fagaceae

Flacourtiaceae

Fouquieriaceae

Frankeniaceae

Garryaceae

Gentianaceae

Geraniaceae

Gesneriaceae

Goetzeaceae

Goodeniaceae
Grossulariaceae

Gunneraceae

Gyrocarpaceae

Haemodoraceae
Haloragaceae

Hamamelidaceae
Heliconiaceae

Hernandiaceae

Hippocastanaceae

Hippuridaceae

Hydrangeaceae

Hydrocharitaceae

Hydrophyllaceae
kacinaceae

Hliciac

Iridaceae

1

1

1

1

2

1

4

1

1

63

38

28

1

2

17

9

1

19

1

3

2

4

5

1

18

17

3

1

11

5

2

15

13

8

7

10

3

11

4

1

2

213

16

5

368

152 1557

94

22

1

5

8

117

64

64

1

10

56

3

3

19

5

6

1

7

3

51

19

234

2

2

111

5

2

1

11

2

10

24

7

7

8

1

4

1

7

2

3

2

6

1

1

1

33

9

20

85

16

2

23

14

1

4

2

6

1

10

1

7

1

1

18

9

7

1

11

4

7

1

1

1

4

1

18

6

19

7

9

44

52 204

147 676

27

27

2

25

13

62

2

2

1

7

6

24

2

1

1

1

1

17

37

1

2

1

4

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

19

69

2

3

4

5

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

3

1

3

1

1

3

9

3

5

3

1

4

60

12 121

26

3

27

1

1

6
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North America Korea Chiapas Kashmir Ecuador

Highlands

FAMILY Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total

Joinvilleaceae 0100000000
Juglandaceae 9 23 2 2 1 5 000
Juncaceae 6 135 1 23 1 15

Juncaginaceae 16000 000
Krameriaceae 2500220000
Lacistemataceae 0000000003
Lamiaceae 72 469 27 60 59 129 25 37 5

Lardizabalaceae 01220 000
Lauraceae 6 40 5 12 10 82 2 3 39

Lecythidaceae 00000 039
Leeaceae 00000 1100
Leitneriaceae 0100000000
Lemnaceae 119 2 2000000
Lennoaceae 0200000000
Lentibulariaceae 2 29 73 14 000
Liliaceae 65 509 40 98 26 78 9 9 14
Limnanthaceae 010 00
Limnocharitaceae 020 00 000
Linaceae 5 50 1 5 5 1 200
Loasaceae 6 76 001 7 000
Loganiaceae 3 39 3 7 25 2 236
Lophosoriaceae 0100000000
Loranthaceae 4 1 4 10 47 1 2 1 12

Lythraceae 3 38 2 7 20 54 2 2 4
Magnoliaceae 5 11450 001
Malpighiaceae 33 17 54 2 11

Malvaceae 23 263 4 32 116 7 9 3 8

Marantaceae 080000000 20

Marattiaceae 08000 00000
Marcgraviaceae 0200000001
Mayacaceae

1
Me astomataceae 1 71 18 108 4 71

^
ehaceae

1 10 7 20 3 3 1 27

Menispermaceae 284400332 21

Menyanthaceae 2 6
Mollugmaceae 7
Monimiaceae

2 4 2 13

Mr'
63" 7 30 6 11 12 57 7 7 1 »Monnaceae

1 1 °
Monngaceae

1

M ^ 3 1 11 1 1°

?— S a! I % Z sIII \

*

ass. » » o " s o o

«

Nelumbonaceae
°

* ° 3 l 1 ° ° ° -
2

o
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North America Korea Chiapas

Highlands

Kashmir Ecuador

FAMILY Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total

Nyctaginaceae

Nymphaeaceae
Ochnaceae

Olacaceae

Oleaceae

Onagraceae

Orchidaceae

Orobanchaceae

Oxalidaceae

Paeoniaceae

Pandanaceae

Papaveraceae

Passifloraceae

Pedaliaceae

Phytolaccaceae

Piperaceae

Pittosporaceae

Plantaginaceae

Platanaceae

Plumbaginaceae

Poaceae

Podocarpaceae

Podostemaceae

Polemoniaceae

Polygalaceae

Polygonaceae

Pontederiaceae

Portulacaceae

Posidoniaceae

Potamogetonaceae

Primulaceae

Proteaceae

Punicaceae

Quiinaceae

Rafflesiaceae

Ranunculaceae

Resedac

Rharrtnaceae

Rhizophoraceae

Rosaceae

Rubiaceae

Rutaceae

Sabiaceae

Salicaceae

Santalaceae

Sapindaceae

Sapotaceae

Sarraceniaceae

eae

17

2

1

9

29

26

6

5

2

2

13

1

3

1

2

9

2

4

37

8

65

2

7

1

9

74

18

133

17

8

37

3

2

2

1

124

14

5

5

66

276

322

24

30

4

4

97

35

10

14

64

15

35

4

13

62 1505

2

1

284

64

433

13

105

1

42

97

4

1

1

319

6

110

3

836

318

103

2

112

14

34

30

9

4

6

10

6

1

3

9

2

4

5

1

18

1

1

2

33

2

26

6

9

2

1

1

5

24

17

82

5

3

17

1

3

1

1

5

1

178

1

4

66

2

1

14

26

104

14

126

34

11

2

37

1

2

9 26

3 12

4 17

16 31

25 444

5 16

3 9

8 40

1 1

6 9

21 94

3 4

1 1

1 3

28 460

3 11

10 33

13 45

6

1 9

10 18

14 21

34 71

54 232

10

1

4

16

41

4

6

60

29

2

5

2

3

3

2

1

2

1

24

2

12

1

4

1

18

6

13

11

4

1

1

2

9

2

3

5

4

1

3

1

79

3

16

1

7

1

22

7

23

16

6

2

4

2

2

1

2

3

2

1

2

1

3

4

6

1

4

2 132

1

9

6

39

34

1

8

2

4

6

6 130

6

5

23

38
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North America Korea Chiapas Kashmir Ecuador

Highlands

FAMILY Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total Med Total

Saururaceae 22120 0000
Saxifragaceae 27 175 3 53 1 7 3 3

Scheuchzeriaceae 01030 0000
Schisandraceae 0100000000
Scrophulariaceae 72 832 9 65 28 85 12 19 3

Simaroubaceae 111 2 12 004
Simmondsiaceae 1 1 000 0000
Smilacaceae 8 22 005 18 1100
Solanaceae 34 202 5 9 60 164 10 11 4 47

Sparganiaceae 19030 00000
Sphenocleaceae 01000 0000
Staphyleaceae 130215 0002
Stemonaceae 01 000 0000
Sterculiaceae 2 28 3 7 37 3 13

Strelitziaceae 0100000000
Styracaceae 10 032 70000
Surianaceae 0100000000
Symplocaceae 140418 0001
Taccaceae 0100000000
Tamaricaceae 08000 0000
Taxodiaceae 17000 0000
Theaceae 113 164 9 000
Theophrastaceae 07001 400l 3

Thymelaeaceae 2 21 2 7 310 2 4 1

Tiliaceae 1 17 11 8 44 3 6 1 4

Trapaceae
1 \ \

Trmridaceae OOOOOOOOOl
Tropaeolaceae 1 1 3
Turneraceae 8 1 7
Typhaceae 2 3 2 2 13
Ulmaceae 5 23 4 1? Q Q 1
Ericaceae 5 60 3 24 16 52 1
Valenanaceae 6 35 3 ? g u 2
Verbenaceae 17 136 5 1Q 25 ?6 g

^laCeae
13 90 4 42 5 26 2

V
""^

9 45

w
Ua

,

Ceae
10 40 2 7 5 16

Vochysiaceae

Winteraceae
q

Xyridaceae
1 10

Zannichelliaceae
2 24

Zingiberaceae
2 15 15 3

Zosteraceae i c

Total
2428 20669 591 2506 1639 6606 466
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1. In order to reconcile variation in the naming of upper level taxa, some modifications

have been made in some of the published work on which this paper is based. These differ-

ences are itemized here.

Kashmir. A number of families reported earlier have been combined (Mimosaceae,

Caesalpiniaceae and Papilionaceae have been combined as Fabaceae; in the following 4

pairs, the former has been combined with the latter: Ehretiaceae, Boraginaceae; Fumariaceae,

Papaveraceae; Parnassiaceae, Saxifragaceae; Podophyllaceae, Berberidaceae; and in the

following 3 pairs, the former has been renamed the latter: Hypericaceae, Clusiaceae;

Martyniaceae, Pedaliaceae; Philadelphaceae, Hydrangeaceae). In this account, then, there

are 100, not 106 families as in the original publication. Two Kashmir families are not repre-

sented in any of the other data sets: Leeaceae and Morinaceae.

Korea. For the following pairs of families, the former was included in the latter:

Fumariaceae, Papaveraceae; Hypericaceae, Clusiaceae; Lobeliaceae, Campanulaceae;

Nepenthaceae, Lamiaceae; Pyrolaceae, Ericaceae; Amaryllidaceae, Liliaceae. Several other

minor spelling changes were made, like Brassicaceae rather than Brassiacaceae. Only Z

small families found in Korea are not found in any of the other samples considered here,

Alangiaceae and Eleocarpaceae.

Chiapas Highlands. Only minor changes in the published family data had to be made to

match the remaining data: Cruciferae is treated here as Brassicaceae, for example.

Ecuador. Amaryllidaceae has been folded into Liliaceae, and Hippocrataceae has been

included in Celastraceae. Four families have had minor changes in the spellings ot tnei

names. Nine families found in Ecuador are not present in any of the other 4 areas inaica

ing something of the uniqueness of the flora.
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Advances in Historical Ecology. William Balee, Editor. Columbia University Press,

New York. 1998. $65 (hardcover). Pp. xvi, 429. Maps, figs., index. ISBN 0-231-

10632-7.

Understanding the mutual relations between social processes and environ-

mental change in space and time is now a central concern among researchers across

disciplines. Approaches vary, however, and often reflect disciplinary labels such

as historical geography, environmental history, landscape ecology, and now his-

torical ecology. Edited by William Balee, Advances in Historical Ecology provides a

timely introduction to an emerging research agenda.

Thirteen of the book's 17 contributors, exclusive of Carole Crumley's Forward,

initially presented their chapters at a 1994 conference on historical ecology hosted

by Tulane University and the Columbia University's Graduate Anthropology As-

sociation. Fourteen of the 17 contributors are anthropologists, and 9 of the 17

chapters focus on indigenous peoples in Amazonia. The notion of landscape, con-

ceptualized here as the holistic interface and the material artifact of

human-environmental interactions, provides a fundamental unit of analysis and

unites many of the articles.

In his introduction, Balee declares that historical ecology is not a methodol-

ogy but an attempt to span the artificial dichotomy separating culture from nature,

the social from the natural sciences. Four postulates underscore the approach. First,

the non-human biosphere is affected by human activities. It follows that what we
often call the 'natural environment' has been subjected to progressive human
management and, in effect, has become landscape: "that is, culturally and histori-

cally determined physical environments" (p.16). Second, human activity does not

necessarily lead to environmental degradation. Third, different societies in par-

ticular regional contexts have dissimilar affects on the biosphere. And finally,

human "communities and cultures together with the landscapes and regions with

which they interact over time can be understood as total phenomena," and there-

fore "amenable to regional analysis using the paradigmatic concepts and tools of

historical ecology" (p.24).

While these premises are increasingly embraced by historical-ecological re-

searchers, Balee's notion of landscape as contingent nature diverges in many
respects from cultural geographers who tend to view landscape as a particular

image of reality that achieves its cultural meaning through lived experiences and

processes which reproduce or contest that meaning. If our definition of land-

scape includes built landscapes, as it must, then we also need to pay attention to,

ana ideally theorize, how landscapes constitute and reflect the cultural and social

values that created them over time and space. Neil Whitehead-the book's lone

aissenhng voice to the historical ecology approach-shares my concern about the

use of landscape ^ this way^ but for different reasons whitehead insists that "hu-

man decision-making, and the consciousness that drives it," should be the

AcZT ?'^h]e fa ** analysis of human-environmental dynamics (p-36)-

Z™^ t0^^ad, since historical anthropology already examines all struc-

not It Tn aC*ivity
' historical ecol°gy represents a mixed metaphor that does

not present something new.

social
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Amazonianist

torical ecology approach. In his chapter, Darrell Posey uses his work among thi

Indians

Posey argues that "indigenous peoples" carry out everyday common sense, and

conservation

Such evidence, Posey argues, has been grossly ignored by conservationists. In an

Anna Roosevelt demonstrates

Amazonian
European conquest. Roosevelt argues that human evolution is not a linear affair

and that we need to rethink the ecology of "hominization" (p.207). Laura Rival, in

another stellar chapter, demonstrates that historical ecology is social history plus

biocultural dynamics. Rival details how the Huarani

ements with their environment

cultural

Manxuj

ystemi

Manxuj organize

and geographically contin

Working with the Piaroa Indians of Venezuela, Stanford

mobile settlement

environment Fergu

Yanomami subsistence in the 18th and 19th centuries in cases of no-axes, stone

axes, and steel axes. He finds that prehistoric subsistence did not reflect^jingle

pattern, but combined with hunting and gathering with short vis ' -
*~

mission activity

cultural-environmental

i longer stays at larger gardens. Examining

ro of Brazil from 1680 to 1980, Janet Chernela,

uoc3 ci Luuurai-environmemai analysis to show tnat en
w^ripd

sions for political reasons long after their economic viab^ nadj"*n
.

Concentrating on indigenous peoples in the tropical lowlands, the Ama^mst

anthropologists demonstrate the need to consider historical«^^ W™
examining human-environmental relations and biogeography, in aaair

remaining

and in some^&iuu, ana in some respects ao not mean *»«*
j^rchvexolo

parts. In her chapter, Linda Newson examines the tet^^^!d^^ients
the interrelationships among parasites, human hosts, and their e

time and
interaction

anthropogenic
««ie ana space, btephen Fyne convincingly miu, *— - .

ct
~

otvpical
duced a wholesale modification of the biosphere.

Reversing the^yi
human

best thought of

an depleted biodiversity. For Pyne, images of pristine
i

nam
EUzabeth

human arHfart* 3Ccn™^H with the "hominid revolution ^p.
•

landscape
er soil work in Belize to show tnai uic i~~

Tristam Kidder

molded by the activities of pre-Columbian
peop ^.^^ Deop

cal work in the Mississippi Delta
region shows ma

amic oart of their environment, and that their

prehist
•s

dynamic part
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tant landscape effects to this day. Robert Bettinger traces the history of approaches

to the late prehistoric Numic-speaker displacement in the Great Basin region of

the American West. Elinor Melville uses her work in Central Mexico to show that

Otomi adoption of pastoralism as a parallel system of resource exploitation al-

lowed them to adopt livestock raising while maintaining traditional agricultural

practices, and hence their distinct identity. Carol Henderson shows that the cattle

boom in the northwest Indian state of Rajasthan between 1951-1991 reflects insti-

tutional changes associated with the shifting costs and benefits related to resource

access. In the final chapter, Leslie Sponsel finds that John Bennett's concept of the

ecological transition "describes and explains to some extent the historical ecology

of Thailand" (p.395). With mixed results, these works attempt to expand the his-

torical ecology approach of the Amazonianists to other times, themes, places, and

scales.

Advances in Historical Ecology provides a stimulating overview to its topic and

demonstrates that the culture-nature dichotomy is indeed arbitrary and danger-

ously misleading. However, if we seek a genuinely inter-disciplinary approach to

society-nature dynamics in time and space, scholars from across disciplines will

need to explicitly engage one another and clearly state how their research ad-

vances a common theme. For the next historical ecology collection, I recommend

that the anthropologists invite the historians, geographers, and landscape ecolo-

gists to the conference, not just solicit a sample of their research after the fact.

Karl H. Offen

Department of Geography

University of Texas

Austin, TX 78712
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ABSTRACT.- Ethnohistorical and ethnobotanical information on columnar cactus

species utilized and managed by peoples of the south Pacific slope in south-centra

Mexico is presented. This region comprises the highest diversity of spea«ot

columnar cacti in the world, with 45 of the 70 Mexican species of ™Y******
. . . l 1.1 i «l„r^n^rrarti ha\8P6eicolumnar

cuiuv_ereeae, anortnem peing us>eiui ^cwca. x^~~D
rprords

used by local people for thousands of years, no archaeological or historical rec

have been found on human manipulation of these plants in the past. Atpres

.. . ,., . i i-U^^ frnm Wild populations, DUt
most or tne columnar cactus species are umy 5«uw^— -

—

* -

cultivated
wild populations of 18 species are managedUn situ ^^fXman subsistence

availability

and the viability of manipulation ot plants are mi i«- -
.

management of columnar cacti. The pattern of domestication e>:*ttu
ndtns^

acting simultaneously, observed in Stenocereus stellatus is nyPotn
veeetative

also in other columnar cactus species with relatively fast8 ĴT V

^one is
-

r j. .4-^^finn m situ acting aione ™
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stuaies ot wild and manipulated populations w««- ©•
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and extent of changes under domestication and, then,

understanding on the nature and antiquity of the process.

Key words: columnar cacti, domestication, ethnobotany, Mixteca,
Teh
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RESUMEN.- Se presenta informacion etnohistorica y e
^°^los indigenas

especies de cactaceas columnares utilizadas y mane]adas p' £ de la mayor
de la vertiente del Pacifico Sur de Mexico. Esta region^ f^ ^ ^ ^ ?Q

diversidad de especies de cactaceas columnares del j™
d

'

dg las cuaies son

esoeripQ mov;^ar.cc A a pa<-Vwrprppae v Cereeae, la tota i

««,nipdeespecies mexicanas de Pachycereeae y
especies utiles. Aunque las cactaceas columnares

nan si

^ arqueo16gicos o

la region durante miles de anos, no se han encontrado g ^ ^ actualidad,

columnares
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recolectadas a partir de poblaciones silvestres. No obstante, poblaciones silvestres

de 18 especies son manejadas in situ, y 12 especies son cultivadas. Aspectos tales

como la calidad y disponibilidad de los productos utiles de las cactaceas

columnares, su importancia en la subsistencia humana, asi como la viabilidad

con la que pueden ser manipuladas, son todos factores que influyen sobre el tipo

de manejo de estas plantas. Con base en un patron de domesticacion ex situ e in

situ actuando simultaneamente, observado en Stenocereus stellatus, se propone la

hipotesis de que tal patron podria presentarse tambien en especies de cactaceas

columnares de crecimiento relativamente rapido y con propagacion vegetativa.

Se discute tambien un patron hipotetico de domesticacion in situ actuando solo

en especies de cactaceas columnares gigantes. Estudios de biologia comparativa

de poblaciones silvestres y manipuladas podrian dar informacion sobre las

tendencias y magnitud de los cambios bajo domesticacion, y asi conducir a un

mejor entendimiento de la naturaleza y antiguedad del proceso.

Palabras clave: cactaceas columnares, domesticacion, etnobotanica, Mixteca,

Tehuacan

RESUME.— Information etnohistorique et etnobotanique sur les especes de

cactacees columnaires utilisees et manipulees par les peuples indigenes du versant

Pacifique du sud du Mexique est presentee. Cette region comprend la plus grande

diversite d'especes de cactacees columnaires du monde, avec 45 des 70 especes

mexicaines de Pachycereae et Cereeae, dont la plupart son des especes utiles. Bien

que les cactacees columnaires ont ete utilisees par les habitants de la region pendant

des milliers d'annees, des registres arqueologiques ou historiques sur sa

manipulation par des etres humains dans le passe n'ont pas ete trouves. Dans

l'actualite, desormais, meme si la plupart des especes de cactacees columnaires

son exclusivement recolectees a partir de populations sauvages, certaines especes

sont en plus manipulees par les gens. En fait, les populations sauvages de 18

especes son manipulees in situ, et 12 especes sont cultivees. Des aspects tels comme
la qualite et la disponibilite des produits utiles des cactacees columnaires, leur

importance pour la subsistence humaine, et la viabilite avec laquelle elles peuvent

etre manipulees, son les facteurs qui agissent sur le genre de manipulation de ces

plantes. Des modeles de fa^ons de domestication qui pourraient avoir lieu ex situ

columnaires
dormer

de l'information sur les tendences et la magnitude des changements sous

domestication, et nous mener ainsi a une meilleure comprehension de l'antiquite

de ce procesus.

columnaires, domestication . etnnbotaniaue. Mixtec, Tehuacan

INTRODUCTION

7_ wmnn, VJ „__. The south Pacific slop*

Mexico, including part of the states of Michoacan, Mexico, Morelos
Pacific slope ofM

olumnar

Thorn-scrub

the richest are*
^

—proximately 70

there (Valiente-
of Mexico occurring there {

prirluous forests constitute
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common vegetation types in the area, and
Valley (MacNeish

annery

by human beings probably from 12,000 years B. P. These studies also found in thi-

World

present, nearly 19 indigenous ethnic groups live there (Table 1) (see Valdes y

information

abundance

>iderable diversity of human cu

anagement to which columnar

elements.

times

ant and animal

easy accessibility and diversity, offering a great variety of re-

source options to the ancient gatherers. For example, in the Tehuacan Valley alone,

Gama
them

Valiente-Banuet, 1995).

Guerrero

FIGURE 1.- The South Pacific slope of Mexico.
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TABLE 1.— Indigenous ethnic groups from the southern Pacific slope of Central

Mexico.

Ethnic group Distribution within the region

Amuzgo
Chatino

Chinantec

Chontal de Oaxaca

Cuicatec

Huave
Ichcatec

Mazahua
Mazatec

Mixtec

Mixe

Nahua
Otomi

Chocho-Popoloca

Purepecha

Tlapanec

Tnqui

Zapotec

Zoque

Guerrero, Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Michoacan, Mexico
Oaxaca

Oaxaca, Puebla, Guerrero

Oaxaca

Michoacan
Puebla, Mexico
Puebla, Oaxaca

Michoacan, Guerrero

Guerrero

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

remains of nine cactus species (Table 2) from archaeo-

remains
1 (bmith, 1986). Among the species identified, the columnar
lmDOrtant nl^nf rt»cr*nt-/^^o ;*-» 4-U^ «.^^_ U— U^^-m,-^ rxre

in

items
But this information contrasts with that found in human

in stem
me following types of cactus remains: 1) "Opuntia spp.", 2) "Lemaireocereus"

(spe-

cies of the columnar cacti genera Pachycereus and Stenocereus according to current

nomenclature) and 3) "cactus tissue" (unidentified cacti, including possibly co-

lumnar cacti). In the earliest coprolites found, from the El Riego phase (6,500-5,000

remains
leaves

ieand

ciung mtn setaria seeds, pochote roots (Ceiba parvifolia Rose), m
\Agave spp.) and meat. In the Coxcatlan phase (5,000-3,500 B.C), ste
mms ot Opuntia" and "Lemaireocereus" were equally dominant material, acc^

Zll^a^f1 m theAbe
J
as (^500-2,300 B C), Ajalpan (1,500-900 B.C.), Santa

Maria (900-200 B.C.), Palo Blan™ '™n u r a t-, 4kJ.I* *,LZ. c^A* < A.D. 700-

1/540) phases, consumption of

'

Maria
important

Lemaireocereus" stem
//

//

ring

coprolites.
principal plant constituents
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remains of raw stem
//

ing

in
//

Lemaireocereus"

having
observed evidence of stems of "Lemaireocereus" emus

ermis

Pacific slope.— Domestication

m

determined by human beings (see Darwin,
992). This process results from the continuous mani
and physiological variation of plant and animal pop
ig to their social, economic, cultural, and technological

tunbequence or domestication, populations of organisms that are manipulated by

people are under a continuous process of genetic divergence with respect to the

original wild populations (see Hancock, 1992; Casas et al, 1997a). Domestication
therefore involves forms nfmaninnlafmr. nfnUnt «»• ^Jrv,-.! «A«,,l^nM ftin-mah

make
manipulation of plant or animal copulations throu

selection (favoring survival and reproduction of desirable phenotypes whereas
undesirable phenotypes are eliminated), genetic drift (resulting from isolation of

small fractions of genetic variation within manipulated populations), migration
(resulting from the movement of plants and animals among localities, regions and/

>nrinents as consequence, for instance, of human migr
inge), as well as manipulation of reproduction systems,
here is no evidence from archaeological remains that a
were cultivated nor that their populations were manij
within the south Pacific slope. However, ethnobotanical

other

1997b)

Map
of

between humans and plants, including columnar
that some of them could have derived from similar forms
practiced by people in the past. Casas et al. (1996) gagement into those occurring in wild plant populat

forms of plant

Through management in situ, humans may take products from nature with-

ficant perturbations, as in some types of gathering. But also, they may
structure of plant populations thereby increasing the quantity of target

These are cases of 1) "tolerance", or practices

maintain within man-made environments
nvironments were transformed bv humans; 2) "enhancement

if plant:

- r™«, v,^uFit;u Dy wna populations in order t«

plant populations; and 3) "protection" or conscious

i ncrease

plants, but it is also possible to find them

examples of these forms of managerr
al, 1996, 1997a; 1997b). On the other

teractions taking place outside natural

humans. They usually occur v\

d/or pruning to safe-

rompnt in Casas

The
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plant management
sowine and olantine of sexual or veeetative propaeules (see

tfflJ.,1996).

commonly occurs among
not all cultivated plants are necessarily under domestication processes (see Harlan,

1975, 1992). However, some forms of artificial selection have been identified to

occur also under in situ forms of plant management. Gatherers usually distinguish

individual plants of some species which are different in features related to quality

of food, such as flavor, size, color, presence of toxic substances, etc., and choose

the best plants to use (Casas and Caballero, 1996; Casas et al, 1996, 1997a, 1997b).

The edible wild plant species and the preferred variants, are tolerated, enhanced

and/or protected in situ when they are found during the clearing of forest areas,

whereas those species and variants whose edible parts are not preferred by people,

are eliminated. The effect of this form of artificial selection, as well as other evolu-

tionary forces determined by human beings under forms of management in situ, is

documented. However
(M

Riccob ;nu vv l iiLi i iiavt ^v-vn ^w^^^w** —.- —
_iat artificial selection in situ has produced significantly

higher frequencies of favorable phenotypes in tolerated populations when com-

pared with wild populations. Particularly in the cases of L esculenta (Casas and

Caballero, 1996) and S. stellatus, (Casas, Valiente-Banuet and Caballero, 1998; Casas

et al. 1998, 1999a), through multivariate statistical analyses it was found a signifi-

cant morphological divergence between wild, managed in situ and cultivated ex

These

mo
variants, in assessing quality of products, and in selecting individuals ror prerci-

ential propagation, that is, those characters that are direct targets of artificial

information
morphological (and presumably also genetic, see Casas et al., lw*a' x^'u ' "' *

gence through both cultivation ex situ as well as management of wild popuianons

domest
plant species in the south Pacific slope.

Objectives.- This research aimed at examining in a historical perspective cultural

^pects about use, management, traditional classification and role of c^umnar

«Kti in the economy of peoples of the region. The purpose was to document and

analyze possible processes of artificial selection occurring on theseP^P£^
now such processes might be operating, which factors are influencing this proces

how

METHODS

iformation hronicles of the Conquest and
information

management of columnar cacti. In
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species referred to in such documents were carried out based upon the descrip-

tions and illustrations included on them.

Ethnobotanical studies.— A survey was conducted among indigenous peoples of

the south Pacific slope in order to investigate patterns of management and mecha-

nisms of artificial selection on different species of columnar cacti. Information on

factors influencing the different ways of management such as forms of use, spatial

and temporal availability and role in human subsistence of their useful products

was emphasized. This information stressed morphological features of the differ-

ent species and variants preferred for different purposes, as well as the destination

of products of columnar cacti and their role in the economy of the household.

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with a total of 12 Nahua, Mixtec and

Chocho-Popoloca key native consultants in order to elicit folk classification of cacti

among these indigenous ethnic groups of the Tehuacan-Cuicatlan Valley. People

interviewed were from the Nahua villages of Coxcatlan and Rancho El Aguaje,

Municipality of Coxcatlan, Puebla; the Mixtec village of Santa Catalina Chinango,

Municipality of San Pedro y San Pablo Tequixtepec, Oaxaca, in La Mixteca Baja;

and the Chocho-Popoloca villages of Los Reyes Metzontla and San Juan Raya,

Municipality of Zapotitlan de las Salinas, Puebla.

The ethnobotanical information was complemented with data for the species

studied from the Banco de Informacion Etnobotanica de Plantas Mexicanas

(BADEPLAM) of the Botanical Garden at the Instituto de Biologia, Universidad

Nacional Autonoma de Mexico and from bibliographical sources, especially from

Bravo-Hollis (1978), Casas (1997) and Casas et al. (1997b).

RESULTS

on use and management ofcolumnar cacti.— The "General and Natu-

the Indies" is one of the earliest written documents including

columnar cacti. It was published by Hernandez de Oviedo y Valdes,

cler of the New World, in 1535. In chapter XXVI, this author wrote

"De los Cardones en que nasce la fructa que llaman pitahaya. No

ni danosa y es de buen parecer a la vista. Los cardones en que

nascen estas pitahayas, es cosa fiera e de mucha salvajez la forma de ellos, los

cuales son verdes e las espinas, pardas o blanquecinas, y la fructa colorada

fructa

fruit

harmful fruit and it is eood lookine. The
which

form. The

chapter:
brownish o// anothe

//

mayores que lanzas de armas (e aun

como picas luengas) quadrados y espinosos, e a los cuales llaman los Chripsbancr

cinos por que parecen cirios o hachas de cera, excepto en las espinas. Los
cardones

llaman cirios en esta isla, hay los assi mismo
terra Firme. Estos son una manera de cardos muy espinosos e sal

r en ellos parte donde se puedan tocar sin muy fieras espinas, noi

Natura se las pone por orden e a trechos una de otras con mucho

)bstante
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Plant very spiny and savage, which have no part that can be touera

spines. However, Nature puts the spines in order and in s

r in a very ordered and repetitive composition ;.

The Barh^ri™ r~A™ *,~~, ikiv> (r>a la Cruz and Badiar
enni Codex from

PJant called "teonochtli''

— w

This plan

identified

fini

as a species of Stenocereus by Bravo-noin^ • / ^ ffl and carious

the text in Latin can be translated as: Ttbrn^
_ ^ ^^ shmb

to be picked first with a tooth of a cadaver 1 hen, ^ following

tochtli is milled and roasted, along with deer anue
nrtianoi flour
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this mixture

time

made with white

xochiocotzol and this is burned on live coal and its odor is collected in a piece of

cotton which is applied to the mouth with a certain frequency; or, better, it is tied

to the cheek".

made in 1547 bv some of the first Nahuatl
inish bv Frav Bernardino

tory of the things of the New Spain" (Sahagun, 1970, 1985). In book II of the

many
two drawings

The

first is called "netzolli" (Figure 3) with an inscription in Nahuatl that can be trans-

lated as: "Netzolli: tasty fruit, twist, many spines, it has arms, spiny plant, hurting".

Based on the drawing and the reference to the character "twist" (referring to the

branches) this plant is most probably Escontria chiotilla (F.A.C. Weber) Rose. The

second is called "teunochtli" ("sacred prickly pear") and the inscription can be

translated as: "Teunochtli: It has big fruits with spines, light and dark green, it is

cold, it calms thirst". Based on the general appearance of the plant (Figure 3) and

fruits

harvest of fruits of columnar
crucial for subsistence of some pre-Columbian and post-conqr
northern Mexico with a nomadic or semi-nomadic life, who mi
to zone following the seasonal abundance of cactus fruits.

FIGURE 3. Netzolli and Teunochtli, from the Florentino Codex
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Francisco Hernandez (1959), the official physician of the Spanish King Felipe
•11 i • / v^ - t-^ » r «t1 • X T 1 11

Mammillaria

cies called also "teonochtli

Martius)
//

In the "Geographic Relations of the XVI Century" there are several references

management
However

the "tec

scribed:

This Relation, written by J

in the "Relation of Acatlan", a village near

//

tit , which is found in chapter 11 in wnicn tne wna rrees are ue-

y otro arbol silvestre llamado teonochtli, que son unos cardone^

\ lleva una fruta llamada pitahayas, muy gustosa y agradable, su

como tea, y se sirven della para alumbrarse." ("There is another wild

jnochtli, which is a big spiny plant with a fruit called pitahayas, very

e; its wood burns like a candle, and people use it for lighting"). This

™ T>r,inoUn ^hirUi™ (Ti r*\ .r.ncc ^ RarVphpra thp onlv local columnar

cactus species used at present as a candle.

can
iformation.— In the study area, nearly 40 species of Pachycereeae

^ ^ —. » ^ t -1 * - T^ 1 ^ L ^m i ill J £**. 1

may
columnarguinea Dy people. Nearly half of these species are giant coiunuuu wu1( ^ ~ «

tall, characterized by a slow vegetative growth, flowering for the first time several

dprariac „£i i ... i j- _ i._ i„.,„i ~ rt/->T-Jo fnr ihpsp reasonsdecades armr cpph germination——»*«> aiiei seea germination ana, according iu iu».ai ^vr^, —
they have not been cultivated (species with habit "G" in Table 3). However, 20

species are of smaller height (2 to 8 m), relatively fast vegetative growth (the first

flowering nm,™™^n m .„*„« ^a, cooH ffprmination or 2 to 4 years after veg-

cumve Propagation), with most of these having clonal propagation <mu, a^^^,
to local people, for these reasons they have been viable for cultivation (species

with habit "S" in Tablp *\ Amnn, thPSP soecies, an exceptional morphologicalAmong
human manageme

>us, S. vriseus, S. fr«««s or btenocereus stellatus, S. pruinosus, S. griseus, $. jricu, j. ^'"~"T~ '

Weasel, Escontria chiotilla, Pachycereus hollianus, P. marginatus and MyrUllocactus

geometrizans

.

Uses.- Food. Columnar cacti are used mainly for their fruits, which may be con-

sumed as both fresh and dried "pasados" fruits, used for preparing jams (use i

m Table 3). Although fruits of all species are sometimes consumed
by people it s

Possible to distinguish: 1) those species producing juicy sweet fruits, which
_

are

^nsidered in thfestudy to be "good quality fruits" which«f^ **££
Ve*ing; 2) those species considered as "regular quality ^*>^™J*^
occasionally gathered. These include species whose fruits are difficultyto obtain

scarcity
consume

r\t i

— **«-mut:u are inose species wnu^c nu"^
ot ^ng or abundant spines and persistent areoles, or with not very

and3H»w„ • \ r .. * , > • i~ *nH xre rarelv cons

columnar cactus species
are con-
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sumed by people. In general, seeds obtained from fresh or dried fruits are washed,
dried and roasted. The roasted seeds are ground with chiles, onion and tomatillo

or "husk tomato" (Physalis vhiladelphica Lam.) or red tomato for orenarine rradi-

main components in

paste.

The roasted cactus seeds may also be ground

Stems and flowers of the species indicated in Table 3 under use "3" are occa-

sionally eaten. Stems of columnar cacti seem to have been a common food in the

past (Callen, 1967) but at present these parts are usually eaten during seasons of

food scarcity. Young stems are prepared by removing the spines, cutting them in

longitudinal pieces and removing the medullar portion, then roasting them in or-

These
more commonly consumed

the boiled flower buds may also be prepared with onion and vinegar. This
ticularly common with Neobuxbaumia tetetzo but occurs also with flower b

other columnar cacti (Tablp 3V

economic
fruits or 6-10 dried fruits of Stenocereus stellatus (see also Casas et al, 1997b), S.

pruinosus or Escontria chiotilla; 8-10 fresh fruits or 10-15 dried fruits of Polaskia

chichipe,P. chende or N. tetetzo and 1 liter of both fresh or dried fruits of Myrtillocactus
geometrizans are exchanged for one liter of maize; one liter of flower buds for three

liters of maize; and one liter of seeds for fifteen liters of maize. These columnar
cacti seem to be at present the most economically important ones in the region.

Fodder. In general, branches of columnar cacti are cut and fed to domestic don-
keys, cows and goats, after removal of the spines (use "4" in Table 3). Complete
fruitsor their nppl aro aic«,,r.^^j ^„ £—u...f • ™ i i ... j .^-. i «ook

feeding

An //

colonche" or "nochoctli" ("prickly

of
//

M

in JNahuatl) may be prepared from fruits of Opuntia spp., as well as

ies of columnar cacti indicated in Table 3 (use "5"). For preparation

", fruit juice is separated from seeds and then left for fermentation,

its are also prepared by mixing fruits of Myrtillocactus geometrizans,

aguardiente".

Material for construction. Wood of giant columnar cacti is common
StructlOn of hnnw r™(c 1 c^ ,

rurally

6" in Table 3). People generally collect

from decayed stems and branches of old eiant columnar

ST' Individuals of 11 species (use "7" in Table 3), are commonly grown

cultivTtldsb^es
11 h°me 8aidenS and aS barrierS f°r SOil Protection in terraC6S

Dry branches of all species of columnar cacti are collected to use as fuel for

cookin

wood of nfh* i

uimiLnes ot Polaskia chichipe andwood of other plant species, mainlv Ivnnn.nL™™inly Ivi
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for firing pottery, because the specific heat and low amount of smoke produced

when burning branches of these species are considered by people to be particu-

larly efficient for this activity.

Traditional management.— Gathering. Peoples of the area commonly gather fruits

and other useful products of columnar cacti from wild populations (cultural sta-

tus "W" in Table 3). In general, people said that they gather fruits selectively,

preferring larger fruits of species or variants with juicy pulp, sweeter flavor, thin-

ner pericarp, shorter and fewer spines and deciduous areoles.

Forms of management in situ. Additional forms of interaction can also be observed

columnar
columnar

cultivating maize (cultural status "M
part of a general form of management
common practice that people sow ir

This

it is aiso a common practice that people sow m tnese areas seeu& ui spc«»i« ^
legume trees and plant vegetative propagules of the columnar cacti tolerated, in

order to enhance their abundance in populations. Because the individuals of these

tolerated com
arine. Their decision takes into

the species to spare. In the Tehuacan Valley, for instance, according to directed

intervioTATo ~~«~i :r__^_ j ,.u _: c ~„™ 4-^ f^iorato Hiffprpnt soecies in the

follow

manifested

tility

Willd.) M.C. Johnston

marginatus, Myrtillocactrncnycereushollianus, P. marginatus, Myrtillocactus geometrizans, riinetmuuwn »™~,

Zscontria chiotilla, Polaskia spp., Pachycereus weberi, Beaucarnea gracilis Lem. and

Mitrocereus fulviceps (Weber) Backeberg ex Bravo. They also take into account the

characteristics of the useful products of the individuals within each species. In the

case of columnar cacti, people prefer to spare mainly individuals with big fruits,

sweet flavor, thin pericarp and few spines. However, the tolerance of other pheno-

types is also common, especially when there are no other useful species or

Phenotypes competing. Sometimes, people prune the tolerated plants in order to

"nprove conditions for growing maize.

^Ultivatirm A +^4.~1 „;n :„„ ^At-i^^iaA frnlhiral status "C" in Table 3),

serve

*Wy by planting vegetative parts in home gardens or in agricu rural fields^vhe e

as living fences or as barriers to prevent soil erosion. In.general people

us branches from mature wild or cultivated individuals. I ieces or

Ranches used for this purpose may be 20 to 150 cm long. They are left *V°*£«>
*« sun for ten or fifteen days in order that the cut surface may dry, thus^educmg

S;al and bacterial infections. Then, the branches are planted in holes 10.to 40
^cm

d^P with cattle or goat dung added as fertilizer before planting. They are usuany

Panted just before tne rainy season. They are eventually irrigated and ash is com

*"£ deposited, as fertilizer, on the soil covering the main stems.

from se

hdividuals of columnar cu
-'diings which grew from seeds dispersed via puu, —

^ause le J recQ^ze variants of^"^^^b**d on vegetative characteristics, decisions on eliminating or sparing individu
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als are taken after four to ten years, depending of the species managed, when the

individuals first produce fruits.

Indigenous nomenclature and classification of columnar cacti.— Nahua classification.

The Nahua people from the Municipality of Coxcatlan classify the cacti in six great

categories (Figure 4). The first is "nopalli" which includes all the plants of the

genus Opuntia; the second is "nopal-xochitl" ("nopal with flowers") and includes

species of epiphytes with flat stems and beautiful flowers, such as species of the

genus Nopalxochia; the third is "huitznahuac" ("surrounded of spines") or "comitl"

PRIMARY LEXEME

NopaUi

(Opuntia spp. )

SECONDARY LEXEME VARIETAL CATEGORIES

Iztacnoch nopalli (white fruits)

Xoconoch nopalli (sour fruits)

Tlalnecxnoch nopalli (purple fruits)

Nopalxochitl

{Nopalxochia spp.)

oz nopalxochitl (yellow flowers)

Jztac nopalxochitl (white flowers)

Chichinopalxochitl (red flowers)

Nochcuauitl

(species of columnar cacti)

Tepepoa nochtli

(Myrtillocactus geometrizans)

otz nochtli (Polaskia chende)

Tepequio nochtli (Polaskia chichipe)

Cuapetla nochtli (Stenocerus pruinosus)

Xoco nochtli (Stenocereus stellatus)

Huitznahuac (spherical cacti)

Cuaunochtli (epiphytic cacti)

Puyotl (hallucinogenic cacti)

FIGURE 4.- Nahuatl system of classification of cacti

Chich xoconochtli

(red fruits)

Iztac xoconochtli

(white fruits)

Cotz xoconochtli

(yellow fruits)

anec xoconochtli

(purple fruits)
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//

(which refers to the form of traditional Indian pottery) which includes spherical

cacti such as Mammillaria , Ferocactus, Echinocactus, and others; the fourth is "cuau-

nochtli" ("prickly pear on tree") which includes several species of epiphytic cacti

such as Hylocereus; the fifth includes species of Lophophora which are called "puyotl

(the root of the transformed word "peyote") because of their hallucinogenic prop-

erties; the sixth includes the columnar cacti and is designated by the word

"noch-cuauitl" which means "tree producing prickly pears". It is composed by

the term "nochtli", a word that designates the fruits of all the species of cacti and

"cuauitl" which means tree.

The name of each of these six categories is used by the Nahua as a folk generic

and an epithet, generally referring to some characteristic of a specific part of the

plant, provides a folk specific. In the case of the category "nopal-xochitl"', the

flowers are the parts which are considered for naming the folk specifics. For ex-

ample, the word "cos-nopal-xochitl" includes as a prefix the term costic, meaning

yellow, signifying the kind of nopalxochitl with yellow flowers, indicating the

cultural and cognitive significance of the flowers for the Nahua people in relation

to these plants. In the case of the "nopalli" (Opuntia) and columnar cacti, fruits are

the most important part used in classification. For example, terms "iztac-noch-

nopalli", "coz-noch-nopalli", "xoco-noch-nopalli" and "tlanecx-noch-nopalli"

designate nopalli with white, yellow, sour and purple prickly pears respectively.

In the case of columnar cacti, the Nahua of Coxcatlan use the name "noch-

cuauitl" or more often only "nochtli" as a folk generic. This reveals the cultural

importance of these fruits to the Nahua. For example, Myrtillocactus geometnzans

is called ' tepe-poa-nochtli"', ("pitahaya from aggressive hills"); Polaskia chende is

called "cotzo-nochtli" ("yellow pitahaya"); P. chichipe is called "tepe-quio-nochth

( 'pitahaya of scapes -quiotl is the term used for agave scapes- from the hills ),

Stenocereus pruinosus is called "cuapetla-nochtli" ("pitahaya of big tree"); and b.

stellatus is called "xoco-nochtli" ("sour pitahaya").
The first level of classification of columnar cacti by the Nahua is based on

color of the pulp. In the case of "xoco-nochtli" (S. stellatus), for instance (see Lasas

« < 1997b), people name four variants: "chichi-xoco-nochtli" ("red and pink

xoconochtli"), "iztac-xoco-nochtli" ("white xoconochtli"), "coz-xoco-noxtlt
(yei-

,Qw or orange xoconochtli"), "tlanec-xoco-nochtli" ("purple xoconochtliJ-
iney

subsequently distinguish between sweet and sour flavors, using the words

and" -
'•' ~*

necuti

form part of the names of the
7 Xoc°tl" respectively, but these epithets never form part ot me nau«-

PJant Similarly, they use "uitztli" and "amo uitztli" for spiny and non spiny fruits.

Chocho-Popoloca classification. Among the Chocho-Popoloca PeoP\°^ĥ
^ipality of Zapotitlan de las Salinas, the classification of cacti Mows i

»^^dd
Pattern very similar t0 that of the Nahua (Figure 5). The term "tucht ( F y
P<*r

) is used as folk generics for grouping species of Opuntia and
^£rrm

I2
h
% edUe fruits -™* term is distinguished from "luchi" that includes

spherical

171' secondary lexeme "kdnda" groups species of the genu
f
^" Articular

na

S

r
eQeS °f columnar cactus present in the area is designated t>y

f
^

/nW,

M,
m

*

e

n
instance, Stenocereus pruinosus is designated by the name tu

^

sZ
0Cactus Seometrizans by "tuchi-lasha" , Polaskia chichipe by ^T^ sppS

- Watus "tuchi-kishi. In species of columnar cacti, as well as in Opuntm spp.,
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PRIMARY LEXEME SECONDARY LEXEME VARIETAL CATEGORIES

Tuchi

Tuchi kdnda

(Opuntia spp.)

Tuchi china

(fruits of Opuntia and columnar cacti) (Stenocereus pruinosus)

Tuchi kishi

(Stenocereus stellatus)

Tuchi kdnda jatze

(red fruits)

Tuchi kdnda lula

(white fruits)

Tuchi kishijatze

(red fruits)

Tuchi kishi lula

(white fruits)

Tuchi Idsha

(Myrtillocactus geometrizans)

Tuchi cdsha

(Polaskia chichipe)

FIGURE 5.- Chocho-Popoloca system of classification of cacti.

farther categories may be designated by color. In Stenoca
tucht-kishi-lula" and "tuchi-kishi-jatze" are

ants of white and red pulp. Variants of other cc
al. 1997b). Similarly, the names '

' tuchi-kishi-

names gnating
et

— itoM-u^an are used to designate variants of sour, sweet ana lnwp"
^respectively. Variants of spiny fruits are designated by the nam;

tucht-ktshi-nyunu"
, while the variants with few snines are designated by

"tucM

1997b)
kishi-canyunu

Mbctec classification. The Mixtec people of the Municipality of San Pedro y
San

ablo Tequixtepec classify cacti in three ereat eroups. In one of them the term
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PRIMARY LEXEME

Vindia

(Opuntia spp.)

Chimiloo

(spherical cacti)

SECONDARY LEXEME

Vindia ton

(black spines)

Vindia cushi

(white spines)

Vindia chiqui

(with edible fruits)

Chimiloo ndanu

(big spherical cacti)

Chimiloo cuati

(small spherical cacti)

VARIETAL CATK.ORIES

Vindia chiqui cuad

(red fruits)

Vindia chiqui cushi

(white fruits)

Ndichi

(columnar cacti)

Ndichi noni

(Myrtillocactus geometrizans)

Ndichi quitit

(Pachycereus weberi)

Ndichi eddya

(S. stellatus)

Ndichi cudn

(S. pruinosus)

Ndichi yaa

(Polaskia chichipe)

Ndichi laya

(S. marginatus)

GURE 6.- Mixtec system of classification of cacti.

Ndichi caaya cuaa

(red and pink fruits)

Ndichi caaya cushi

(white fruits)

Ndichi caaya ton

(purple fruits)

Ndichi caaya cuan

(yellow and orange fruits)

terms
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naming Opuntia species (Figure

vindia-ton" ("black

7 ,
may reter ^ characteristics of cladodes, tor excuup-
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**f) and "vindia-cushi" ("white nopal") are terms referring to the pres ^
fack and white colored spines respectively. Specific terms may also re

^eristics of fruits which are called "chiqui".
"Vindia-chtqut-cua<

> ^J of
Pear nopal"), "vindia-chiqui-cushi" ("white prickly pear nopal )ar ^
this sihiaH^ c_i • ,

^
.. i„„:r:^ „ cm(r the folk genencs <-«

Mixtec
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//

chimiloo-nddnu" ("big spherical cactus") in which Ferocactus and Echinocactus
species are included, and "chimiloo-cudti" ("small spherical cacti") which includes
Mammillaria and Coryphantha species. The third main group is formed by colum-
nar cacti classified using the term "ndichi" as folk generics, which is also used for

naming fruits of columnar cacti.

Species of columnar cacti are distinguished using particular terms. For ex-
ample, "ndichi-noni" ("maize fruit") is used for naming Myrtillocactus geometrizans;
"ndichi-quitu" for Pachycereus weberi; "ndichi-cddya" ("sandy prickly pear") for

S. stellatus; "ndichi-cuan" ("yellow prickly pear") for S. pruinosus; "ndichi-ydd"
("white prickly pear") for Polaskia chichipe and "ndichi-laya" for P. marginatus.

The Mixtec thus clearly distinguish between fruits of Opuntia and fruits of

columnar cacti naming them as "chiqui" and "ndichi", respectively. Fruits of spheri-
cal cacti are also called

//

consumed
Mixtec

for fruits of Opuntia spp. and columnar cacti has also been found among the Zapotec
of San Juan Mixtepec, Oaxaca (Eugene Hunn, personal communication).

Variants of columnar cacti are classified based on fruit characteristics. In the
case of S. stellatus, for instance (see Casas et al, 1997b), the first level of classifica-
tion is based on color of the pulp. The Mixtec distinguish two main categories of

'xoconochtli" according to their color: the red "xoconochtli" {"ndichi-cddya-cuad")
and the "colored xoconochtli" (" ndichi-cddya-color") in which they group

They
fruits of the three other colors (including

DISCUSSION

indicate
history of utilization of columnar cacti by peoples of the south Pacific slope re-

gion no evidence could be found in such sources about cultivation of these plants.
In relation to thp hicfnri^i a™„~ ^ i L • j-rr. «. . . .1 . i~ .. ru^document

the Indian home~~ ^m uiu nor ooserve the presence of columnar cacti in the Indian home
gardens as they can be seen at present. One possible explanation for this omission
in tne documents could be that Spaniards did not consider fruits of columnar cacti
to De important resources, and for this reason they did not describe them as they
id not describe many other plants. In this respect, it could be illustrative to men-

snpr 7, CaSG °f °Puntia> there are several references on cultivation of thoseS
(

edl
^
atf to the Production of the "grana" (cochineal), a very important

ihp IZa \
SPaniards'

bu* there are no references to those species dedicated to

me production of nrirkh^oo v f^,: t„ d... ._ ., ., , / . , . _ c „<4, anfruits

columnar cacti started more

this

studies might also provide helpful information
"!> ro examine evolutionary changes of columnar cacti unaex

r comparative analysis of morphological and genetic variation

manipulated plant populations, as well as the analysis of repro-

and other biological aspects commonlv affected by human
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manipulation. This information might contribute to evaluating the extent and trend

of changes under domestication and to better understanding about the antiquity

of human manipulation.

The ethnobotanical information obtained indicates that at present people make
decisions about how to manipulate columnar cacti species or variants according

to the quality of their products, and their role in human subsistence (Figure 7).

Thus, the species and variants cultivated or managed in situ are generally thos«

with the most useful fruit characteristics. However, as we found in the case ot

Stenocereus stellatus (Casas et aL, 1997b), cultivation is particularly intensive m ar-

commercialization

more

Quality ofproducts

Role in human subsistence

Availability of products in the wild

Viability and ease of manipulation

Gathering

Management in situ

Cultivation

FIGURE 7.- Factors influencing types of interactions between people and columnar cacti

crucial

rn of plant man

m *e area. Thus, we found that Leucaena esculenta and S. stellatus are mtew^
cultivated generally in places where wild populations are scarce, but not where

*«y are abundant in the wild (Casas and Caballero, 1996; Casas e al.^1997^

Also, Messer (1978) refers to a Zapotec informant who affirmed that ••*«"

he chipil (Crotalaria pumila) seeds to plant for the time when there are none in t

helds so wp w;n u^L L ^ s> a o,™i ar dtnation was observed by Lasas,

ViVl

ipil (Crotalaria pumila) seeds to plant for the time when mere «.c.-
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in ordpr tn inrrpacp fhpir availabilitV-_. w lllt^ML,v „ tv._ availability.

The viability and ease of manipulation is also important. Thus

^ such as Neobuxbaumia tetetzo, N. mezcalaensis ,
M'"^^^

^hycereus weberi, among others (Table 3), produce fruits of a^«^ g
- not

effort ofr"n ot s°wing seeds and taking care of seedlings whoseH-- .

for mak.

*re not going to be seen by the sower. Slow growth may notbe
*£

2tt=-—^ «"rt^SK Hlever,L ef-
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feet of artificial selection favoring particular phenotypes of these species in situ

might be hardly notorious given the difficulties people have increasing numbers

of desirable phenotypes by intentional direct propagation. Furthermore, when

seeds of desirable phenotypes are sown, their generally outcrossing reproduction

system (Casas et al., 1999b; Valiente-Banuet, et al. 1996, 1997a; 1997b) would make

uncertain that the phenotypes selected were those expressed in the progeny sown,

due to the additive genetic variance of desirable traits. On the contrary, the fixa-

tion of desirable characters in species with vegetative propagation such as S.

stellatus, S. pruinosus or S. queretaroensis (Table 3) is relatively easy. In these species,

the reproductive system is generally also outcrossing (Casas et al., 1999b, Pimienta-

Barrios and Nobel, 1994), but artificial selection on progeny from sexual

reproduction is possible because they grow relatively fast.

Traditional classification of species and infraspecific variants of columnar cacti

are generally based on characteristics of fruits, particularly size, color, and flavor

of the pulp, as well as spininess and thickness of the peel. Fruits are at the same

time the main useful parts and the characteristics mentioned are used by people

for characterizing the quality of the fruits. Combinations of states of such charac-

teristics may produce a broad spectrum of species and variants recognized by

Wild populations ^ Management in situ ?

(Mitrocereusfulviceps, Neobuxbaumia tetetzo

Pachycereus weberi,P. pecten-aboriginum,

Stenocereus dumortieri S. fricii, S. chrysocarpus)

v
Management in situ

V
Cultivation

(Escontria chiotilla, Myrtillocactus spp., Pachycereus hollianus,

P. marginatus, Polaskia spp. Stenocereus pruinosus,

S. queretaroensis, S. quevedonis, S. standleyii, S. stellatus, S. treleasei)

FIGURE 8.~ Possible routes of domestication of columnar cacti.
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people, which constitute the raw matter for artificial selection at plant community
or species level. Artificial selection is apparently carried out by identifying and

subsequently increasing by vegetative propagation the frequency of individuals

with desirable phenotypes from wild, managed in situ or cultivated populations.

Vegetative propagation is carried out by carrying branches of the desirable plants,

wild or cultivated, to home gardens. But artificial selection apparently also occurs

when plants of desired forms are preferentially spared or protected when land is

cleared and non-desired plants are eliminated. A similar form of selection appears

to occur when seedlings are spared by people in cultivated populations until their

fruits can be evaluated, after which plants are either retained or discarded.

This information suggests that artificial selection is a potential or actual pro-

cess that may act on species that are cultivated. Artificial selection has caused

significant divergence between wild and manipulated populations in species such

as Stenocereus stellatus and S. queretaroensis as has been documented by Casas (1997),

Casas et al. (1999a, 1999b) and Pimienta-Barrios and Nobel (1994, 1998), and might

also be significant in species such as Myrtillocactus geometrizans, M. schenki, Escontria

chiotilla, Pachycereus hollianus, P. marginatus, Polaskia chichipe, P. chende, Stenocereus

fried, S. griseus and S. pruinosus, among others, which are intensely cultivated and

managed in situ and have important morphological variation in characters that

are targets of selection by people. However, the demonstration and evaluation of

the extent to which these species have been domesticated is yet to be done. The
case study of Stenocereus stellatus (Casas et al. 1997b, 1999a, 1999b) allows us to see

that domestication under management in situ is an ongoing process. This case

suggests that both in situ and ex situ artificial selection may be acting simulta-

neously in some species (Figure 8). This pattern of in situ and ex situ domestication

acting in conjunction could be similar in species of relatively fast vegetative growth
and clonal propagation. But a pattern of domestication in situ acting alone could

allow us to analyze possible processes of domestication of some species of giant

columnar cacti such as Pacycereus weberi, Stenocereus dumortieri, Neobuxbaumia tetetzo

and N. mezcalaensis , among others.
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ABSTRACT.-A large number of landraces of rice have disappeared from irrigated

fields in lowland Java since the adoption of high yielding varieties (HYVs)

promoted by the Indonesian government. However, such genetic erosion has not

taken place amongst the upland Baduy population. This is because maintenance

of a traditional system of swidden (forest fallow) farming is considered to be both

a religious obligation and a form of cultural identity. Baduy dry rice landraces are

used mainly for performing rituals and in the feasts accompanying them. They

cannot be sold, though in order to fulfil daily food requirements, various crops

(fruit, vegetables, palm sugar) are traded for hulled lowland rice. The objective of

this article is to document the way in which cultural practices serve to maintain

diversity in traditional rice landraces.

Keywords: in situ conservation; rice varieties; swiddening; West Java

RfiSUME.- Avec l'introduction des varietes a haut rendement encouragee par le

gouvernment indonesien, un grand nombre de varietes de riz ont disparu des

nzieres irriguees des basses terres de Java. Cette erosion genetique n'a pas affecte

les Baduy qui vivent dans les hautes terres de Me. Cela s'explique par le fait que

maintenir le systeme traditionnel d'agriculture sur brulis est considere a la fois

comme une obligation religieuse et comme une forme d'identite culturelle. Les

varietes baduy cultivees en riziere seche sont conservees pour un usage

essentiellement ceremoniel et rituel. Ces varietes ne peuvent erre vendues, et

d'autres produits (fruits, legumes, ou sucre de palme) sont commercialises pour

couvrir les necessities de base, en particulier l'achat de riz blanc provenant des

basses terres. Cet article documente les pratiques culturelles qui ont permis de

maintenir la diversite des varietes de riz traditionellement cultivees par les Baduy.

Mots cles: conservation in situ; culture sur brulis; Java occidental

RESUMEN.- Un gran numero de especies ancestrales de cultivos de arroz ha

desaparecido de los campos irrigados en las tierras calidas de Java, desde la

Jdopcion de variedades de alta productividad promovidas por el gobierno

^donesio. Sinembargo, tal erosion genetica no ha tenido lugar entre la poblacion
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Baduy de climas frios. Esto se debe al mantenimiento de sistemas tradicionales en

labranza

un
^^^ —- -»- v — -» V V * V

Las ancestrales especies de cultivos de arroz seco de Baduy, son usadas
principalmente para representar ceremonias y en las fiestas que las acompanan.
Estas no pueden venderse; para el sustento diario se almacenan varios cultivos
(frutas, verduras, azucar de palma), los cuales son intercambiados por arroz trillado

de clima calido. El objetivo de este trabajo de investigation es documentar la

forma en la cual las practicas culturales sirven para mantener la diversidad en
variedades tradicionales de cultivos de arroz.

Palabras clave: Conservation en el lugar de origen o in situ; tipos ancestrales de

J
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lowland wet rice producers, and consists mainly ofnew HYV varieties which else-
where are displacing local varieties. Lowland rice is exchanged for aren-sugar
(Arenga pinnata) and other products. Thus, daily consumption relies on new vari-
eties, while old varieties are produced and maintained through the religious
obligation to sustain a traditional swidden system.

In this paper we wish to demonstrate how Baduy cultural practices maintain
pnenotypic diversity in rice, a connection which is still poorly understood for manv
domesticates (Brush 1992: 162). However, we do not automatically assume that

diversity is necessarily a good measure

from
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neties', which are usually the products of institutional breeding.

BADUY RICE CULTIVATION

living
BadUy are a distinct

someLeUWidam j-
»ume jiuv net in rvaiic^co u««, -«- «*.— * ~*

be divid d

3r
' rict of Lebak' residency of Banten, West Java (Figurel). They can

Urano r two SrouPs: about 502 'Innern
8 ^irang, Kaum Daleum)
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FIGURE 1.- The Baduy area of West Java
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Panamping). Inner Baduy live in the hamlets of Cibeo, Cikartawarna, and Cikeusik,

and in 1994 constituted about one eighth of the total population. Outer Baduy

have a total population of about 5900, and inhabit some 44 hamlets located to the

north, west and east of Inner Baduy. Surrounding these concentric areas is a buffer

zone which contains both Baduy and non-Baduy, the Dangka, which has a num-
ber of crucial properties, not least of which is the ecological and cultural protection

of the Baduy area proper.

Though the Baduy are ethnic Sundanese (West Javanese), their social

igricultural system differ from that of surrounding

instead

{pikukuh). Baduy traditional swidden farming is in many ways a remnant

form
islamic times

that anyone who does not practice it is no longer considered to be Baduy.

Of the various crops planted in a Baduy swidden field {huma) (Figure 2), the

most important is rice {pare = Oryza saliva japonica group 1; padi, in Indonesian).

Swidden rice is thus pare huma (unhusked) or beas huma (pounded and husked;

beras, in Indonesian). Rice was commonly called Nyi Sri or Kersa Nyai ('the wish

of Nyai') by ancient Sundanese, while rice cultivation was punctuated from be-

ginning to end with various rituals (Mustapa 1985 (1913): 89; Soeganda 1982: 157;

Locher-Scholten 1987: 83). Similar beliefs and practises are still found in Baduy.

Swidden rice is considered sacred, a status expressed through veneration of its

creator, the rice goddess, Nyi Sri Pohaci or Pohaci Sanghiyang Asri (Soeganda

1982: 170-72). Swidden rice and Pohaci Sanghyang Asri are, thus, aspects of a

single reality, and both command respect (Danasasmita and Djatisunda 1986:78).

It is for this reason that the cultivation of swidden rice is regarded as an obligation

non-Baduy.
prohibited

and cannot
instead consumed mainly during the actual process of cultivating rice and on ritual

consumption (which, in turn

(M
rinu

Baduy only. These are harvested from swiddens {huma), protected anthropogenic

'west surrounding hamlets {dukuh lembur), fallowed secondary forest {reurna),

and protected forest {leuweung kolot). In addition, cash is acquired, particularly

by Outer Baduy, by selling handicrafts and labour to neighbouring ^on-Baduy

areas. Swidden cultivation of rice has for a long " * "
l~*~l ""*

growing of fruit trees (Terra 1958: 160-161).

time

The six main _
_,

gh ritual in wavs which are known more widely from
accom

(b)

o ;-'wvu ^/i, outlive iy/o; vis&ei 1707/, anu "»«
°nsumption of swidden rice include: (a) cutting underbrus!

y pruning {nuar and nutuh); (c) burning {ngahuru), reburning debris {ngaduruk)

T* Ceding under piles of debris {nyasap); (d) planting rice {ngaseuk pare); (e)

nrst and second wppH;™ ^™,wv ™a <f\ harvestine rice {dibuat or panen pare).
weeding {nvored); and (f) harvestin
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FIGURE 2.- Vegetation structure of a typical swidden plot (huma)
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orm various rituals

in

after storing rice), or whether conducted communally, such as planti
sacred swidden plots, huma serang.

Swidden cultivation among Inner and Outer Baduy follows basicalh
pattern. Six kinds of swidden are recognised, depending on ownership
(1) huma seran%, sacred swiddens belonging to the communitv. locatec

Inner Baduy hamlet, and never overlapping

cials, but some
m

comm
;ing to and m

Inner
(3) huma girang seurat, swiddens belonging to and managed by families of the

attached to the huma serang;

{girang

tangtu, swiddens belonging to each Inner

m
ma

perennial

inherited. Huma tangtu in fallow may
mana

Thes
(/

betwe
Some activities, particularly planting

(6) huma panamping, swiddens belonging to Outer Baduy households, obtained

inheritance

is

through purchase, rent, sharecropping or exchange for labour from
neighbouring non-Baduy.
The most important factor determining the first month of the Baduy calendar

he harvesting time of the huma serang. Huma tangtu and huma panamping are

lectively termed huma masyarakat (community swiddens) as they are not di-
rectly controlled by religious leaders. Thus, work on the huma masyarakat is

aways preceded by work on the huma serang. To perform the rituals at the begin-

^g of the farming year new rice from the huma serang must be used.

KNOWLEDGE AND MANAGEMENT OF RICE DIVERSITY

com
amtenance of rice diversity. This involves folk identification, selection, sowing,

harvest
On thp K«;« ~

from Inner
^edium to tall (130-150 cm) traditional dry cultivarsl. Although

,
knowled

through tl
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TABLE 1 .- Baduy rice landraces, recorded by Iskander between 1995-97

Folk Name Glutinous(G) Hairy(H)or Seed Colour: Rate of Notes
orNon Non Hairy White(W), maturation:

Glutinous(NG) Seed(NH)

1

.

pare alean

2. pare ambu ganti

3. pare anjeni

4. pare areuy

5. pare baduyut
6. pare balogor

7. pare bangban

8. pare banter

9. pare baur

10. pare batu

11. pare bayur

12. pare bentik

13. pare beunteur

14. pare beureum
tiwu

NG
NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

NG

NG
NG
NG

15. pare biluk

16. pare bologor

17. pare bongkok
18. pare bunar
19. pare bubuay
20. pare buntut

manjangan
21. pare buntut

nyiruan

22. pare cao

23. pare cere telong

24. pare cikur

25. pare cinggir

26. pare cokrom
27. pare gintung

28. pare guling

29. pare hawara
bunar

30. pare hawara
koas

31. parejanah
32. pare jawara
33. pare jeruk

34. pare karudin
35. pare kapundung NG

NG
NG
NG

NG
NG

NG

NG
NG
NG
NG

H
H

H
NH
H
NH
NH

H
H
NH
NH
NH
NH

H

H
NH
NH
NH
H
H

H

NH
NH
NH

NH
NH
NH

NH
NH

H

NH
H
NH
H
NH

Red (R) early(EM),

and Black(B) normal(NM)

W
W

W
W
W
W
R

W
W
w
w
w
w

R

w
w
R
R
W
w

W/R

W
R
W

w
w
R

W
w

w

w
w
w
w
R

NM
NM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM

EM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM

NM
NM
NM

NM
NM
NM

NM
EM

EM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

ambu = mother;

ganti = change

areuy = liana

bangban = k.o. tree

(Donax sp.?)

hairs are black

batu = stone

bentik = curled

k.o. freshwater fish

(Puntius ?sp)

beureu = red sugar cane

(var. of Saccharum

officinarum); hairs are

black

buntut manjangan =

deer

buntut nyiruan =

tail of a big bee

cikur = k.o. ginger

(Kaempferia sp?)

gintung = k.o. tree

(Beschafia sp?)

hawara = early

maturing (rice)

koas = Canavalia sp

planted in huma serang

planted in huma serang

jeruk = orange (Citrus sp.)
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Folk Name Glutinous(G) Hairy(H)or Seed Colour: Rate of Notes

orNon Non Hairy White(W), maturation:

Glutinous(NG) Seed(NH)

36. pare kembang
ading

37. pare kembang
kalapa

38. pare ketan areuy

NG

NG

44- pare ketan

kasumba

45. pare ketan

keuyeup
46. pare ketan

kidang

47. pare ketan

jalupang

48. pare ketan

langgasari

49. pare ketan meloy
50. pare ketan

nangka
51

• pare ketan putri

54. pare kiara
55. pare kokak
56. pare kolelet

G

39. pare ketan G
40. pare (ketan) bodas G

41. pare ketan bulu G
kuda

42. pare ketan gadog G
43. pare ketan G

hideung

G

G

G

G

G

G
G

G

52- Pare ketan ruyung G
W. pare ketan siang G

NG
NG
NG

NH

NH

NH

H
H

H

NH
NH

NH

NH

H

H

NH

H
H

NH

NH
NH

H
NH
H

Red (R) early(EM),

and Black(B) normal(NM)

W

W

R

W
w

w

w
B

R

R

W

W

w

w
w

R

R
R

W
W
W

NM

NM

NM

NM

NM

NM
NM

NM

NM

NM

EM

NM

NM
NM

EM

NM
NM

NM
NM
NM

kembang = flower ?

kembang kalapa =

fir of Cocos nucifera

ketan = glutinous;

areuy = liana

NM beledug

bodas = white; = pare

(ketan) huis = grey hairs

(syn.); planted in huma

serang

bulu kuda = horse hair

hideung = black; =

pare peuceuk =

black (syn., partic. Inner

Baduy; planted in huma

serang

early maturing; blackish

red grain; kasumba =

Bixa orellana

keuyeup = crab

kidang = the

constellation of Orion's

belt

early maturing

langgasari = name of

epic sung narrative;

sacred; = pare indung?

nangka = jackfruit;

Artocarpus heterophyllus

putri = princess or

daughter; planted in

huma serang

siang = day, bright; syn.

= pare siang, pare

beureum (partic. Inner

Baduy); sacred, planted

in huma serang

kiara = k.o. tree {Ficus)
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Folk Name Glutinous(G) Hairy(H) or Seed Colour: Rate of Notes

orNon Non Hairy White(W), maturation:

Glutinous(NG) Seed(NH) Red (R) early(EM),

and Black(B) normal(NM)

57. pare koneng

~->8. pare konyal

59. pare leungsir

60. pare limar

61. pare topang

62. pare malati

63. pare marukan
64. pare menteng
65. pare menyan

66. pare nagayanti

67. pare nangsi

68. pare ninggul

69. pare pendok

70. pare peuteuy

71.pareracik

72. pare reumay
73. pare rumbay
74. pare sabeulah

75. pare salak

76. pare sampay
77. pare sempur
78. pare sereh

NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

NG
NG
NG

NG
NG

NG
NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

NG
NG
NG

NG
NG

79. pare seungkeu
80. pare seuti

81.paresikepkuning NG
82. pare singgul NG

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

83. pare sintung

84. pare tanggay

85. pare tanjung

86. pare tapos

87. pare tundun

88. pare tunggul
89. pare wanti

NG
NG

NH

NH
NH
NH
NH
H

NH
NH
H

H
NH

H
NH

NH
H
NH
NH
NH
H

H
H
H

H
H
H
H
NH
NH
NH
NH
H

H
H

W

R
W
R
R
W

R
W
W

w
w

w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w

R
w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

w
w

Key:
( ) = optional; fir. = flower; fr. = fruit

NM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM
NM
NM

NM
NM

NM
NM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM
NM
EM

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
NM

NM
NM

koneng = yellow,

tumeric (Curcuma

domestica); sacred

konyal=fr. of Antidesma sp.

malati = jasmine fir.

(Jasminum sp.)

menteng = fr. of Baccaurea

menyan = incense

derived from benzoin

gum, Styrox spp.; hairs

are black

nangsi = k.o. tree

(Villebrunia sp.)

hairs are black

leger = non-hairy

(leger) (rice)

peuteuy = Parkia sp

hairs are black

sabeulah = half

salak = fr. of a k.o. palm

(Salacca zalacca)

sempur = Dillenia sp.

sereh = lemon grass

(Cymbopogon citratus);

early maturing

kuning = yellow

fir. stalk of Cocos nucifera

tanjung = fir. of Mimusops

tundun = fr. of rambutan

(Nephelium spp.)

tunggul = tree stump
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TABLE 2 - Diagnostic characteristics used in Baduy rice classification.

Main Criteria Vernacular/ English Notes

1. Glutinousness of

cooked rice;

waxy endosperm

pare ketan Sticky rice

pare biasa

2. Hairiness of unhusked pare bulu

rice

pare leger

3. Colour of hulled rice beas beureum Red hulled rice

beas bodas

beas hideung

4. Shape, size and
colour of grain

pare sabeulah Half-size grain

Cooked rice is sticky

Regarded as superior

for culinary purposes

Non Sticky rice Cooked rice non sticky

Hairy Unhulled rice has hair

of various lengths and

colours

Unhulled rice does

not have hair

Hulled rice has red

colour

Hulled rice has white

colour

Hulled rice has black

colour

Small rice grain

Non hairy

White hulled

rice

Black hulled

rice

rice

5. Distinctive panicle

6. Maturity

pare ketan

kasumba
pare ketan

hideung

pare hawara Early maturing

Violet coloured grain

rice

Blackish panicle Rice has distinctive

blackish panicle

Rice can be harvested

in less than 6 months

stickiness

time taken to mature, and shape, size, and colour

rice, hairiness of the unhusked rice, colour of the hulled rice, distinctiveness of the

panicle, length of
" * % ~~*

(Table 2).

These distinctions are reflected in the general terminology

types. Thus, glutinous landraces are pare ketan and non glut

'ordinary'), hairy seed types are pare bulu and non-hairy pare k

than 6 months)

'rdinary
m grouping

]

rank them in

binary iportant uy

would

eno

the 89 names listed in table 1, 73 are semantic and morphosyntactic bino

while 16 are trinomials or optional trinomials. In every case, the trinomial!

» as their middle segment the term ketan (glutinous), indicating througt

* the existence of a semi-covert residual grouping comprising the remain-

binomials. This grouping is co-terminous with the category pare btasi

«y rice', non-glutinous) in regular speech. However, despite the lexica

*g of glutinousness, the most salient characteristic for Baduy farmers ap

o be hairiness. Colour is second to hairiness as a diagnostic characteristic

i refers specifically to the husked grains. Other classifications according t<

maturity for example, would appear to be secondary to, independent oi
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and cut across, this basic morphological distinction. Such an arrangement might

best be represented analytically as a multi-dimensional paradigm in which differ-

ences are ordered through simultaneous intersection (e.g. Kay 1966) rather than as

a standard taxonomy of levels and contrast.

Thus, Baduy rice landraces are distinguished and labelled according to eco-

logical, morphological and culinary factors. Let us consider some of these in further

detail. For ease of subsequent reference individual named landraces are prefixed

by the identification number provided in table 1 and do not appear in boldface

(e.g. 7-pare bangban).

1. Ecological factors include maturation period. Early-ripening types are known
as pare hawara (and include 30-pare hawara koas and 29-pare hawara bunar).

They are mainly used to replace rice in particular plots which has failed to

grow, in order to maximise use of space and productivity. These landraces are

planted approximately one month after the main planting, although they can

be harvested at the same time as other landraces.

hairiness, size, and colour. Modern
rain phenotype, including

ripening, photoperiod insensitive

nitrogen, requiring more water and good drainage, are more
from 40 (45 %) of the 89 Baduy

gnised for their hairiness or for being
bulu); the rest (55 %) are recognised as awnless (pare leger). Prior to the Green

common
the Javanese lowland, usually named pare bulu and pare gundil respectively.

Taxonomically, like the Baduy landraces, they were also types of javanica (see

note 1). As far as the Baduy are concerned, though, the distinction between

hairy and non-hairy, or awned and awnless, encodes no particular aesthetic

more
grain-eating pests, such as birds, rats and wild pigs (Burkill 1935: 1598), as a

result of the physical properties of the hairs .

The colour, length and form of grain hair can also be used to classify rice variet-

ies. Thus, 74-pare sabeulah is half the size (sabeulah, meaning half); 44-pare

ketan kasumba is violet, kasumba; 65-pare menyan is a black type, tnenyan

meaning incense; 21-pare buntut nyiruan has short hair like the tail of a large

bee, buntut nyiruan. The colour of beas or husked rice is also used as a means

of distinguishing different landraces e.g. 43-pare ketan hideung, hideung mean-

ing black, and 51-pare ketan putri, or a blackish-red colour. Of the remainder,

landraces are white

n reflects a culinary

panicle colour is al

This

ketan hideung, with blackish straw and panicle.

^--" -* W W -A ft.A W^ A» ^ "ftw ^^ V

identify rice landraces e.g. 43-pare

Finally

erm or not, i.e. glutinousness (c.f. Sakamoto 1996). Glutinous landraces

erally considered superior for culinary purposes, the cooked rice hav-

easant smell and being sticky. They are predominantly used for making

»nal cakes and are consumed in rituals and ceremonies. About 15 (19%)

$ Baduy landraces are glutinous {pare ketan).
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combinations

hairiness, elutinousness, rate of ma
made

G.NM.W and NH.NG.NM.W. This

white non-hairv landraces. Sacred

What
r — _

^

the overall pattern is the absence of early maturing landraces

most DODular combinat

Selection.- Rice is largely a self-pollinating plant in which some degree of out-

crossing may take place between adjacent areas planted with different varieties,

orbetween planted varieties and wild or weedy rice. Potential outcrossing is about

0.1-1 per percent. Landraces may be genetically homogeneous, but more usually

combine several more-or-less homozygous lines. Therefore, to obtain pure seed

TABLE 3.- 88 Baduy landraces grouped by combination of four main diagnostic

characters.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Character combination

present

H
H
H
H
H
H
NH
NH
NH

H
H
H
H
H
H
NH
NH
NH

G
G
G

G
G
G

G
G
G
NG
NG
NG
G
G
G

NH NG
NH NG
NH NG

NM
NM
NM

NG NM
NG NM
NG NM

NM
NM
NM

NH NG NM
NH NG NM
NH NG NM

EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM

W
R
B

W
R
B
W
R
B
W
R
B
W
R
B
W
R
B
W
R
W
W
R
B

No. landraces Percentage

6

26

1

2

4

1

30

12

2

3

1

1

89

7

29

1

2

4

1

34

13

2

3

1

1

100

Sacred landrace

(including those

planted in huma
serang)

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

8

%• H = hairy, NH = non-hairy, G = glutinous, NG = non-glutinous,

NM = normal rate of maturity, EM = early maturing, W = white, B - black, R = red
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for planting the following year, rice seed must be properly selected. Baduy selec-

tion (dipasing) is usually undertaken during harvesting (see also discussion of

harvesting below). Homogeneous and good quality (beuneur) bundles of panicles

from different varieties (huasatt) are selected and marked using special bamboo
string. This is usually based on phenotypic appearance satisfying the characteris-

tics of the particular landrace and on the presence of healthy and productive traits.

It is the work of women assisted by their husbands. Before being carried to the

settlements, these bundles are hung on a bamboo pole (lantayan) covered with a

thatch of sago palm leaves {Metroxylon sagit) placed near the swidden shelter (Fig-

ure 5). Although different bundles come from different landraces they are not

confused because of their distinctive marking.

n

PARE PENDOK

+ PARE KETAN LANGGASARI

O G <S> O G O

O ® <S> Q O

PARE SEUNGKEU

PARE SIANG

SAUNG
(farm shelter)

D D
PUNGPUHUNAN

HD D
(sacred plot)

D

D
PARE KONENG
D

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o

o o o o o o

PARETUNGGUL O O O

o o o o o

o o o o o

o o o o o
J

i^k'o tenrc •hfaoJali - rVw /onn/ma.lnhA

FIGURE 3.- Indicative planting pattern for different landraces in a Baduy swidden plot
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bundles
settlements. In the hamlet

and
Outer Baduy) a wooden trunk. Later, one or two days before planting, these bundles

small

time by stamping in a large flat bamboo

from bundles according to landrace is put into separate woven bamboo baskets or
cloth sacks.

In selecting rice seed, preference is given to three landraces: 57-pare koneng,
53-pare ketan siang, and 48-pare ketan langgasari. These are all considered to be
sacred, and are required to be planted by each household in separate parts of each
swidden plot (Figure 3). They are not permitted to be in contact with each other,

and may be separated from other - non sacred - landraces to prevent contagion.

However, in addition, other landraces, including 31-pare-janah, 40-pare ketan bodas
and 43-pare ketan hideung (=peuceuk), may be planted in the huma serang, and
for this reason are also considered sacred.

If the swidden plot of any individual household is not large enough (that is an
estimated 0.5 ha) to plant at least five landraces (namely, the three sacred landraces

and two others), there is no obligation to plant sacred rice. Moreover, if there is no

pungpuhunan (the sacred place in the centre of a swidden field), the necessary

swidden cycle rituals cannot be performed and the household must join the ritu-

als of relatives who do have a pungpuhunan . The same follows for the celebration

of the communal rituals of kawalu and ngalaksa, which take place after the har-

vesting. Similar alternative procedures exist for other rituals, such as those which
occur before second weeding, before harvesting, and at the first tasting of new
nce. On these occasions they join close relatives who have been asked to join in the

ntual of planting rice. Thus, any household which has not planted sacred rice in

the previous farming cycle but intends to plant such rice in the following year,

ttust borrow from relatives. Indeed, this is the mechanism employed should an

^dividual wish to plant any other landrace not planted previously. As soon as

Possible after the harvest, borrowed rice should be returned either by returning

Jne same number of bundles of the same landraces or in the form of different

andraces, depending on what has been agreed. In this way rice germplasm circu-

ses and diffuses between Baduy households along kinship and affinal lines, so

mamtaining landrace diversity. Alternatively, the loan can be returned in terms of

Pounded rice rather than impounded rice bundles, but of equivalent quantity.

S°ving.- Sowing in the huma serang, huma puun, and huma masyarakat corn-

ices in July-August, August-September, and September-October4 respectively,

?»er the burning of vegetation. In the morning prior to sowing the male head of a

anH
Sehold prepares the pungpuhunan. This measures about one square metre,

Z
ls b°rdered byAmomum stems with a construction of poles, bamboo and Arenga

a
"^>- At the same time, close kin with swidden plots nearby assist. A key mo-

m the ritual is when a couple of seeds of sacred rice, called the 'rice mother',

a ! !£
Wn m the middle of the pungpuhunan. Seven holes inside the pungpuhunan

vL
S°Wn with ^cred rice seeds of 57-pare koneng, while 7 holes outside the

run8Puhunan are sown with seeds of 53-pare ketan siang.A couple of sacred seeds

lea

ment

ves
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(sakuren) of 48-pare langgasari, also called pare indung, are additionally sown in

the middle of the pungpuhunan. This symbolises the 'head' and 'neck' of Nyi

Pohaci.The seven holes outside the pungpuhunan represent the 'arms' of Nyi

Pohaci. 48-pare langgasari from the pungpuhunan is the first landrace to be har-

vested, the whole stalk being pulled out intact and stored separately from the rest

of the grain in the rice barn. A more detailed account of this process is provided in

Iskandar (1998: 348).

At least 5 landraces are planted in the hunta serang, 53-pare ketan siang, 57-

pare koneng, 48-pare ketan langgasari, 31-pare janah, and 43-pare ketan hideung,

divided into several sub-plots marked with Arenga pinnata leaf ribs {lidi kawung).

Sacred rice seeds are placed in separate parts of the swidden: 57-pare koneng, 53-

pare ketan siang, and 48-pare ketan langgasari being sown at the centre, east, and

west, respectively. These different landraces are not permitted to be in contact

with each other. In order to ensure this, the boundaries between them are planted

with other non-sacred landraces (Figure 3). Baduy believe that this prohibition

has an important practical function: to maintain the distinctiveness of the differ-

ent landraces by ensuring that each sacred type can be harvested (dibuat or dipanen)

and separated (dipasing) easily and its purity more easily guaranteed. In prac-

tise, some mixing is likely. A similar reasoning is connected to the prohibition on

sacred rice not coming into contact with the farm house. In wet rice cultivation,

where HYVs predominate and where sickles have replaced finger-knives, the har-

vesting and selecting of seed of non-HYVs becomes difficult, and after one year

can no longer be used for planting in the next season, as the seed is no longer

homogeneous. If such seed is planted, rice will grow as a mixture of different heights

and produce a low yield. As a result, in non-Baduy lowland areas seeds are usu-

ally bought rather than being homegrown. But such seed can be used only for one

farming season, and in the following year new seed must be bought again. Farmer

independence is therefore restricted with more dependence on market-led inputs

and energy subsidies from outside, over which Baduy have no control (Iskandar

1998: 473-474).

We have no data to suggest that two or more Baduy rice landraces might ever

be sown in the same hole, while only a few landraces have disappeared because

they have been planted in contact with others and during harvest could not be

easily separated. These are generally those which have similarities in grain colour

and shape. For example, if there is crop failure in a swidden, or the crop grows

badly, 44-ketan kasumba, 30-hawara koas, 47-ketan jalupang, and 78-pare sereh

will commonly be planted as a replacement (pikeun ngayum), mixed with other

landraces. These are recognised as maturing more quickly {pare hawara), and can

be harvested in less than 5 months. However, apart from 44-ketan kasumba, which

has a very distinctive bluish-red (violet) seed colour (kasumba), these landraces

have seeds of similar colour and shape.
Tables 4 and 5 compare rice landraces planted by 16 Outer Baduy households

in 1985 and 1995. In 1985 the total number of landraces planted in the sampled

households was 42, the range for number of landraces planted between 5 and 18,

and the mean number per household 9.06, and each landrace was planted by a

mean of 3.45 households. By 1995, the total number of different landraces for the
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TABLE 4.- Rice landraces planted by 16 households in Outer Baduy in 1985

Rice Landraces Respondents

No. of

respondents

planting

landrace

1.

2.

XX X

pare ambu ganti

pare anjeni x

3. pare areuy x

4. pare bangban

5. pare bayur

6. pare bentik

7. pare bongkok

8. pare bubuay x
9. pare bunar x
10. pare buntut

menjangan x
11. pare cao

12. pare cikur

13. pare cinggir

14. pare hawara koas
15. pare ketan kasumba x
16. pare ketan bulu kuda x
17. pare ketan hideung/

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

x 2

1

3

2

x 2

xx 8

1

x 3

1

x

X

X

x

18. pare ketan jalupang x
19. pare ketan langgasari*xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xx
20. pare ketan putri x
21. pare ketan kidang x
22. pare koneng x x x x x x x
23. pare konyal x
24. pare limar x x
25. pare lopang x
26. pare malati x x x
27. pare mananggul x
28. pare marukan

x

x

x

X

29. pare menteng x x x x x

30. pare pendok leger x x x x x x x

31 pare racik

32. pare rumbay x
33- pare sabeulah

x x x

x

x x

X

X

X X X X X X X X X

34. pare sampay
35. pare sereh
36. pare seungkeu
37. pare seuti

38. pare siang
39. pare singgul

!? pare tan8gay
41

• pare tanjung

f-
Pare tunggul x x x

r°tal in each household 6 9 6 18 8 13 11 12 7 7 7 13 6 7 10 5

x

x

X

1

4

1

1

1

2

1

peuceuk x x x 3

1

16

1

1

xxxxxx xx 16

1

4

1

5

2

2

x 7

7

5

1

1

1

xx 6

5

1

x x x 16

2

1

1

x 4
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TABLE 5- Rice landraces planted by 16 households in Outer Baduy in 1995

Rice Landraces Respondents

No. of

respondents

planting

landrace

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1. pare areuy

2. pare bangban

3. pare bentik x x

4. pare beunteur

5. pare bologor

6. pare bunar

7. pare cao

8. pare cokrom

9. pare hawara kaos x

10. pare ketan hideung x

11. pare ketan jalupang

12. pare ketan langgasari xxxxxxxxxxx
13. pare kapundung

14. pare kohak

15. pare koneng xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
16. pare konyal

17. pare limar

18. pare malati

19. pare marukan

20. pare menteng x

21. pare ninggul

22. pare pendok

23. pare reumay

24. pare rumbay x x x x x

25. pare sabeulah

26. pare sereh

27. pare seungkeu x x

28. pare siang

29. pare sikep

30. pare sintung

31. pare tundun x
32. pare tunggul x

33. pare wanti

Total in each household 10 68866848 10 6 12 6658

1

1

6

2

2

1

7

3

1

1

2

16

3

1

16

2

4

1

2

3

1

2

1

5

1

2

6

16

1

1

1

3

2

same households had decreased to 33, the range for the total number of landraces
planted was between 5 and 12, the mean number per household had declined to

7.31, and each landrace was planted by a mean of 3.54. The decline in the number
of landraces over this ten year period can be attributed to land shortage, as a strong

Thus, given that 1 rice bundle
number

usually one bundle of each landrace will be planted, a swidden plot of 0.5 ha will
contain 5 landraces, one of 0.6 ha 6 landraces, one of 0.8 ha 8 landraces, and so on.
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TABLE 6- Rice landraces planted bv 11 households in Inner

Rice Landraces Respondents

1

1. parebaduyut
2. pare bangban
3. pare banter

4. pare bentik

5. pare beunteur

6. pare biluk

7. pare cokrom x

8. pare hawara
9. pare janah

10. pare jeruk

11. pare kapundung
12. pare ketan areuy
13. pare ketan huis/bodas
14. pare ketan keuyeup
15. pare ketan langgasari x

16. pare ketan nangka
17. pare ketan peuceuk/

hideung
18. pare kiara

19. pare kolelet

20. pare kohak
21. pare koneng
22. pare konyal
23. pare leungsir

24. pare limar

25. pare menteng
26. pare menyan
27. pare nagayanti
28. pare pendok
29. pare racik

30. pare sabeulah
31. paresalak
32. pare sereh

33. pare seungkeu
34. pare siang

35. pare singgul

36. pare sintung

37. pare tanggay
38. pare tapos

Total in each household:

2

x

x

8

x

X

10

3 4 5 6 7 8

x

12

x

X

X X

X X

X

X

X X

No. of

respondents

planting

landrace

9 10 11

6 11 5 6 6

x

x

X

X

X

X

5 18 11

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

4

1

11

1

3

2

2

1

11

5

2

4

2

4

1

1

2

1

1

2

4

11

1

1

2

1

from the swiddens of the sampled households be

tween

ketan

buntut menjangan

* ketan bulu kuda, £
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46-pare ketan kidang, 61-pare lopang, pare mananggul, 71-pare racik, 76-pare

sampay, 82-pare singgul, 84-pare tanggay and 85-pare tanjung. However, although

there is a net decline in the number of landraces for these households for the pe-

riod 1985-95, the plots surveyed in 1995 also contained 11 landraces not observed

for the same households in 1985 (13-pare benteur, 16-pare bologor, 26-pare cokrom,

35-pare kapundung, 55-pare kohak, pare 68-ninggul, 72-pare reumay, 81-pare sikep,

83-pare sintung, 87-pare tundun and 89-pare wanti). This suggests that landraces

are continuing to circulate between households.

Table 6, by comparison with the Outer Baduy data summarised in tables 4 and

5, concerns landraces planted by 11 Inner Baduy households in 1995. Although we
do not have corresponding information for 1985, it can be seen that the number of

landraces is 38, the range for the number of landraces planted between 5 and 18

and the mean number per household 9.54, while each landrace was planted by a

mean of 2.58 households. These Inner Baduy data not only indicate that Inner

Baduy households are more likely to conserve landraces, but that this is correlated

in part at least to a larger average swidden size. It should also noted that in all

cases there is a strong correlation between frequency of landrace planted, the ex-

tent to which it is conserved and the requirement that it be planted in a

pungpuhunan or huma serang (12-pare bentik, 22-pare cao, 48-pare ketan langgasari,

57-pare koneng, 64-pare menteng, 69-pare pendok leger, 78-pare sereh, 79-pare

seungkeu, 53-pare ketan siang, 60-pare limar, 40-pare ketan bodas, 65-pare

menyan).

knife
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Crop maintenance and protection.- After sowing, the next important task necessary

Weeding

usually done twice. The first weeding is undertaken about two weeks after sow-

ing and approximately finished about 40 days after planting. A few weeks later

the swidden is already regrown with weeds, and a second weeding must be un-

dertaken. At the same time, rice is fed with traditional herbal pesticides between

five and nine times, industrial pesticides being strongly prohibited for cultural

reasons. These former are made of cangkudu (Morinda citrifolia) fruits mixed with

milk (Cocos nucift

fermentedgranais), rermentea paim sugar iuu_e ^/c/*g« pm,™**,, ;
*

hand over the swidden. In addition, leaves of kanyere (Bridelia monoica), bungur.... ,„. ., \ ~ u^moA fwirp a dav in tneburned twice

farm shelter, and at various places in the swidden. These

sons which together with the smoke from the burning are I

pests, such as kungkang (the coreid bug, Leptocorisa acuta).

Harvesting- Five months
March) and Katiga (Marchary;, Karo ^eoruary-iviarcn; anu jxauga Vi*u»^ r—

"

. , . h
huma puun, and huma masyarakat, respectiveiy, matures and ,s^y to be ha,

vested Three days before harvesting a special ritual named m,pt , P«£™£
This involves an offering to the rice soul to ensure that u does«*te^££
_, . ~. . .? i ^a mi* AWvirmpn. women, and children wui*

harvestedaunng reaping. Kice is men narvebieu V
i ig- -/ -j ~—

'

, , relatives,

ing in groups consisting of husband, wife, sons, daughters, and close

*M £

FIGURE 5.- Harvested rice bundles of various
landraces, protected by sago palm thatch,

awaiting transport to the settlement for storage
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Harvesting rice is mostly achieved through labour-exchange between kin and

sometimes in

form of rice.

Reaping is undertaken using a finger knife (etem, or ani-ani in Javanese). Rice

panicles are cut individually using the right hand and after cutting about five

panicles, these are held in the left hand and each fistful put on the ground. About

four fistfuls are tied together with bamboo string, to form a bundle (sapocong).

These procedures are difficult to perform using HYV varieties because the panicles

are too short, the seeds easily drop off, and because the panicles are not easily

the main
knife; an im

from

Moreover

harvested

com
bamboo

women
bamboos

farm

palm
consists of two rows on which 20 beungkeut or pocong (rice bundles) are hung
(Fig- 5).

Storing- After the harvest, the final stage of swidden farming is to carry rice to the

settlement and place it in a rice barn. Rice is usually carried by household mem-
bers, exchange-labour, or wage labour. According to Geise (1952)5, before the

kaivalu ceremony, five rice bundles are brought from the hutna serang to a farm
shelter {sating) and the panicles hung upside down. The bamboo string tying each

rice bundle is replaced by bark cloth (tali teureup). This rice is not hung on the

bamboo pole together with ordinary rice, but is brought directly to the shelter.

Five rice bundles of 5 different landraces are dried: 31-pare janah, 53-pare ketan

siang, 53-pare ketan putri, 44-pare ketan huis, and 52-pare ketan peuceuk (43-pare

ketan hideung). After drying, these bundles are stacked in the required way and
covered by mara asri leaves {Macaranga sp). The rice is brought to the hamlet to be
pounded, carried by hand, as it is prohibited to carry it on the shoulder. The bundles
are put in the house of the girang seurat, covered by a sacred cloth and perfumed.
On the following day, in the early morning, the bundles are brought to a pounding
shelter {saung listing) by a group comprising 5 women: 31-pare janah is brought
by the puun's wife, followed by ambu seurat carrying 53-pare ketan siang, while
51-pare ketan putri and 40-pare ketan bodas are carried by ambu parekan and the

the perceptual

ements contribute towards maintaining

^s mentioned in connection with seed selection, rice is selected in the hamlet
ce seed bundles of good quality from different landraces are separated foi

ing the following year. These are usually stored in a special place in the rice

or house, separated from the rest of the rice. In addition 30 r\r& u^nA\^ art
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FIGURE 6.- Internal framework(a) and (b) external view of a Baduy nee barn
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selected for use in various rituals, such as ngadiukeun pare, the ritual associated

barn. This

companion
The other rituals for which these bundles are used include that for tasting new rice

two
Inner Baduv kawalu (one or two

in Inner

humajaro dangka rice (in Outer Baduy). The rice used must have been taken from
7 rice stalks of the pungpuhunan rice. The pungpuhunan - as we have seen- is the

most sacred place in the swidden plot, regarded by Baduy as the essence of the

earth, and this essence is believed to be absorbed by rice grown within it.

Rice seed and rice bundles for use in rituals are placed in the house, while the
rest are stored in a rice barn (leuit, Fig. 6). Before rice is stored in the barn, the
ritual of nganyaran, 'the first tasting of rice' is performed. A special meal of steamed
glutinous rice (kejo ketan), steamed swidden rice (kejo huma) and freshwater fish

is provided and the new rice tasted. At this time, each household sends a meal of
new rice to close relatives and friends, and in return will receive new rice meals
from others. From this point onwards new rice may be permitted to be consumed
by each household.

Another ritual performed at this stage involves placing the 'rice mother' (pare
indung) in the barn: ngadiukeun pare indung, 'to place mother rice'. This is per-
formed on the same day as planting rice. The performance begins with the upper
part of the rice panicles harvested from the pungpuhunan and mupuan or mipit
being cut to flatten the upper part of the panicles. This rice is divided into three
bundles (ranggeong): 'the rice couple', 'male and female' (bikang jeung salaki),
and one bundle of 'companion' (saranggeongpanganteur). The 'rice couple' is tied
with various plants, such as leaves of kukuyaan (Kibara coricea), kakandelan (Hoy

a

difesifolia), Hat mintul (Scleria purpurascens), tumbueusi (Phullantus niruri). mara
(Macaranga triloba), aretiy geureung (Steph

being species considered to be those Ioa

ymbolic functions. The ritual is aimed at welcomin

bam

back home (to the rice barn).

The rice is wrapped in white cotton cloth (boeh) and carried by a woman
(bikang) to the rice barn. In the barn the rice is put (dielep) in the middle by a man,
and other rice bundles placed round it. Over three days and three nights, gharu
incense (Gonystylus macrophyllus), pisitan peel (Lansium domesticum), and the root

</<

Jaringa

Moreover
barn (nguyang) for pounding, betel leaves, lime, gambier,

the further burning of (

peel, and Dianella root.

newed and spread on the rice barn to 'awaken 7

the rice

Finally, after all the rice has been stored, and between two
ituals are performed to respect Nvi Pohaci, which involve
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Most

aromas
some A

domesticum, when burned, gives an aromatic smell and in the past was used by the

Javanese to drive away mosquitos (Burkill 1935: 1316). Similarly, Acorns calami

China
Baduy who have moved to government resettlement schemes, chemical fertiliser

application and pesticides reduce the storability of seed rice. Since Baduy rice is

contaminated

barns for between 10 and 90 years

and transmitted across several generations through inheritance

who have been married several decades have usually between

barns encircling the settlement, each containing between 800 and 1!

inherited

two

survivm

CONCLUSION

Javanese low

semi-commercial

grammex^Avxv/ii wiutiiaiiuiit ah tut tuny x^jv/o. *.*i-*v» f- vo*-~
----- -- j

emphasise an increase in productivity at the expense of other key emergent prop-

agroecosystem
"nnwav *nd RarhiPr 1990: 37-48). Thus

technology

undermining

rural labour force, pest infestation, water pollution arising from the application of

nitrate fertilisers and pesticides, and the erosion of rice germplasm diversity (see

Timmer 1973: Collier et al. 1973; Ihalauw and Utami 1975; Palmer 1976; Alexander

der 1982; Husken and White 1989; Fo;

modern irrigated rice cultivation in J

v embedded in other aspects of traditic

farm

mportant cultural objectives related to farming ^
r

productivity. Modern

nologies to increase productivity, such as High Yielding Varieties (HYVs) o nee

chemical fertilisers, pesticides, tilling land, and irrigation tec1™^ *""* °™-v

not used but are cuhurally proscribed. Although rice pr°d"ct.v,ty s low loss of

local rice varieties, environmental pollution, and social M<™^°"»Zz"^
avoided. BaHuv have a hieh crop diversity achieved through mtercroppmg and

damage and ar
6
m;re efficient in using solar energy^""^

Hon, tLr swidden system has an important^"^^ZUy
various crops, including nee vanehes m situ. Such.local r

and
futu
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drought, and to confer other advantages such as culinary preference.

It can therefore be seen that the requirements of maintaining a separate cul-

tural identity, the centrality of upland rice swiddening to this identity, and the

success the Baduy have had in retaining their identity, has had some very specific

consequences for the conservation of traditional rice varieties. Thus:

1. The maintenance of upland swidden cultivation techniques in itself has necessi-

tated the retention of local rice varieties.

2. Specific religious requirements ensure that certain specific varieties are preserved.

3. There is a cultural value placed on diversity itself in the rice crop which is re-

flected in the number of landraces and in planting patterns.

4. Techniques of selection, planting, harvesting and storage ensure the preserva-

tion of the distinctiveness of individual varieties.

5. The acceptability of purchased rice for ordinary meals, the storage potential of

the varieties grown and the use of effective storage practices, all ensure the

preservation of some genetic material for up to 90 years before replanting.

It has long been recognised (e.g. Vavilov 1926) that centres of landrace diver-

sity are important as pools of genetic resources for crop improvement, and that

these are endangered by the ecological simplification which accompanies agricul-

tural modernisation and rural social change (Hawkes 1983). Although cultural

conservatism of the kind described here might arguably also result in genetic

'bottlenecking', the Baduy case is clearly an important addition to our knowledge
of traditional (folk) in situ cultivation, and in a time of increasing environmental
instability in the traditional wet rice heartland of Asia, a valuable genetic resource

in the face of uncertainty.
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NOTES

1. Until recently, it was conventional to divide sativa rice into three taxonomic groups:
japonica, (or sinica), indica and javanica (e.g. Barker, Herdt and Rose 1985: 14). According to

Vergara and De Datta (1996: 109), javanicas should now be assigned to the japonica group
on the basis of chemotaxonomy. Indica cultivars are mostly tropical, and are characteristi-
cally tall, leafy, high tillering, prone to lodging, respond poorly to fertilisation (particularly
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to nitrogen), are photoperiod sensitive, hardy, disease resistant, tolerate unfavourable grow-
ing conditions and produce reasonable yields under conditions of low management. Japonic*
cultivars, by contrast, are mostly temperate, with short stiff straw, less tillering, are less

leafy, resistant to lodging, photoperiod insensitive and early maturing. Within the japoni-
cas, cultivars traditionally described as javanica are tropical, low tillering, not easily lodged,
photoperiod insensitive, cool temperature tolerant, with a relatively long maturation pe-

riod, wide leaves and tall sturdy stalks, long panicles, not easily shattering, of large and
bold grain type, and of intermediate rice texture (Barker, Herdt and Rose 1985: 16; Fox
1991:64).

2. By comparison, in southeast Asia, Conklin (1992, unpubl., see also 1980, 1988) report-

85-7 landraces for irrigated Ifugao agriculture in upland Luzon. Parekesit and Hadikusumah

(1997) suggest that some 88 landraces were found in pre Green Revolution irrigated fields

in West Java, and Kusnaka Adimihardja (pers. comm. to Iskandar) reports 126 landraces

for wet and dry fields combined in the Kasepuhan area of West Java. For dry rice alone,

Friedberg (1990: 198-200) has reported 30 landraces for the Bunaq (Timor), Revel (1990:

176-7) 36 for Palawan, Dove (1985: 159-165) a minimum of 44 planted by Kantu' (east

Kalimantan) in 1975-6 swiddens, and Visser (1989: 40) 14 for Sahu on Halmahera. Th^
the number of reported Baduy varieties is comparable to the highest number reported for

irrigated rice agriculture and is exceptionally high for dry rice cultivation.

3. The awn is technically a lance-shaped extension of the lemma, which with the palea

forms the husk. The lemma, palea, upper and lower glume together constitute the spikelet,

several of which make up the panicle, the exact number varying from cultivar to cultivar.

In wild rices the awn assists in dispersing the ripe grain at seeding, a function lost in non-

shattering cultivated rices (Burkill 1935: 1598).

4. Rainfall in July is 158 mm compared with 170mm in October, while the average number

of rain days for these two months is 7 in both cases. The difference in precipitation over

this period of sowing is therefore minimal. However, the average altitude of Inner Baduy

huma serang is higher than Outer Baduy huma masyarakat, surrounded by dense forest

and receiving less sunlight. The slight difference in temperature which this occasions leads

to Inner Baduy huma serang rice maturing more slowly and therefore having to be planted

earlier than rice in huma masyarakat.

5. The Inner Baduy kawalu ceremony is difficult to observe directly as non-Baduy are not

presently permitted to attend. However, descriptions obtained by Iskandar from Outer

Baduy informants, and direct observation of similar ceremonies, conform generally to de-

scriptions given by Geise.

6. Confirmation of claims for length of storage time was obtained by^^^
viewed informants aged between 65 and 75 years reporting tavm

«;.
nh^^Sv

rice bundles from their parents. Bundles stored for more than af*™*™™£^^
retained as a buffer against chronic shortfalls (bahaya kelaparan), but as they are not knou n

to us to have been used as seed rice during the period covered by this study, we are unable

to test the claim that the germplasm is viable.
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ABSTRACT.- Much

*y

crop plants. It has been demonstrated in many

landraces declines once so called "improved"

found that certain maize landraces are planted by a dwindling number of people.

However, this decline is unrelated to introduced varieties. Instead, my research

has found that traditional varieties decline once their cultural significance is

weakened by social change. This paper examines how cultural change among the

Mopan Maya has affected the maize diversity in southern Belize. This paper also

discusses the symbolic meaning of maize among the Mopan, and their role in

maize evolution

Keywords

RESUMEN.- MuchasiM^uiviciN.- iviucnas investigations t>e nan ncu"« «-»• -
,

la variedad de cultivos introducidos en plantas locales. En muchos Jugares se

demostrado que la diversidad de plantas indigenas locales decae media v« las

variedadp* "m^n^Ha*" enn introdiiridas. Mis pesquisas llevadas a catx> en ei
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INTRODUCTION

I present this case study of the relationship among Maya farmers' knowledge
of local maize (Zea mays L.) varieties, the symbolic meaning of these varieties, and
management of these landraces under conditions of cultural and economic change
in southern Belize. Several themes regarding maize and the Mopan Maya are ad-

dressed: first, the swidden milpa system of the Mopan Maya in which maize is the

focal crop is examined. Next, the symbolic value of maize in Mopan Maya culture

is discussed. The author then discusses the role Mopan farmers play in maize evo-
lution. And lastly, the author examines maize diversity in the Mopan cultural region
and discusses the factors that are undermining

Much has been written concerning the abandonment
became available. Many

diversity

Mooney
programs

more
some agricultural landscapes (Harlan 1975; Frankel

in

In-

demonstrates how cultural and economic
alter the perception and use of maize varieties in an indigenous landscape where
maize historically has been and remains the focal crop (Soleri and Cleveland 1993;
Soleri and Smith 1995; Zimmerer 1996).

This paper is the result of periodic fieldwork conducted between 1994 and 1998.
Interviews were conducted with 89 Mopan farmers pertaining to the number of
maize varieties planted in the past and present, changes in their agroecological prac-
tices and the symbolic meaning of maize varieties. Most interviews were conducted
with farmersm San Antonio and San Jose; however, Mopan in Santa Cruz, Nalumka,
and Santa Elena were also included (Fig. 1). Both informal and formal interviews
were conducted with Mopan farmers concerning past and present agricultural prac-
tices.

1 and two Mopan villagers with survey experience administered 89 formal
interviews. Topics investigated through formal interviews included the number of
maize varieties grown by Mopan farmers, the perception and meaning of maize to
inaividuals, and how traditional agroecological practices and beliefs changed within
me lifetime of the informant. Informal interviews covered similar topics, however,
mese were conducted in situations where a formal meeting was not possible (e.g.
meeting someone in a village shop or along a roadside). In San Antonio and San

TWh
Sp

ffai

u
systematic sample was used to select farmers for formal interviews.

canitaff
hn°botamcal market surveys were conducted in Punta Gorda, the district

con^ ?1

mVeSh8a
1

te Cr°P selection among the Mopan Maya. These surveys were

maize being lold
C"year period m order to **ord changes in the varieties of

and fj^f ^J* reSearch haS been con<iucted concerning traditional agriculture

theS™T* ~

:

SpeciaUy ma*ze. Much of this research has been concerned with

J' - "
°f Crop

f
v
^

sity ™ domestication hearths. Some prominent recent ex-
amples of this research includeZimmerer 's studies of cultural change and crop diversity
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FIGURE l.-Mopan villages in southern Belize

and Douches 1991), Beta*^ZTmt "andSin Peru (1988, 1990, 1991; and Douches 199U, txuvu*
^^^ 1995; and BnJ

diversity under conditions of technological change
in ^ md aop landraces

1994), Brush's extensive survey of traditional farming y ,< well as other stud;

Mexico and South Americaerica (1986,lWf^Z Louette (et aL 1997),

by Clawson (1985), Altieri and Merrick (1987), Mem :y ^ ^ MeydcQ^
and Wilken's (1987) broad description of tradlb

f
°^

rch concerned
with crop diver-

Guatemala. Some less recent, yet still
prominent, >«W ^^^ity in Mexico

sity and traditional agriculture includes
Anderson^s s ^ domestication pro-

and Guatemala (Anderson 1946,^^^ZZes^mi), and Wellhausen s

Guatemala (Johannessen et al. 19/u, *
> .

1952) .

survey of maize diversity in Mexico
(Wellhause
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An important theme of these works, particularly the more recent literature

cited, is the role farmer's play in maintaining crop diversity and how this diver-

sity is affected bv cultural and economic chanee. This chapter will follow a similar

maize

among the Mopan Maya

CULTURAL SETTING

This study was conducted in the Mopan Maya cultural region in the Toledo

District in southern Belize (Figure 1). The Mopan Maya present an interesting group
through which to study agricultural changes because their overall culture has dra-

matically changed over the past 50 years (Wilk and Chapin 1990). Examples of

Mopan economy, growing educational opportunit

women
(Steinberg 1998).

The Mopan economy moved from subsistence-based to market-oriented after

1940 when the government constructed a road from San Antonio, the largest Mopan
community, to Punta Gorda, the primary market town (Figure 1). This road cre-

ated an outlet for Mopan agricultural products, thereby generating cash incomes
in an economy that was previously subsistence-based. Rising income and contact

with greater Belizean society resulted in growing economic and social aspirations,

especially among young adults. These rising expectations set in motion what Gre-
gory (1987) called the "young man's revolt/' in which the youngei
refused to participate in the previously mandatory civil-religious h

male

economic
were turned upside down as prestige and honor were no longer associated with

and experience, but instead with cash and material wealth.
More recently, a young women's revolt has taken place. More Mopan women
receiving high school educations than at any time in the past. Women who
ad high school have opportunities beyond the control of their families. In the

pry 1987; Wilk

and involving less parental interference.

marria

traditional gender roles where a woman's economic security is totally depen-
dent on her husband's earning potential is also changing with the help of outside
development agencies. Most villages formed women's cooperatives in the past
five years that earn income by running corn mills and/or selling handicrafts to
tourists. Before corn mills were established in villages, women spent uv to three

mainstay of the Mopan
income

money

them within Mopan
women have more

Other areas of change over the past 50 years include: 1) political change, where
moved

lar oriented; and 2) religious change, where since the 1970s large numbers
left the Catholic Church and joined Protestant evangelical churches.
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THE MOPAN MILPA SYSTEM

Mopan practice slash-and-burn

Mesoamerica
and

The

May (sotzilnil) and the second in November (matahambre). The

involves burnin

left to rot. However, some farmers will burn their milpas in November if weeds

and grasses are becoming too prolific.

May planting is a time of anxiety among the Mopan because if farmers plant

in

farmers

therefore, many Mopan farmers have begun to adjust t

May or early June. However, risk always looms large ir

Religious ceremonies are an important part of Mopan ci

and planting season prior to the arrival of the rains in J

vices are held in most communities and farmers burn

make offerings in order to assure the timely arrival of r«

Mopan milpas range between

ways created from young second growth vegetation rather than primary forest

primary forests are so distant from Mop

lm

Antonio

of primary forest. Usually, the forest is aUowed to regenerate for no mo, than hv e

years before the Mopan clear the same plot again. Al farmers m this*^£ma
five year fallow period is the longest they would allow thetr field

I

to regenerate

before clearing, with 28 of the 89 farmers indicating that fields are cleared and

burned every year.

CULTURAL IMPORTANCE AND MEANING
OF MAIZE

most

females, grow maize. Even those who are consiaercu x . y r

and who
g
could buy it from their*^£^£%U * retired

MopMopan nurse wno trameu emu wWM~- ~
clothing, continues to

two
P
story modern home, and who dresses in^^™ th

§
income , but

clear, burn, and plant a field with maize.* <~^^ the milpa and

instead because the Mopan continue to have v X *
with being Mopan

maize. Maintaining a milpa and growing maize is synony

Maya. Maize is part of the^^c^^-MesottOU^ particula

Maize has similar importance throughout!
, b

Maya highland and lowland areas. This
gnificent
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temples as well as provides income for today's rural peasants (Galinat 1995). As a

result of its long-term importance to the Maya, hundreds of varieties of maize are

grown in dozens of environments. The diffusion into different physical settings

has resulted in varieties ranging from those that are adapted to short growing

seasons at high altitudes to drought resistant varieties that thrive in desert condi-

tions. There is no other single crop that is more important in a historical or modern

sense to the indigenous cultures of Mesoamerica.

FIGURE 2-Maize varieties that are planted by the Mopan. One through three, left to

right, are the white variety (sic nil), four and five are the red variety {chuck nil), six

through ten are the black variety (bush nil), and eleven is the yellow variety (kun nil

Among the Mopan, particularly older villagers, maize continues to have mytho-

logical legends attached to it (Steinberg 1996). The Mopan grow four local maize

(ixim) varieties (Steinberg 99, 100, 101, 102, WIS), and one hybrid variety of maize.

These include the black variety (bush nil in Mopan), the red variety (chuck nil),

the yellow variety (ktin nil), and a white variety (sic nil) (Figure 2). The white

variety is harvested as "green" corn that is used in tamales, or harvested when

mature and used for animal feed or for tortillas. All varieties (white, yellow, red,

and black) take about 4 months to mature, but when harvested green, the white

variety is harvested after 2 months, making it the fastest maturing variety.

The symbolic value of maize is linked with its color. Of the four varieties grown

by the Mopan, black and red maize have the most spiritual / cultural significance

attached to them. Because of their symbolic importance, these two varieties are

not sold. They are grown for household consumption, especially at celebrations.

The Mopan claim the colors of maize represent the different temperatures at

which it was created. This belief is described in the following folktale:

The Maya saw the wewe ant (leaf-cutter ant) carrying the maize kernels along

a path one day. The Maya were hungry and wanted to collect the maize, but it

took too long to collect it from each ant. So the Maya followed the ant to the source

of the corn, which was a huge rock with a very thin crack. The crack was too thin

for the Mopan to reach in and get the maize. The Maya knew they would need

help to crack open the rock and get the maize. So they asked the woodpecker to

crack open the stone. The woodpecker tried, but he could not do it alone. So the
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Maya

lightning

Dck. The Maya told the woodpe
lightning struck the rock. The

comb bright red (probably a Lineated woodpecker). When
rock the rock burst open, burnine some of the seeds accordi

ditions.

>ot where the lightning struck the roc

The black variety was created under
iety, then the yellow, and the white

The association of maize color with different temperatures has also been noted

in Maya cultural areas in Guatemala (Johannessen 1982).

Another folktale links the black color to sexual promiscuity. According to in-

formants:

women was takine lunch
when she met a stranger along the path. The stranger was a handsome man.

him
him in the forest. When

punishment

maize
Mopan straying from

the Mop
mentioned above, the Mopa

round

it stained the maize plants growing around him. When white maize is planted too

close to red maize, they cross-breed and the Mopan claim the maize is splattered

with Christ's blood.

Medicinal powers are also attributed to maize. Maize kernels are brewed with

hot water to make maize teas or soups to strengthen individuals who are weak or

lethargic. Several informants claimed that tortillas made from black maize pro-

vide extra strength, allowing a person to work for a long time without becoming

eatm
maize

ceremonies
figure prior to or during Maya Catholic feast days are common in Mopan vi

A maize porridge is served to the individuals who are participating in th

This is said to help participants maintain their stamina through the all-night

services as well as become spiritually more pure by eating the most sacre<

Mopan crop plants (maize). This maize porridge is also served to individua

participate in the Mopan deer dance, a masked-dance performance that vr<

performed in all Mopan villages, but in recent times has become quii

(Steinberg 1997). During this celebration, young men in the village attempt tc

a greased pole in an effort to retrieve a satchel of money placed on top oi tne poie

The participants are fed maize porridge in order to provide them with the energy

and power needed to reach the top of the pole.

climb
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Maize is also made into chicha, a fermented maize "brew/' Chicha is made

from maize kernels that are infested with weevils. The weevils are believed to

play a role in its alcoholic potency. Chicha is still a common feature in Mopan

villages, even with the availability of rum and beer. Unfortunately, it feeds the

alcoholic appetite of the most economically marginalized in the villages- usually

the old or destitute (which are often one in the same).

The white variety is preferred for tamales and tortillas, the staple food of the

Mopan which is eaten at every meal. The white variety is described as being the

easiest to work with when it is ground into a paste, followed by the black and red

varieties. The yellow variety is described as being extremely tough and difficult to

work with by several women in the San Antonio corn mill. The Mopan claim the

yellow variety is grown almost solely for animal feed because of its hard texture.

The Mopan value maize above all other crops they grow, referring to it with

respect and never wasting it. This respect can be witnessed during ceremonies

commemorating certain agricultural events, like planting and harvesting. Personal

and material sacrifices are offered to the spirit of the maize plant to help ensure a

good crop. These sacrifices include abstaining from sexual intercourse before plant-

ing or holding a feast to honor the spirit of maize. Regarding the use of maize,

maize is never supposed to be treated in a careless, wasteful manner. Maize is fed

to animals in a way that is considered to be respectful to the maize plant. While it

is on the ground, individuals are never supposed to trample on it.

No other plant grown by the Mopan has such cultural importance assigned to

it. Other crops, such as rice or beans, are merely described as cash crops. These

plants are not crops with great cultural importance and are not assigned signifi-

cant symbolic status.

MOPAN ROLE IN MAIZE

Mopan
desired traits. These traits include kernel size, ear size, color, and resistance to

pests. Robust kernels from large ears are selected and set aside for the next season's

the
from stunted ears, or from

uniform color are selected for seed. In one informant
home was a small, but growing, pile of future seed corn of the red variety. Each
kernel was a brilliant ruby color, with no trace of any other variety's imprint. Seed

corn

similar.
lack any

aside to be used in the future.

Little effort is made to isolate individual varieties in separate fields. The short-

age of arable land due to population growth has limited the number of fields

available to a single farmer. As a result of this growing pressure on land resources,
many farmers do not have the luxury of using multiple fields in several different

microenvironments. The Mopan have not maintained the folk pedological system
described in many studies in other ethnoecological settings (see Wilken 1987). In

my survey, only five of the 89 informants claimed that certain varieties of maize
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environments. And
?tv of maize is adaot

to specific micro-environmental conditions. Instead, most Mopan claim none of
the varieties are specialized, and that any can be planted where others have been
planted. The Mopan do recognize that different varieties must be grown in sepa-
rate sections of a field if the characteristics of that variety are to be maintained.
Because of the close proximity of the different varieties, many ears bear mixed or
speckled kernels.

MAIZE DIVERSITY IN THE MOPAN CULTURAL

Mopan planted four local maize

of individuals planting

in the
small these two

especially the red variety. Of 89 farmers surveyed,
t iuur bun piant red maize, while 17 plant the black variety.

Informants claim that more individuals planted the red and blac

past. Although they may never have been as common as the wh
eties, of 89 farmers interviewed. 55 claimed thev do remember

maize were "much more common
(Maya Catholic) holidavs were ctfe

informant, black and

ys

many researchers have found
scapes, the decline of these varieties is not due to the introduction ofmaize hybrids.

Only three individuals in my survey planted commercial hybrids. Hybrids are

available from missionary Mennonite farmers, and they do offer some advantages

in that they mature

>v wind eusts becau:
K)t preferred by the Mopa
while in stora p-p

ignifi

unrelated to hvbrid introduction. One
behind recent changes in traditional Mopan agroecology is the influence on iw
estant evangelical missionaries. The evangelizing of rural villages in southern Belize

began in earnest in the middle and late 1970s. As missionaries entered v»lage
^

traditional, synthesized Maya Catholic beliefs and practices began to be abandoned

(Gregory 1987; Steinberg 1997). __ ___ _^ , ..,
maize may

Maya Catholic faith. The

maize was transferred from traditional Maya beliefs to«««
i .i __ «. /luinric ¥r% rnnr nil6 III

Mayalaya uatnouc rengiun a«v"^ , u . -^-i ~nA

Maya cu.,ure. However, this«^«£-£*£££
more individuals convert to evan

ignifican
- w — — - - — j-

the five percent level between
the 1 7 farmers growing black maize

individuals who grew red maize
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Table 1 .- Maize Correlation Coefficients. Probabilities in parentheses

AGE

RELIGION

PLANT IN
PAST?

YELLOW
MAIZE

WHITE
MAIZE

BLACK
MAIZE

RED
MAIZE

FATHER
PLANT
THEM?

AGE RELIGION PLANT IN YELLOW
PAST?

1.000

(0.000)

0.0600 1.0000

(0.5764) (0.0000)

0.2475*

(0.0194)

0.0302

(0.7788)

-0.2487*

(0.0188)

0.2295*

(0.3971)

0.0909

(0.3971)

0.1770

(0.0971)

0.2415*

(0.0226)

-0.2470*

(0.0196)

-0.1259

(0.2397)

0.2390*

(0.0241)

0.2347*

(0.0268)

0.1235

(0.2487)

1.0000

(0.0000)

-0.0047

(0.9648)

-0.0964

(0.3687)

0.3448*

(0.0009)

0.0964

(0.3687)

-0.0947

(0.3772)

MAIZE

1.0000

(0.0000)

-0.0495

(0.6449)

0.0663

(0.5373)

-0.1765

(0.0980)

-0.2518*

(0.0173)

WHITE
MAIZE

1.0000

(0.0000)

-0.3085*

(0.0033)

0.0471

-0.0589

(0.5832)

BLACK
MAIZE

RED
MAIZE

FATHER

PLANT
THEM?

1.0000

(0.0000)

0.0326

(0.6614) (0.7620)

-0.0297

(0.7820)

1 .0000

(0.0000)

0.1706

(0.1100)

1.0000

(0.0000)
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that are connected with the Maya Catholic faith and culture. Crops, traditional

dress, and cultural dances are all examples of ethnic traits that have been impacted
by evangelical conversions (Steinberg 1997).

Not only are the red and black varieties becoming rare, they are also grown
predominantly by older farmers. Again, a significant correlation exists at the five

percent level between age and farmers planting black and red maize varieties (Table

1). Within the study population, 12 of the 17 farmers who were growing black

maize were over 40 years old, while three of the four individuals who planted red

corn were over 40. While another correlation exists at the five percent level be-

tween young farmers and planting efforts concentrated on white maize (Table 1 ).

It appears that the younger farmers want little to do with symbols of the old ways.

Besides the impact of cultural change on maize diversity discussed above,

commercialization of the Mopan milpa also has had an impact on how many vari-

eties the Mopan plant and maintain. The Mopan have been producing agricultural

products for the larger Belizean economy since the early 1940s; therefore, they are

well integrated into a national economy. Although the milpa and maize have re-

tained their significance in the Mopan culture overall, the milpa is also a

commodity-oriented, market-driven land use system for virtually all Mopan. The

Mopan have few economic opportunities beyond what is produced in the milpa;

therefore, maximum returns are demanded. The Mopan depend on an economi

cally active milpa system to produce cash income, not a milpa that produces

ritualistic crops with little cash value.

The result of this commercialization of the milpa is illustrated in the diversity

of maize grown by the Mopan. Few Mopan farmers grow crops that are valued for

religious, ceremonial, or cultural reasons. Instead, most Mopan grow crops that

can produce cash. By far the most popular varieties of maize are the white and

yellow races. These varieties have less symbolic value and more cash value. In 12

surveys of the agricultural market in Punta Gorda, this study found no farmers

who sold the black or red maize varieties. As a result, the Mopan dedicate most of

the milpa space to the production of first white, and then second the yellow v

ety. The Mopan cannot sell the black or red varieties; therefore, few people grow

them. The market-driven milpa does not value ceremonial and traditional crops

(i.e., agricultural diversity); instead, it values commodities that produce economic

returns.
i

Because the red and black varieties are planted by so few formers, several

informants claimed that the seeds of these varieties are no longer available .sev-

eral informants acted surprised that they were still planted at all. Seed isRanged

among family and friends. Once these sources stop growing a P3^^3"^
is very difficult for the Mopan to then find enough seeds to plant, ^e mfor

mants claimed the red and black varieties are no^P
m̂̂ JS

Given the fact that the red and black varieties are used only ui£™^^™
and grown by so few farmers, it is easy to understand^J^^yX-
plant these varieties themselves believe that they are no longer planted by any

one.
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CONCLUSIONS

Mop
landscape, its meaning, significance, and maintenance have not been imperme-

able to outside forces driving cultural change among the Mopan. Most Mopan
plant only one or two varieties of maize. This is particularly true among the younger

generation. The result is a less diverse, more homogeneous agricultural landscape.

This research demonstrates that decisions made by traditional farmers regard-

ing crop maintenance and selection are more complex than some researchers have

suggested. The availabilitv of hvbrids does not invariablv lead to the abandon-

maintained

Mop

abandoned and their symbolism weakened, these varieties are planted by fewer

individuals. Similarly, when farmers move away from a subsistence economy and
become involved in a market-driven economy, varieties that have little or no cash

value fall out of the crop complex grown by farmers.

The outside Western world is certainly impacting maize diversity in southern

more com
the blame for the al

revolution varieties.
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Los Camelidos Sudamericanos: Una introduction a su Estudio. Duccio Bonavia.
Instituto Frances de Estudios Andinos, Lima, Peru. Vol. 93, Travaux de l'lnstitut
Francaisd'Etudes Andines. 1996 Pn S41 KH\] qqvi.min*?_*.

This impressive treatise assembles a dazzling array of facts, patterns and ideas
members of the camel family. Most

Their

form impo

ceive less attention.
uncommon

The thirteen substantive chapters of this monograph cover taxonomy and
logeny, biological aspects (habitat, morphology, anatomy, reproduction, nutri-
,
diseases, genetic selection); paleontology; archaeology (in Peru); domestication

:ess; history (m Peru), chronicler perspectives on these animals; llamas in the
ibhcan period after 1825; archaeology and history outside Peru; use patterns
and present; Andean pastoralism, present distribution of camelids: and as

Peru. Indices
World

The bibliography of more than 1600 items
>se seeking printed references of these anim

maps
representations of llamas and alpacas.

Careful winnowing of the archaeological literature and close reading of the
historical sources form the strongest parts of Bonavia's book. A Professor at

2C2! "ei^ia V™***.* Lima and Past Guggenheim fellow, Bonavia has a

domestication and vre-
and alpacas will remain inferential until some
d bones by these species. These animals had a much
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P
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Bonavia 8°es through the historical

ThesZk * materia s to qualify his assertions about them.

cornered to ite v rtT T u^'^ and missed ref—s are minorcompared to its virtue as a useful, balanced scholarlv «™*w« n~ a. . ^
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the

information about New World camelids. The Institut Francis d'Etudes Andines

(IFEA) and its editor Georges Pratlong must be commended for having added this

tome to a monographic series that includes many

land and life.
Daniel W. Gade

Department of Geography

University of Vermont

Rnrlin^on.VT 05405-4170
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